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‘The penitent man described with clearness
and emotion how debts had led on to de-
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God knows how deep they lie,
J Stored in the breast.”

Hindus, and our native Christians are often
‘taken in the meshes of this snare of Satan.

THE

cheoks, and Post Office money orders may

Thisis a com-

mon,indeed, almost a universal habit among

FAMILY.

ISSUED

FREEWILL

phasis of the evils of debt.

STAR.

Spirit in the heart is more

1. Any person who takes a ne
a
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(rom she post-ofice—whether directed Yo bis ne A
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or whether he has subseribed or not—is
“res
Ble for the paymen
2. Ifa person orders
ie
aper discontinued, he
must
pay all Arreatages, or the publisher may continue bo end
yment is made, and collect the
whale moun, th er the paperis taken from the

Santals and Kodas on the outskirts of the

he had succeededin fulfilling his plans, Ie
could have no jwace,— he could not serve
the Lord, until this was thoroughly confessed.
Of the saine sort was the c: mifession of a
young widow, who had begun to * wax
far as to solicit the services of a pagan to
influence by charms, and one might. perhaps truthfully say intoxicate with certain
drugs a young man of the neighborhood
whom she wished to marry. This same
young woman, bad as the case looks, is decidedly the most energetic and thoroughly
wide-awake and devoted of the native Christians. . From the day of her conversign,

steam-engine does to a train of cars,
i

TE

a

str iking

con:

trast to our negro brethren and sisters at
the South, Rarely does one hear even so
much

as the responsive dmen in our con-

oregations,save at the conclusion of prayer,
and then very lightly. But as the religious
waye began to rise at Santipore, now and
then persons would wake up and speak out.

One evening, ‘while preaching of Jonah's
disobedietdh, prominent backslider in. the
audience Tavoluntarily exclaimed, ‘“That
means me, and no sooner did Lrosume

my

seat than he sprang to «his feet to conloss
wherein he had started for Tarshesh when

out for mercy, how the ministers preached

and prayed, and how hard all the, brethren
and sisters worked for the salvation of souls.
And he spoke too of how young converts
went forward in baptism, making no delay,

but eager to obey Christ's command; and

how in that cold winter the ice was cut that

the candidates might be baptized.

*‘ These

Hindus could n't stand that,” said Dula;
« they'd say, ‘we'd rather not be saved than
put into that cold water.)” And our broth¢r spoke with roal fe cling of some young
persons who at that camp-mee tog rin Ale
ica, talked with him of the C hristian way
and usged him to be faithful that they might
Should these
meét him at last in heaven.’

.

sonal energy)s the human

At a recent meeting in Bev.

when a brisk broiling, frying and steeping

This per-

goes

on,

for

there are

American and Ep-

in the church, the whole world
be converted.

loos

and stoves.

A delightful freedom reigns

any time, when

any one feels inclined to

and mutilated; some destitute of a handle,
others deprived of a nose, yet none of them

which

I have

already

referred,—is

cup

and saucer used by the

pattern

from

others

on

the

a fine

gentletable,

WHITTEMORE.

~ North Germany, Noy. 4, 1871.

Personal Effort,
—

The Christian Era refers to the direct
personal effort of a young man in Scotland,
honored with the privilege of leading Hugh
Miller to Christ, and adds:
|

If all Christians

shared

in the zeal of

I regret that

dation

A

little” fut her on,

I caught

sight of

his
the kitchen boy in’ the dct of taking
part,
his
on
unconsciously
who,
breakfast,

T trust, afforded me a * dissolving” view, of
the staft of life, and

sundry other articles

Ba

‘The missionaries

Mr. Tyler

In the field

is connected,

are

11

sta~

tions and 13 missionaries with their wives and

assistants.

There were three training schools,

two for
and one for boys, with88 pupils.
The hopes of the missionaries for the evangelization of the Zooloos, are in the young men and
women trained in these schools for Christian la~
borers. There are two other schools for boys
where the pupils exhibit great skill, especially
in mathematics.
There are 14 native preach-

Gen.

ship in the churches of about 500. ‘The printing
press have been at work during the last eight or

have in. their

own language, the New Testament,

he would probably shake hands with us and
ask us in. But we meant to say that he
has just started a subscription in London to
replace the Chicago Public Library high
disappeared in the great fire.
A good

many

~

ers, three of whom are ordained, and a member

parties subscribe, and Chicago will

The United Preshyte
Seminary at Ramleli

an

arithme*

ij
20

, Which

just finished its first §o4

has

ne young men have

of

been successfully pursuing\their studies, all
them giving fair promise of being workmen that
need not be ashamed.
One of
blind, yet he is fully abreast with

his

number is
class, not

only in theological studies but also in Hebrew
and Greek.
The coming race of preachers for
this people, marked by acuteness of intellect and
now just waking from the sleep of ages, need
to be men of thorough culture and training.

INDIA.
The

annual

report

of

the

English

General

| Baptist Miss.Soc. just received,records the grateful intelligence of the success of its mission sta- «
tion at Cuttack.

The

church,

during

the

past

‘year, has received an addition of 49 members by
baptism, and the station has now a Christian
community of 1,320. The female orphanage has
in its care 330 children, of whom all but 80 are

famine orphans.

Several of these are among the

number added to the
the male orphanage

church.
Some -also from
are among the converts.

-

One fine little fellow eight or nine years of age,
went to the missionary and with childlike eager-

ness told him that it was thé one great desire of
his heart to love and serve the Lord. He said
the subject was present to

his

mind

both

night

and day; he delighted to read the Bible and
pray, and he wished to know why he could not
be

baptized, as some others had been who

were

not much older or taller than he. Had not Christ
said, * suffer little

children to come

unto

me,”

&c? The tears bedewed the little fellow’s eyes
as they did also the missionary’s. During the
holidays, some of the male orphans visited

their

‘native villages which they had not seen since the
terrible famine that swept away their parents.
The reception they met was intensely affecting.
Most of them found some relations or neighbors

they had formerly knawn. They had left their
homes four or five years before, wretched, diseased, famine-stricken
youths, with scarcely a
scrap of clothing or a hope even of life. They
now returned, healthy, stalwart, intelligent and
well-behaved young men, dressed in their best
holiday attire.
One of them, on reaching his

village, could not find a soul to recognize him;
even-his own brother closed the door against
him, not believing his statement. Finally circumstances were referred to, which left no room

for doubt. = The door was opened, the news
spread to the other members of the family, and
all clustered round him.
“Oh!” they said,
‘‘ we never heard of you, we thought you w
dead, and never expected to see you again.

Is

ita dream?” “ and they lifted up their voices and
wept sore.” Then followed all that hospitality
could do. The best of food was prepared, but
cruel -caste,~even in such circumstances—its

bonds

must

not be broken.

not

eat with him.

of its burning old ones.

ed, he had still to be treated as an outcast and
an alien. In other respects, natural affection
was too strong to be ignored.
They sat together

The Queen, even,

Though so wonderfully preserv-

is interested and is just about te forward EY
complete set of her own works, accompan- for hours, talking over the strange experience of
ied by a little note ‘and .the-royal auto- the past. Christian books were brought forth
graph. It isn’t likely that the Library will and hymns were sung. He besought themto lay
feel

especially enriched by the books, but it

civious

cohabitation,

counsel

moved

its

continuance to the March term. The prose“bution opposed it, when Brigham’s counsel
said that the patriarch had only gone on a
health-tour. He was in the habit of traveling

when

sick, and being sick now he had

simply gone south for his health. The ruling judge doubted that it was genuine sickness, £0 he refused to allow the motion, but

shall have strict justice done them, Which
is what a good many would like to see.
MEXICO.
i
Mexica is in the midst of another fierce
revolution, which Wé must suppose is
meant to “celebrate Christmas

a Mexican
where

habit to put

other countries would

by, for’ it is

in a revolution
resort to

mer-

the

same

end,

itis almost useless to hope

for a satisfactory issue.

.

aside their foolish prejudices, to forsake their
vain idols, to believe in Christ and become his
people, and then all might live together in love.

|

On his return, he expressed great hopes of their
conversion. ,
The same report contains a very interesting
account of the fruits of a tract and a Bible. The

former was found by a native in a store at Berhampore 24 years ago, and it awakened Such an

interest.as led hith to visit one of the General
Baptist missionaries from whom

he received

giftof a Bibjge This, Without any

the

further hu-

man agency,led to his conversion. He was connected with the army.and was subsequently bap- |
tized by one of the Am. Baptist missionaries in
Burmah.
Twelve years ago he gave himself to

mission work. He formed a church énd has
since received into its fellowship 122 persons.

Several of his converts are scattered about in
India and Barmah, some of whom have been
very sue cessful,

NORTH

INDIA,

The N. Y.Inde¢pendent,referring to the field oc-

cupied by the English church Miss.Soc. says, “It
contains nearly 150,000,000 of human beings, and
is everywhere open to approach. Tts main arte«
rial line, hoth of railway and missions, runs
from Calcutta 1,600 miles north;westto Pesawur,
the capital of the extreme British province in
that direction. This breadth of country, greater

than that from New York or Boston

to Omaha,

is swarming with cities, like Allakubad, Lahore,

Lucknow,

Delhi,

&gi, with

countless villages

and water-courses crowded with people.
In
fis vast and populous region, containing omneeighth of the population of the globe, thrown by

ry-making or fasting. Fhe whole state is
disturbed, and numerous factions are taking
Providence upon the .JKaglish church beyond
the field, each headed by » would-be Presi- others, its Missionary Society has now 23 princiyal mission centers—=11 on the greatarterial line
dent and made. up of aspirants for office.
just mentioned, and the 12 others dotted about,
Juarez has petitioned the Mexican Congress
some to the east und some to the west of it.
for extraordinary powers, SO that he may
ROM.
in his attempts to, quell the
ha work in Rome aud'the surrounding provligiontof our day that it cultivates so large- be untrammeled
His. "possition’ is a. precaNous % inces continues with unvarying success. “Almost
rebellion.
ly this personal power of w inning to Christ,
every Sabbath converts te baptized, and then go
and so fierce fac. out to work for the Mnster., It seems like a
It is not an age of profound “theological one, and with so many
The tions in the field, hardly two of whicfi seek dream, that this famous ¢i'y, whose gates Satan

study, nor of deep religious experience.
study is often supegfieial in ts thinking ; the
pulpit aims often, at sensation more than

-

They could give

their long-lost brother to eat, but they could

almost be reading its new books by the light

fixed no paiticular day for the trial. The
John Swinson, they might share also in his other culprits will be brought on as soon’
joy over converted friends. God has been |
as possible, and Judge McKean says they
pleased to‘make large use of human sym-

It is
pathy in drawing. sinners to himself.
I can not give the exact ‘number of this not so much the eloquent sermon in the pul‘dtalwart group, but when { had counted pit or the fervent exhortation in the prayernine, my attention was called off to a more meeting, which leads to. repentance, as the |
interestinggroup of beer-bottles quietly re- words dropped in personal conversation
posing ida basket near by, Beer is a na- which sof the heart with all ‘the. power
The
and confidence impart.
tional institution, and the mere sight of a 4 which lowe
winning
in
smceessful
said,
more
be
is
loving pastor
bottle suggests so much that might
The
«0 much that really ought to he said, that I converts than the elegant preacher.
his exof
story
the
with
opinthe
Christian,
to
young
inclined
Iam
ontirely.
tpefrain
[ion td bate ww wor ugh investigation: of the perie mee told inthe enthusiasm of new-born
nature and uses of héer affords the key to love, touches hearts that learning and Jogee
1 must reserve the and eloquence would never move.
German character.
It is an honorable distinetion of the rewhole subject for future analysis and eluci-

fainthearted or disdoraged.

is insatiable.

language and very superstitious.
with which

will prize the autograph, which it will probably put in a neat show-case and keep for
people to look at.
the gentleman occupies in the family. This
THE MORMON SUITS.
personage is a scholar, a musician and aThe
trials in Utah are progressing,
practical chemist.
though not quite as rapidly as impatient
In my next I propose to further introduce monogamists would like to see. In the
him and other members of this family.
case of Brigham Young for lewd and las-

ce

as a

tic, a geography, an ecclesiastical history, hymn
books and tracts. There is a Shape) at each of the
11 stations.

and hold at least twice as much. Whether
the cup is filled twic& as often or not I can not
say, as I have not given attention to the
matter. This circumstance is ie only in
mentioned,
accordance with the law above
but it also, indicates the social status which

JENNIE

He describes

nine years, and the Zooloos. now

are different in size and

any

Cnfires.

ator to which he is elected, seem to be dispelled by his own statement that he shall
take his seat at any cost: The other thieves
are in various places and conditions. Some

through all nature, the working of which
produces such varity that no two things
| are exactly alike. 1a this case, there is no
opportunity for d scussion. One. glance
:
around the table settles the question.
The

ey

Tweed would resign the office of state sen-

illustration of that great law which runs

man of the house

as a

found them in great darkness, without a written

traordinary compound.
Therein may be
found anything in the line of vegetables have escaped justice by flight, others are
which is indigenous to the soil, herbs of at Jarge under bonds, while still others are
various qualities and flavors,the whole cat- tremblingly awaiting their turn. - The city
alogue of spices, and other things *‘too doesn’t seem disposed to settle back from
numerousto mention.” The eating of soup its spasm of virtue, but is determined to
gives rise to a variety of pleasant emotions, purge its offices of the foul fellpws who 9¢~
aside from those produced upon the gusta- cupy them. .
;
tory nerves. It produces a state of expectBURNING OF A SOUND STEAMER.
ancy, and one would be thoroughly disapThe steamer City of New London, runpointed if something did not * turn up.”
ning between New York and Norwich, was
For the most part, ¥ have found it agree- burned in the river Thames last Wednesda
able”to conform to. existing customs, but morning. A quantity of cotton was stowwher I saw the butter standing in the mid- ed on deck, and in this the fire caugh
dle of the table, “vanishing into thin air” Efforts to smother it were 1seless, and th
liged to leap
by the repeated attacks of those surround- passengers and crew were
ing it, each one using his own weapon of overboard. Those who could swim easi
warfare, I was led to reflect more seriously reached the shore, but seventeen were I
than has hitherto been my wout, upon what including W. T. Norton and C. B. Rogers,
The
some learned men have written concerning prominent business men of Boston.
butter as an article of food. It seems to second mate and engineer were also lost,
me now altogether probable that butter is and one or two waiters besides several
prejudicial to health, so I am willing to deckhands. It happened to be a freight
steamer, but for which the loss ef life must
abandon the luxury.
The distribution of bread to the furious have been much greater.
REPUDIATING ITS DEBT.
consumers is interesting to the observer,
The North Carolina house of representathough somewhat laborious to the perform.er of this important office. Black-bread is tives has instructed its Judiciary committee
baked in loaves, perhaps fifteen inches to prepare a bill providing fof the repudiaThis is tion of the entire -debt of the state. This
long, “4nd six inches in thickness.
not cut in slices and placed upon the table action is based upon the allegation that
before the meal begins, but a whole loaf is “the debts were contracted by strangers
put upon the top of a schrank, which stands acting as legislators elected by bayonets.”
near the head of the table, quite overlook- The action of, this state is a legitimate reing thé whole group. When any stage in sult of the many threats of repudiation that
It may be
the progress of events is reached when have come from the South.
bread is required, the Hausfrau rises, that admitted that their debt was contracted unshe may haye free opportunity for the ex- der circumstances quite similar to those
and blade, grasps the loaf in quoted above, but this affords no good reaercise of limb
affectionate yet firm embrace, and proceeds son for repudiation. The debt is upon it,
with a few effective strokes to decapitate and the state can haidly afford to do otherthe same. “ When present-demands are sup- wise than pay it. It is hoped and believed
plied, the remainder of the loaf is tossed to that wise counsel will prevail, and that we
may be spared the humility of having a reits former place of repose on the schrank,
This process is repeated more or less fre- pudiator among the sisterhood of states.
quently as the wants of the family require.
A NEW EXPRESSION OF FRIENDSHIP.
The crockery for common use,—though + We all have
a friend in England. It is
there is china and glass stowed away in
om Hughes. If we should all go there,
one of those solemn-looking schranks to ‘and tell him we are from the United States,

out soup and. beer. A soup is a most ex-

Beecher's

labored

sions are exited, their thirst forythe blood of

overturned by the misstep of some benight-

‘with-

H. W,
has

tall, erect. and well-formed.
different shades of color, ranging,
‘brown to jet black. In their disposi-

their enemies

commence

Never a dinner

.

tions, they are war-like, and when their pas-

might soon

throughout the entire collection.
‘Everything seems at liberty to remain where it
was first placed, unless it is accidentally

one. to continue it.

Zooloo

They are
from light

Chester A. Arthur to fill the vacancy. But
little is known of the latter gentleman, but
it may be safely premised that he will conduct the blisiness quite as well as Mr, Murphy did, and, it is hoped, provoke less
abuse. Controller Connolly has also resigned, and Deputy Greer now manages
matters to his liking.
The hopés that

when there is no

ends

it; and

or

and ex- | fine race, rather

tion, and the President has appointed

r

missionary 22 years on the south-east coast of
Africa in the colony of Natal, gave a very interesting acdount of mission work among the Zoo-

element in re-

‘measures their force

vivals, whi

making a temporary home, with small
rooms leading from it on all sides, is a large three weeks reduced my courage to a skelehall. This is the most interesting part of ton and I preferred a vivil request for a
A German
the building, the kitchen excepted.
It private table for breakfast.
breakfast
consists
of
coffee
and
bread.
This
seemsa general depository for everything
which has no place elsewhere. I think is served with such delightful indefiniteevery article of household furniture used in ness, that one scarcely knows whether
all Germany for the last half century is has taken breakfast or not. It hasno st
here represented, with the exception of beds time for beginning or ending, but begins

ordered to Nineveh, And how a true cone
:/
fession cuts, the world over !
Another poor ‘wanderer, brought in at lines meet the eye of any suc h persons,
their
Balasore several years ago dar ing the min- they will rejoice in the assurance that
but are dol hig
forgotten
not
are
words
kind
istry ol’ Bro, Miller, came out, with a very
x
full and hearty confession of the sins that, good go-day over herve in Tndig.
|
© little by little, led him astray. from the good
|
CY Ind words ean never dies
shepherd’s fold.
|
Chorished and blest,
He spoke with great embu

the power of personal influence.

vom

church, Rev. Mr, Tyler, who

—

5
Star,

Our Christians here are very quiet meall

their exercises, presenting

p——ip——

~ SOUTH AFRICA.

But the heart pulsates with love to Jesus,
and with earnest desires to lead sinners to
him. There is a longing to be useful, which
is fruitful in methods to organize and apply

lish people in the house whose foreign
Events of the Week.
Domestic Life in Germany. ‘| tastes must be regarded. When I came |
here, I determined ‘to take my meals with
NEW YORE
MATTERS.
In the center of the house where Iam the family, and thus gratify my ears with
_
Collector:
Murphy
has
resigned §is posithe musical tones of the language; but

ed individual struggling for a passage.
through this labyrinth,
Things ofsan entirfly opposite character
eflise orn
here sustgin
the most friendly and intimate
3. The courts have decided that refusingto take
newspapers and periodicals from the
post-ofiice, or
relations.
\One
side of a sechrank—a piece
removing
and leawing them uncalled for, is prima
of fyrniturd which in America would be
facie ev
ce of intentional fraud.
Irobe—contains glass and china~
ga
When Agents receiv.
ums, no
centage
which occurred soon after the famine, she
:
the other ‘does service as a
er
lowed y
dition. 4
on “movers sent for the Star
has been a diligent worker for souls, and wardrobe,’ One’ corner is used as a consend no books out to be sold on commis.
sion or otherwise, with the privilege of returning
her efforts have been blessed to their salva- servatory for plants, while in the one dithem.
tion.
rectly opposite, stands an unpretending pan
It was refreshingto see how ““ old scores” of ashes surrounded with brooms, brushes,
melted away before the advance of the re- overshoes and walking-sticks, with an ocvival spirit. One evening, we had evi- casional dilapidated umbrella, hy way of
dence that there was a good deal of & got- variation and embellishment. The extent
tling up” going on among offended parties, and variety of this collection reminds one of
WEDNESDAY,
NOVEMBER
29, 187R some of whom had stoed aloof from each the British Museum, though the work of
other for years. A Santal, thoroughly con- classification and arrangement is yet invicted of sin and anxious to obtam pardon, complete.
stood weeping in one of the meetings, and
Now that the size of crinoline -has become
reasonable, it is possible for a lady,
then
suddenly,
as
if
the
Spirit
pointed
out
They glide upon their endless way,
to him just the thing to do, he spoke out,— if she give heed to her ways, to pass through
Forever calm, forever bright;
« 8iba, won't you forgive me the wrong I this hall without hitting her head against a
No blind hurry, no delay,
- Mark the daughters of the Night,—
did you long ago?” Siba was a sinner, schrank or stumbling over a box of coal.
They follow in the track of Day,
professedly seeking Christ but too proud But she may consider herself ‘fortunate, if
In divine delight.
;
to confess all and humble himself at the she makes the sweep around the staircase
foot of the cross. This tender, pleading and reaches the landing below in safety,
Shine on, sweet orbed soul, for aye,
Forever calm, forever bright;
question, addressed to him in the public as- without being pursued by an overturned
We ask not whither lies your way,
sembly, geet him thinking, and, suffice it to flower-jar or the boots and shoes of half
Nor whence ye eame, nor what your light,~
say, that night, before either party slept, all the family. These things manifest a tenthe day,
Be still a dream throughout
an « differences” had been disposed of and the dency to congregate in corners and places
A blessing through the night.
—Barry Cornwall.
two men loved like brothers.
i where they are sure to be upset, if they
It was good to see a strong man in tears have half an opportunity. ‘1 suppose it is
testifying to the. faithfulness’ of his pious natural.
Missionary Correspondence.
The kitchen! Would 1 could describe it.
wife, who had for years kept up the family
altar alone and daily plead with him to bow
- MIDNAPORE, INDIA, Sept. 28, 1871.
his stubborn knee to Christ. And it was to such'a degree, that no ‘adequate: idea of
- A fortnight of this month has been spent not less touchingto hear a woman relate them can be gained without actual observain evangelistic work at Santipore, and a how her little boy, who attended the mis- tion. In the presence of such an object,
few incidents connected with this may not. sion school, had led her t8 know and love “how vain! how weak a thing is man!” I
be utterly devoid of interest to your read- Jesus. Now both rejoice togethér in the attempt only a hint.
ers. 1 found the native Christians looking Saviour's fold.
But first by way of explanation, Inlgder
Madhu, a young disciple, told how the to throw light upon this dark subject,—for
for special meetings, and a few of them
ready and willing to go to work in earnest Hindu idol, on the northern border of the it has but one window, and the floor is as
for the salvation of souls. A revival of re- mission farm, had been threatening to run black as oil and coal can well make it,—it
away. On one occasion the people met is necessary to say, that in Germany, there
ligion, such as are so common in America,
is, so far as I am aware, a thing unknown there in the little grove to worship it, and is a department of industry called ‘‘Hausin this country. The nearest approach to the idol spoke out (through the mouth of halterung.”
This is designed especially
a general, sweeping work of gracein a the officiating priest, of course,) that he for woman, and constitutes her chief glory
Bethen community is what our brethren could n't live so close to the Christians, but in this land of poets and scholars.
No
among the Telegus have been permitted to would have to move off to a distance. I: young lady is regarded as hafing a finished
witness of late. How far that is a genuine hope all this is indicative of the increasing education, unless she has spent at least one
religious awakening remains to be seen in’ power of the gospel at Santipore.
year in the house of some good family
the steadfastness of the hundreds of bod
It is always very’ interesting to me to learning ‘Haushalterung. This word means
verts already reported. These Hindu
watch the workings of the Spirit in stirring the art of housekeeping, butif I were to
so differently constricted from people in up gratitude for mercies received in the judge of its meaningby the practical workAmerica and Europe, that perhaps it is not hearts of believers. A pleasing case of this ing of the art, asit has come under my
fair to judge them by our standards, or kind was that of Brundhaban, the deacon own observation, I should pronounce it the
look for those proofs of saving grace among of the church, a very good and exemplary
| art
a of letting the house keep itself.
them, which most impress the mind as well man, He was one of those Khund. chilBut to return to the kitchen. This is unas catch the eye in Christian countries. dren rescued years ago by the English gov- der the general supervision of the lady of
Still, it must be remembered that ¢¢ there ernment from sacrifice. His heart seemed the house, with various subordinates in
are diversities of operations; but it is the deeply moved in view of what God iad rank and office. It is the seat of active
same God which worketh in all,” and that done for him, and his words of thankful operations from morning till night, as it
“+ all these worketh that one and the self- ness touched our hearts, as he referred to is the custom here to eat five times a day."
same Spirit, dividing to every man. seyeral- how the Lord Jesus had rescued him from This is about equivalent to saying that
ly as he will."
they eat once, and continue the exercise
eternal death, and thus he had been t
Though thie work, in all its surroundings saved by divinegngrey.
the whole day through, ‘Eating has risen
and in its particulars, differed much from
here to the dignity of an employment, and
Dula,—whomso many of your. readers
1
anything J ever witnessed in protracted ‘will recollect,— had been remarkably still many a family engage in it asa means of
home, still now and then there
lie,
in the meetings, until one evening he seem- gaining a livelihood, and furnish occular
was a striking resemblance to some of the ed quite stirred up and animated by seeing demonstration’ that they make itan entire
blessed and bountiful seasons of revival it
several sinners begging for the prayers of success:
was my privilege to share with beloved
Asl passed the kitchen door this mornChristians. It touched a chord in his heart
brethren across the sea. Leaving it for the
that had not vibrated for full fifteen years. ing, I took a hasty inventory of stock on
“pastor of the church to speak of the work He spoke with great freshness and force of hand. On the stove I found a whole colomore in detail, I wish to mention a few nThey were of various
the revival meetings he had attended in ny of coffee-pots.
cidents which serve, 1 think, to illustrate
America, —particularly of a camp-meeting sizes and hues, each bearing evident traces
the working of the Holy Spirit in the hearts
Veterans they must
-he once went to with Bro. Bacheler. He of faithful service.
of men.
told the chapel people how sinners .cried have been, for they were variously maimed

The Hor

Mission Field.

gtretion and young Christians frequently show a zeal divorced from knowledge.

The first active. scene of the day begins tent, and it needs wise training and careful
in the kitchen sometime in the morning, ‘husbanding. Ifit were universally active

J. L.P.

peoplé®oldly confess what was a perfect

Matthew, that sin §as as really done as if

sition through the whole range of cooking,
from beefsteak to dessert. It sustains the
same relation to Haushalterung
that a

mission farm, and also to the Oriya villages
in the immediate neighborhoed. Oh’ for a
thoroughly wide-awake and working church

manifest when

secret to all. Several such there were at
Santipore. A young man rose one night
and said he could no longer cover a sin
which he went to commit at night, but failedto accomplish his purpose. According
to Christ's word, in the fifth chapter of

tonishingly short space of time. The stove boasts.of one griddle, and a
most ‘serviceable piece of kitchen-furniture
it i§ too. Its services are called into requi-

Let our brothrep pray ‘much for Suiitipore.

comparatively easy ;—the true work of the

place in an as.

took

of food, all of which

IT hope the good .work may extend to the

This confession and others like it produced
both at home and here! Only such a
a good impression,and I hope may do much |
church can obey our Lord's great commisgodd.
sion and advance hig kingdom en earth,
But confessing what everybody knows is

wanton against Christ,” and had gone so

DECISIONS.

.

has barred for ages, should now be.open for the
_peoclamation of a pure gospel. Marvelous, in-0,

deed, are God' § Ways.

whe

To

gle

»

b

t

RB,

v—

last and swallow up the guilty before

Elijah is now
«<I must, I will
-

deeply
toil

moved
for

and

them

Balasore Mission School.

God.
says,—

still,

now thorotighly
Elijah doubtless regarded the decision

Carmel as a finality.

£

and when the fire fell and the people cried,
“ The Lord; he is the God,” the picture

+ What

toil.

work,— work
fellot.

his

rose

Still higher

doest

thou

here,

has

Elijah ?

empha-

for God

and

work

for his

stood

the

him

He has changed since.

in

He

is a ‘man,

and®

their

investment

has * paid

well.”

Let them still offer the prayer of faith for

of

God” agaiy, dnd ‘God sets him t6 work.
{
* Return,” is the command.
* Retrace
in

Zidonian |

the

by

and for

the degenerate Ahab,

wretch
he’

which

ruled

has

toiled

firuitlessly

so

these

eondition in the direction of future work for

(God, than is the fainting prophet.
But He «* remembercth that we are dust.”
He is,
Elijah has been faithful and trae.
true still, but he is hopelessly discouraged.

this great end. - Every

spirit

ed.

* Ariseand eat,” said the angel,

after

He needs to becone

with

hotter acquainted

. God, to know more of his power and resources, that his expiring faith may live
again. So he is led to ¢ Horeb, the mount
of God,” that grandest and most isolated
spot,—that spot where Moses was schooled
f8r his toil, and where Jehovah ‘descended
in terrific ‘splendor when Israel gazed in

trembling awe.

by

ceased,

entire hymns,

can not be

read well,

*‘Lord,1

the

:

'

at six in the
it rained pourthe evening,
sky over our

By the time the
up

again

and

drops began to fall. But what was gain or
sunshine to us then? A hymn of praise
was going up to him who rideth upon the
clotds, and two noble boys were giving

>

themselves, their all, to Christ.

David was’

with James in the sacred baptismal waters,
and as the words,—** David, I baptize thee

—
We ean omit such anhappy stanzas, and
pass . by unpoetic hymns.
But when -a

in the name of the Father,

Christian minister undertakes to read-a real

Ghost,” felljupon the air, a new, a heavenly

hymn,

joy lighted up his beautiful face, and we all

as,

.

4

“ Jesus, I love thy charming name,”

Son and Holy

knew that Christ was precious to his soul. .

+ Jacob, notwithstanding the wild cries of
it seems well-nigh a sin to read .itin an inhis heathen mother, went firmly and joyfuldifferent manner, hurrving it over as if it
ly after David.—As we left the water,
were of no consequence, or -in an inaudible
‘voice,

or

monotoriously.

We

wish to do

it proper utterance.

soul before God.

'

heads for half an hour.

"So Sampson, when his hgir was lost,

his

whole

past,

bell was rung and we had got to the water's

Thi: isthe verse:—

out

has

weeks

filled his soul has

edge, the clouds had rushed

good. Why not, then, do the utmost good,
making the hymn preach?
Sometimes it
may be better than the sermon, if we give

he

for

© The baptism was appointed
morning, our usual time, but
ing all day till about six in
when we had a little clear

e. g.,

work

which

shone in his face.

the verse in that otherwise beautiful hymn,

‘Met. the Philistines to his cost;
Shook his vain limbs with sad surprise,
Made fecble fight; and lost hi eyes.”

and

peace and joy that has

are someIsitnota

asking him, ** What doest thou here, Elijah? He pleads his cause well, pouring

from

weeks:

everywhere,

that certain ex-

the

was faithful till the last, and I would work
now were there any encouragement. One
wiser than I has said, ‘I had fainted unless
1 had believed to sec the ‘goodness of the
Lord in the land of the living.” Go
forth,” gays God, “and stand upon the

‘y

4

Here God reminds him of

For

ly

We all know

cellent hymus, when read aright,
times most deeply impressive.

4

chapel.

hymn well?

Is it not

* Let me but hear my Saviour say.”

and rep-,

the

strange, then, that educated ministers, in
such numbers, have never learned to read a

six hundred years before, the prophet goes
His fathers’ God is
No, not alone.
alone.

resentative experience, for himself and for
his race. He has but done in fainting what.
mortals in all ages to come are liable to do.
Faiths fires burn low under influences so
malignant and reverses so disheartening.

near

¢¢ taken Christ along with you ;"—that
the way he expressed it—and there
no hope for’ him unless he ‘could see
again. Butby degrees he learned that
Saviour dwells with the meek and low-

duty to practice reading under competent
teachers (unless one can instruct himself).
till the preacher knows how to read a hymn
well? Some stanzas, and perhips some

leading him to a new

tank

had
was
was
‘you
our

that first, long sleep, and then te laid him
down and slept agin. — Blessed sleep! .So
refreshing! Then the second repast. Now
the body is strong once more, ready for the
of mercy. to the soul.
farther ministratiqn
Then deeper into” the wilderness, on and
on, over the path hi fathers trod nearly

with him,

in the

after you left,David seemed to feel as igo

ar-

We should
for thisend.

All which is sufficiently evident.

gies are prostrate. God comes to the double
rescue. First, the body. Food is prepar-

f

sKould be

ranged and adapted to this.
make the most of every part

is broken and his physical ener-

His

part

wild, passion-

There is really no ex-

cuse for dull, stupid, singsong,or careless
reading on the part of educated ministers.

If they did not learn how to read at school,
or at college, or at the theological seminary, let them teach

themselves to

read now,

rain

was

falling

fast,

and

a dark, angry

night had suddenly closed down. But as
we .went into the chapel, and gathered
round the table of the Lord with two whe
had never sat

looked beyond

with

the

us

before,

‘¢¢ there is no night, nd

light thereof.”

* *

our

hearts

shores. of tithe where

the Lamb

is the

* T have lately oft-

en wished that those who love to hear
about the good work here, could know just

what a sweet spot our Christian village, in-

Just ere day breaks full and clear.
Has the staff you thought would aid you,

“Jan. 10. First day, meeting at Josiah
Edgerly’s and in the evening at S. Run-|
inyall

of which

there

was

a.

good degree of life and power.
‘Jan. 15. A messenger from Barnstead
called me up in the night; bringing ‘the
news of thé death of my niece, Betty Rundail, aged 25,
Jan. 16,:
Wentto Barn-

Several cried for mercy. “On
solation, bless the Lord.
ing at my house.
Bro.

Found sweet

Pittsfield, ‘was present. Much power felt.
March 23. Had acomfortable day in vis~
iting number of families.”
i
In
the 224 numberof these “sketches an

account was given of the preaching of Eld.
Ballard, of Unity,

in

Nottinghani,

which

rifice and water and stones and dust.

Not

like that on which Israel gazed when Jeho- |
vah thundered in it, on this same motint, but
ps

like that which; shall wepurify.as the earth at’
a
.

—~

J
$

v

As daylight can: be

seen

smallyboles, so little things

through very
will illustrate ,

Her life was prolonged 27 years more,
she diedin

| 48¢

nerson’s character,

-

Portland,

Me.,
| ST

in

1328,

denomination,

the bath when the heretic Celsus entered, bath should fall in-ypon

ns both,’ so would

Brittle proved and broke mid-way?
Have the bencon lights which guide you

Burnedso low you lose'the way®
Even then you may keep onward
By your knoivledge of the past :—

up children to be genteel, useless, worth-

There will be this
be sufficient, God

They will not
labor, nor feel

anything of the mission spirit.

Your chil-

dren need this association with the poor
and the wretched more than anything, else.
Itis your only way of ma
earnest, en-

If before you mountains rise,

ergetic, missionary Chtistians of them, and
I would rather send my children half a

From your eager, longing cyes,—

"Tis in wisdom, well-directed,
:
That your wandering ganze may fall

mile Rapier to a mission-school than to an
one of thdse gentéal schools close at hand.

which you, unheeding,

I18¢ would never see at all,

punishment, which will
knows: You will bring

less kind of Christians.
‘know anything of mission

ITiding al! your goul’s bright splendor

On good near,

:

a

i

« When you've passed the rugged ranges,
Seeing them in distant view,
All their unattractive summits

Tug Voice of THE Brrr.

only religious ‘education was
Sabbath-school, discovered

Will seem rohed in heavenly blue!

soul

Then remember, all ye pilgrims,

ata very

early age,

A boy, whose

gbtained in a
worth of his

and became con-

| vieted of gin.” Christian friends looked forward to the tinre when he would be usefnl in

When the way seems dark and drear,
At the end is life eternal !

| the service of Christ; for he appeared.to be

Press right on, * be of good cheer.”
Sunapee, N. H.

| truly

converted,

| quaintance

But

of careless

and by degrees,

he

formed

and wicked

absented

the

ae-

boys,

himself from

S. S. Tepartment,

ly bath life, that you van truly enjoy the

world,~that all things become-yours, minaged istering to your faith and to your growth in
.
:
de
| grace.
and

of

was the beginping of the churches in that
Sabbath-school and from church.
At. last
town, Deerfield, Candia, and Raymond; |
‘he forsook both entirely, and said he was
and that soon Elijah Watson and Jesse
‘@shamed to be a Sabbath scholar now he
was a big boy.” He went on from bad to
Burnham were called to the ministry,
worse till be
became a young man.
.
‘There was.a mecting-house for the free peoOne Sabbath morning he, with some of
Superficial
Teaching.
ple in Deerfield, and the seat of the operahis wicked companions, had set- forthto
tions was there.
Ballard had gone into
spend the day in sport. They happened to
Poor
Sunday-school
teacher!
Everybody
strange vagaries ; there was no’ F. Baptist
pass the church where, when a boy, he had
minister nearer than the Knowltons in Pitts- who can blot a line or get a chance at the attended the Sabbath-school.: Just as they
ears of a Sunday-school audience, is chock reached the steps, the bell pealed out its
field. It was agreed to send to Eld. Ran- full of ** superficial teaching.”
solemn tone.
‘
daH for help. He recorgs
that he received | We are apxious the sentence shouldbe
He started; to his ears it spoke as plain
understood
in
its-double
sense.
Superficial
a letter from Deerfield, "April 22.
He felt
as. human voice: *‘‘ Come, ceme, come!
that it was a Macedonian call, and April 27, wachivg, of others is dwelt upon loudly, Then and there the Spirit arrested him.
and severely, and yet both bi
He went on;
but every peal rang in his
he set out, but went first to BarrinZton,now earnestly,
ers and writers leave the impression upon ear: ‘““Come/ come now!”
As the last
Strafford Corner, where he labored three their hearers and readers that their own
stroke died away, he turned to his Comp
days with Eld. Otis in a good work of teaching is quite as superficial as that of ions, saying 3/** I'll not go with you to-day
;
ey criticise.
grace. On the last day Eld. Otis baptized those whoin
I am going
to church.” They laughed,
There is
much superficial teaching. It and tried fo stop him; but he turned from
two.j “May. 1, arrived at Bro. Nathan Philwill not .be denied. It can not be denied. them,
went back to the church, the
brick’s in Deerfield.” He found the Sav- Nobody wish¢s to deny it. But in most
jour in that family. One son,
Egter, soon cases- the superficiality arises from want of days of his boyhood in that Sabbath-school
walking with” him in the visions.of membecame a preacher. He waf
the father of experience, or want of a knowledge of the ory every step of the way. The sermon
Hon. J. D. Philbrick, the
“present Supt. of science and art of teaching, or from want was from the words, ‘‘ Come unto me,” ete.
a knowledge of the philosophy
of the Then and there the Saviour said to his soul,’
Public schools in ‘Boston.
Another son, of
human mind, and not from a le
dis- ‘‘ Come,” and he went.
To this day he is
Jonathan, became a preacher, ‘but died .in position to neglect the children,
one of the most zealous workers in the
Some men theorize well, but have no wineyard of Christ. List to * the sound of
early life. He was the father of Bro. J.
Harvey Philbrick, of Candia.
Deerfield ability to make an application of their théo- the church-going bell,” and see if it says
They understand the science of teach- not to you, “Come, come, come now."—
then had 1800 inhabitaflis. The free meet- ry.
ing. but are ignorant of the art.
: S. 8. Messenger,
ing-house was a mile and a half south of
Ve have listened to these comfflainers or
the Center. There was a Congregational reformers, or whatever they gall them—
”
meeting three miles up town. May 2. was selves, and we have read the products of
ONE or MY TeACHERS.
Let me take
the Sabbath.
Living in ‘childhood and their pens, and have felt much as the hon- you to the house of one of my teachers, It
est Quaker did when a wretched stutterer
youth and again these last years but six offered him his services, ** if liberally re- 15 early Sabbath morning. The - teacher,
miles from where Randall preached that warded,” to cure the defective speech of a you know, rise« an hour earlier than usual
day, I have .had the testimony of some who stainmering son. ** Thee should first try the on the Lord's: day—not an hour later. 1
suppose it is your custom to rise earlier.
.
were there that the meeting was good. The reraedy on thyself=*:
It is easy to discover defects, easy to see™ I went to the house of this teacher, and the
house was thronged with
people. Fandall’s
the knots and scratches and eracks in the Zirl told me he was not in his room, but
record is, “Had grelit'freedom.
Saints'ap- material, but not so easy to remove them would I walk up? I went to the third story,
as directed. No one wasthere.
My glance
peared edified, and powerful conviction was and make sound furniture.
at the room was arrested by a little piece
When the remedies are pointed out, they
on many.” The nextday he had a meeting
of paper pinned to a green window-curtain.
at Mr. Ladd’s, near by. = This was the are so wmgue that they will challenge the
(acumen of a Yankee lawyer or the -sharp- It so terested me that I could not resist
grandfather of Rev. E. P. Ladd,of Limerick,
ness of a practical detective to discover the temptation to go nearer and see what it
(It was not a secret, you know,
Me. Leaving Deerfield he ..went to Ray- them, or they are so defective that the rem- meant.
for secrets are put into drawers.) There
mond, and he records that he **bad a* meet- edies themselves need to be remedied.
A correspondent of a wids-spread Sun- was a little stool under the bit of paper.
ing aw Thomas Dudley's near the Center.
Casting . my eye at the paper, I saw that it
It was a marvelous, refreshing season... Sin- day-school paper, claimingto have found was blistered! Looking closer, I found
the ’¢‘ remedy for superficial teaching,”
ners very tender and saints rejoicing.” mentions’ ** higher standard
writing on it. It was the names of that
of excellence”
Eid. N. Marshall had joined him here, as of the first importante. This is well. teacher's class, and penciled notes opposite
who preached in the evening from the text, But how shall we reach it? The writer each. During the last summer our school
says by getting the * prominent and influ- was a good deal broken up in its classes,
“Worship God.”
*
and T heard some one say, * How wdfider“From Raymond went to Epping.
May ential people” into ‘the Sunday-school. fully that brother's class keeps toggther I”
What gives prominence and influence?
In
6, held a meettng at Joseph Jenness's.
It most societies, wealth, riches, “much goods They were all converted. . |Jiey are * miswas a very powerful season.
At the close laid up for many years: Money is an es- sion” girls, and were of the hardest, most
went to the water and baptized Mary Pike sential requisite inthe Sunday-school, hut difficult kind to reach, and to hold. But
much of the-wealth of society is very not one of them drifts away. They stand.
and had much consolation.”
Do you see the secret? That blistered paHis journey home, accompanied by Eld. “shoddy,” and covers up a great amount per! It is the anchor which holds them
of ignorance.
That which will remedy .
Marshall, was by Dover, Somersworth and superficial teaching must be aboye earthly fast, and which, by a strong faith and
Rochester. He was about five days on riches. It must be the riches okie intel- wrestling with God, enters within the veil,
the way, preaching in the two last named lect, wealth of soul and heart. Understand and lays hold on the eternal rocks of the
me, IT am not depreciating the valug of promises.
towns and visiting from house to house.
Go with me a moment again, and see.
He says the meetings were large, solemn money in this enterprise, but neither money That teacher saturates his lesson, also, with
nor social influence is a remedy for superand comforting.
kd
prayer. It is thus he makes the lesson go
ficial teaching.
:
This preaching tour occupied 14 dhys,
Another remedy suggested is the practice .down into his scholars’ hearts. The. scholthem for ars know that he has heen praying over the
The distance traveled was 126 miles. Seed of rearing teachers and educating
lesson. They can see it in his eye. We
their
work.
All
well,
but
how
shall
we
was sown and an influence exerted by his
must all pray more over the word we teach.
educate
them?
The
writer
above
alluded
labors that was long felt for good. But to suggests forming a mixed(?)
class of We must pray freshly over it. Last Sunthe full record is on high.
older scholars which should be something day's Prager will not do for this Sunday's
We must pray at every point in it,
‘“ better than a mere Bible-class.,” When ‘lesson.
‘a
special need that arises. Oh! we
Extremes.
we make ourselves believe that we have’ or every
something better than a Bible-class in the shall thus get help “and relief, just as we
need it, and with most clear and convincing
A person of an impulsive spirit is liable Sunday-school, we had better dismiss our proof that the answer is directly from tie
schools, disperse the children, and send
to run into extremes.
Such an one is thém home.
Lord.—Ralph/
Wells.
;
\
génerally absorbed'in some particular enThe writer doubtless meansto organize
terprise or reform to the exclusion of all training-classes, making a sort of a normal
others. His mind dwells upon one thing school department in the Sunday-school. The man who never smiles has no divine
‘Even this,
‘until he becomes, half bewildered. Unwill- will be a poorwe think, is objectionable, and call to the Sabbath-school ministry.
remedy for superficial teaching and impatient to wait for results, he, ing.
It is possible to make the Sabbath-school
.
We are not ignorant of the popularity of one of the most potent agenciés for the proin an_unpropitious hour, takes a fearful
1eap@n the labyrinth of error, where nota normal schools for training teachers for the motion of temperance. The members of
our Babbath-schools everywhere readily
ray of light enters to cheer the gloomy void. week-day schools.
We speak advisedly. We have not as yield to moral influence.

Ci

1t pleased God to raise her up.

member

saying, ‘Tam afraid to remain, lest the

;

They will bring you right at last.

till

Shurch of my own

a

I be afraid to teach in such a Sunday-school,
lest the roof should fall in jodgment upon
the gentility that will not admit God's poor.

con-

Feb. 13.
MeetE. Knowlton, of

darkness deepens

While you pass thro’ lonely valleys,

the last day |

attended to the business, and continued

twelve o'clock at night.

remember,

Note the little waysjde mile-stones,

Quartesly Meeting in Barrington.

Early Sketches.—No. 25.

happy.”

Then

Sam’l Joy's, had some comfort.”
nels, Esq'’s,

we

when I héard

on Wabash-avenue, say that tey could not
| have this class of children taught in their
school, but that the o Jie. win was the
place for them., Like Jilin, who fled from

Crossing burning desert sand!

But a few had

or get some competent person’ to teach cluding the little grave-yard and the tank,
mount before me.”
Elijah does the bid- them.
3
.
:
is. Tell them about it. Do.
The mediam point then is the one to which
dingof the Almighty.
Or a rugged spur
* But perhaps the very persons, whom such
Tuespay. Last evening, at the temall should aim.
This rule, as a general
or that wonderful mount-he places himself, counsels might benefit, aré- unaware of any
| perance megting, Jacob rose boldly and
and gazing fearlessly upon the grandeur deficiency in this respect.
One would signed the tobacco. pledge. Charles and thing; holds good. Extremes should on all
occasions be .studjously avoidefl, because
about him, awaits the yesult. He waits think a minister could tell.by looking at his Poona - made
excellent speeches,
and
not long. God huiTs the bolts of his fury audience, or, if not, he surely might by in- Charles sang an original tobacco hymn. * * one extreme very naturally leads to an
opposite one equally fatal in its consequencforth, and old Horeb trembles and shivers quiring of judicious friends. The difficulty
Six years ago, we could not helieve- that
im the blast. * Ah!” says the rapidly learn- is, that the thing is not counted sufficiently we should ever take to our very heart this es. It issoin theology, morals, politics,
ing prophet, ‘I hLaye underestimated the important. We are, or should be, serving strange people as we can now. We dared and science., Or, in other words, ‘There
are persons who are-what we term one-idea
resburces of Omuipotence;” and ere the the Lor1 Christ in every part of public wornot hope that God would add to our little
thunders of the falling masses died away ship. Shall, then, those heaven-inspired band so many that should be saved, and al- men. One idea embraced and followed to
the neglect .or rejection of all other ideas
and a sweet calm came again, he doubtless hymns, so often blessed to his saints, and
most daily others are coming. All praises
to extremes, and extremists become ultracomprehended why God had led him there, -80,0ften a means of awakening sinners,—
be to his holy name.
To.
ists, and ultraists become intolerant, and inand with .his fogs
of the lesson he hymms that «et forth, in exalted strains, the
tolerance leads to collision, and. collision is
had’been so significantly taught, he saw traths of his great salvation,—be read in a
revolution, and such revolution ends most
his despondence in a new light, and a flush sleepy, drawling, or off-hand manner, robgenerally in anarchy and confusion.
On
of burning shame ctimsoned his manly bing them of their glory'and impressiveBY JOSEPH FULLONTON.
———
cheek,
.
1 ness PIs it doing honor to our Saviour ?
the other hand, there is to fe found always
EXTRACTS FROM RANDALL'S JOURNAL.
another class who believe in all ideas, proBat this is not enough. A mightier thun- 1s it doing right by our fellow-men ? How
dering is heard, shaking all the Sinaitic few good readers, too, there are, compara- © For four days and nights, ending Dec. mote all, patronize all, without regard to
desert with a billowy fear, and causing the tively, in the churches. If it should be ex- ‘30, 1801, Eld. Randall was much of the -truth or error. It is plain to see that this
hoary mountain on which he stands to reel pedient,—in the pastor's absence,—to have time with his daughter Ursula, the. wife of leads to the same result, in the end, though
who then lived a mile and a by a different and - opposite mode.
Then’
© to and fro like a’ drunken man, as though a printed sermon read, how few could read "Mr. Runnels,’
' the very foundations were brokef up and it so as'to make a just impression. © Will half from his bome. She was dangerously there is another class, both in church and
You do not sick and some of the time was unwilling state, and in the departments of science;
chaos come again. Elijah, encouraged jn- not Christians think of this?
stead of ‘appalled, still stands erect and know how many of your sons. God may call he should leave her. ‘He writes that for who endeavor to avoid both extremes, actTrain this time he did not have his clothes off nor ing‘on the principle of proving. all things
.says,—*‘He could have sustained me ht in due time, to preach the gospel.
and speak so that, sleep but little. He prayed mush for her and holding fast that which is good.” .
the entrance of Jezreel. Why did I so faith- them, at least,to read
whether they shall be officers or privates, life, but says, ‘‘she was filled with divine
:
B.
t
“and after the earthquake a fire.” Not they can,in this department, do good serv- love and seemed all heaven.” She said,
AMICUS.
i
"6 weep for me;if I dig, I shall be | It is onlyin and through Christ,.-who onlike that on Carmel, that licked up the sac- ice for Christ.

dosslg flea”

Chicago,

Traveling thro’ a weary land,—
Climbing speeprand rugged mountains,—

‘In the, evening at

stead and attended the funeral of tlie above.

ate, proud boys, are now Christ's own
children, and by His grace haviy gained
strength to confess him openly. La#t evening at about six o'clock they were baptized

What is public worship for ?
Evidently,
to glorify God and benefit men. All the
parts of the service should have fesp- ct to

years, can not be in a more hopeless

weary

BY ANNA L. LEAR.

What can I say to the pilgifiis

a sense of divine things.

“Fund it hard preaching.

Jan. 20,

Yes, David and Jacob, those

Reading Hymns in Public.

and thrown into the East River. I do not
know when I have had myself so stirred
down to the
boot-heels as
I was in

Does the way seem never-ending?
Grows the night dark and more drear?

their boy that he may honor God to the last

thy fleeing steps.
And farther still do thou weavers were: all making lively music of
ao, even fo the wilderness of Damascus,
their own peculiar Rind, The shop under
In his for 1 have laid a Gentile kingdom under
ings of heaven resting upon them.
the care of brother Smith is truly a *‘Chriselation he entertained no thought of a re- tribute for Israel's sake, and there anoint tian institution,” an honor to the mission, a
verse,” und, like the light-footed Aswhel, "Hazaei to be king over Syria. Jehu, also, | blessing to the boys and .a means of grace
2 tan before the king fo the entrance of Jez- shalt thon anoinf to be king over Israel in to the Hindu mechanics who are employed,
Ahab’s room, for IT will overturn the throne The weaver boys go on without a teacher,
veel,
of
Omri’s wicked son, and Elisha, the son of
disappointhis
been
have
must
Terrible
and some of the others are doing so well it
ment and utter his despair when, so speed- | Shaphat, shalt thon anoint to be prophet is hoped they will soon be able to take the
ily, Jezebel's taunting messenger brought in thy stead, and they shall accomplish my place of the foremen. “Bro. 8. was still
"him her words of haughty defiance. De- purposes and execute my judgments in the feeble, but causing much to be done in the
land which thou didst think was lost.” spair, not for himself, Lut for the Kkingdein
shop; Le: also met his class of preachers
And Elijah comes down from the mount daily and performed his duties on the Saband cause, now so hopelessly lost. After
the famine and fire and rain, what ;more is and addresses himself to his journey, full of bath.
Sister S. has been wonderfully susthere that God can do? If she yields not sweet thoughts and of confidence in his tained during all her trials and hard work.
to these, to struggle against her is madness, God. Madge acquainted with his power in
Nothing about Jellasore now, save the
. and the hitherto courageous prophet, cours the elements; he has also learned of his remark of an aged widow who goes about
ageous’ because confident of complete suc- national resources, of his power over thrones with my girls to instruct the heathen womcess,—flees for his life, with the curse of andof his ability to fil the place of a flee- en.
She says, “Iam happy all the time
Jezebel ringing more loudly in his ears ing ‘or translated prophet. God is not lim- now, day and night, in the. house and out
than the shouts of Israel or the promise of ited by circumstances or time. All is not doors, everywhere.”
L. CRAWFORD.
his God. Down .through Manassch and lost, though the fire seems to fall on Carmel
Ephraim and Benjamin and Juda} he passes in vain,—though Jezebel threaten and Eli"Missionary News.
in haste. . Jehoshaphat might have given jah flee. And the work he so dearly loves
him shelter, butof that he seems not to he shall be able to farther still. - Not as he
The following is part of a letter lately reLeaving his servant at once fondly hoped, but it is the same work. ceived from India by one of our returned
have thought.
Beer-sheba, he.pauses not till he has gone He may lay these new foundation stones in missionaries :(—
a wéary day's journey farther, into the Syria and Israel for God. Elisha shall love
MIDNAPORE, July 38.
Comhim, and minister to his weary years, and
" heart of the wilderness of Kadesh.
DEAR
——:
To-day
commences a three
a
receive his parting blessing. And instead
pletely exhausted, he sits down under
weeks’
vacation
for
our
Santal school.
juniper tree and prays for death. “I am of a despondent death under a juniper tree Most of the boys have gone to the jungles.
not better than my fathers,” he says. ‘My in Kadesh alone, his power gone and spirit
Four others, John
Sinclair, Pickering
influence is gone, my labor lest. Judged broken, he shall leave both’ in their fullness
Brown, David McDonald and Jacob Miley,
has
How
dead.
the
as
to his waiting successor, and, borne in the
of by results, I am
are waiting to go out into the jungle to visthe toiler become a child,. and thie lion- arms of the angels of God, shall’ enjoy a
it the school villages, and work with Sonarhearted Tishbite as a reed shaken in the «departing triumph, eclipsing in glory and ton and Raju for the Santals. These four
even
splendor
all
that
the
earth
ever
knew
bhecan
blast! Nothing short of a miracle
boys are now safely in the narrow way and
RL H
save his life mow, for he is too completely fore.
are longing to bring others with them.
exhausted to obtzin food in the desert.
Israel,

of Good CI 1ecr.

New Durham.
Inthe forenoon he spoke
from these words, ‘Be thou faithful unto
death and I will give thee a crown of life:

moment of his life. The workshop connected with the school is more like some place

in yankeedom than any other spot I found
in Balasore. Blacksmiths, carpenters and

prosperous

hosts of God's chosen people: again, as
the palmy days of David and Solomon. -gohg out and coming in with the chbice bless-

Prostrate

Be

will

Tonatod their offerings to_ support Joseph,

No matter what the danger or dise

gave before,but he ives it not now as then.

He looked upon

the victpry.as decisive, ad. before
his exultaut thought,

thoy

expected to take place at the close of this
year, The self-depying band in Raymond

confidence when the rain fell in answer to Jcouragement, he must still and ever work.
his prayer, and Ahab did his bidding as that Elijah has nothing to pledd but what he

of the prophet of Gol.

but. hope

learn-

«izing that grand truth that aman must ever

that rose Before him of a reclaimed Israel
wasa glorious recompense for his . years of
and

a

God sees his heart, knows he

and a half years of famine, which had reduced Israel so low that five years later her
men df war only numbered seven thousand,
had been a thorough and terrible préparation, and on it his hopes weic fixed. The
test itself was all that he could have desired,

privation

of the

lately,

sister Smith are as parents tg the orphan
‘boys, and no doubt many of the poor chiled his lessons well, and calls te him in that dren will to all eternity thank God for the
¢¢ still small voice,” whieh is always a, prefamine which was the means of bringing
lude to speé¢ial instruction. Elijah wraps them under Christian influen¢e. Joseph
his face in his mantle, bows his head and Fullonton acts the part of a kind elder
awaits the w. rd. . Again he is touched, as ‘brother to the other boys. Though a teachthe razop’s edge is more keenly set, as God’s er now he still boards with the others and
question flashes . duty through his soul, will, probably, until his marriage, which is

For that the three:

Attended the funeral of - Wm.

He was killed instantly by a post

May it be
ine assistingin raising a building.
dulge me in saying a few words about the the means of alarming all to be also ready.”
_ The first Sabbath in 1802 he preachedin
Mission “school in Balasore. * Brother and
Star,

educated and encouraged

prophet.

on’

in thé” Bosom

“Dec. 30.
Willy.

I have heavily taxed the readers of the falling and striking him on his: head while

if He

will permit;” and the new resolve springs
up quick and strong

emsmti————

much confidence in normal training-schools

for week-day teachers as we should prebably have if we were less acquainted with
the results of such schools.
Most of them
are first-rate machine-shops. But machine
teaching amounts to nothing. Yes, it does

amount to something ; 1 Boos more harm

than good; if cramps the intellect of the
scholar; it destroys the ‘individualism of
both teacher and scholar.

The remedy for superficifll teaching, if it

comes at all, must come from a thorough
acquaintance with one’s own mind gnd
‘heart; from deep and profound intellectual
culture ; from a thorough knowledge of the
philosophy : of the human mind; from an
intimate acquaintance with that mind in its
transition state; from a familiar acquaintance; with Bible literature; from a heart

imbued with the lesson to.be taught; from
a soul full of human sympathy; from a
heart

that

knows

what never can be’told,

The moment the teicher sces that the astention is flagging, let her do something

else—tell a story, ask two or three questions, - in some way ‘divert the wandering
thoughts back again to herself,
The teacher is the pastor of a little flock;
the converted . scholar is his charge; an

overseer, a shepherd, he should keep his
eye out over his charge, even as the shepherd watches Lis sheep, the overseer his
men,
"Jesus

Cthrist used

objects

in

teaching,

and because he had no convenieht black:
board he wrote on the ground.
Jt was an

effective

blackboard service, for it sent the

old Pharisees out of the place in a hurry.

The Superintendent ought to be a man
who is kind, and easy to get acquainted
with.

Not a stiff, cold, formaliman.

-

he

|

the work of the Spirit in the second birth— has got stiffness and formality, he ought to
from not one, but from_all,of these com- bury that the first thing, bepause, if that is
"his disposition, it is pretty hard to get hold
bined the remedy must come.—8
, 8. Work-

man.

;

of the children, and I don’t think a superintendent can be successful that does hot
‘get hold of their hearts.
!
7

GENTEEL SCHOOLS. At an institute in ., If there are any teachers absent, it is the
Brooklyn, not long ago, Edward Eggleston” superintendent’s place to visit and find out
why. Last summer, when [ was home,
uttered these pointed words:
one of my tehchers was absent. I tried to
Every Sunday-school ought to be a mis- find out the reason, and when I got to this
sion

Sunday-school.

tinction between

wrong

when

school

for-“our

we

1 deprecate this disWe are radically
build a genteel Sunday-

them.

own

for poor children.

children, and another

The church whose car-

pets are too nice, whose pews

are too care-

fully covered, whose architecture is too fine
to admit God’s poor, ought to be torn down

bY
{
|

coast, I wrote

back

to see if I could

not

find out about it. It will do some good.
She will see that the superintendent did
not forget her. If a superintendent pursues

this course, there will

be very

few

°

teachers

absent. Weather will not keep them. It
will* be sickness, if anything keeps them
away.

wi
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‘When Rechal’s sons, in days of old, Abjured the rosy wine,
het filled their cups of flashing gold
.
th nectar more divine ;

They quaffed the liquid diamonds then, ,
And race of shel IY
Who loved and honored God.

?

:

“The grape in
le clusters hung,
] To tempt red id
eyes,
And round them fair
antes sung,
Like seraphs from the skies;
But not a son of Rechab turned
A woment from his Yow}

Oh, thal the fire of honor
radiantly now.

burned

Brave couque

tite !

Your po

ah

of

nod

well;

never:lead aright

AH honor to the men who spoke
The banishment of wine!
Brave men of old! the world shall own
The greatness of your fame,
i
Aud o’er the drunkard’s reeling throne
Shall blazon Rechaly’s name ;
Our men your words shall ne'er forget,

&

man, who
pRti-home twenty-five years
ago.
wi
u
When I first remember him he was already bent as though by the winds of his

Persecutions.

fourscore

told in this time,

houses

and

hundred

brethren and

mothers and children and

like

promising

a man health

Ts.

and

one

and

a ride and a dark closet, Still there is_no contradiction. A A cup
may beso sweef that it is insipid or nause11 of sweets.
ating. Our cup’of life
It is a compounded

cup,

charine there mingless
bitters.
\
ihe

£ ith the
acids and

*
of a merry

household, in an

abundant

and hospitajle home, and when he becamé
a man he owned one of the best farms in
his native valley. He was a man of influenck
in the town, and especially in the
chureh, but an influence that was seen less

, for some good thing to

be done, I will reward you with a cake

and

But Deacon Meekins had not va
ed such a meager life as this. He was borh

It

camfort and success and a sound threshing;

. or saying
to a ch

white

Yas eked out by the generosity of his neigh-

with persecutions’? Why rewards dnd punishments for the same act?”
:
seems

his hair was

service was all his living, excepting as it

lands,

L never before noticed the paradox.

winters,

scanty, and he was too deaf to hear any conversation unless it* was shouted in his ear.
He had been a soldier of the Revolution,
and the - Bittle pitiance of pensién for that

who should make self-denial, place the word
receive an

+

+ This is a simple memorial of a simple old

Some one writes me, ‘ Why did Jesus,
in the listof blessings
promised to those

sisters and

than felt, for he was

and modest,

sacthe

“In

always calm and mild

time of a revival,”

said

his pastor,

“one might think Deacon Meekins had no
enjoyment of religion, but at other times he

All the good and usefél shall have the

seems to have
church.”

‘promise of persecutions fulfilled. Cutting
out the tongue, ‘or extinguishing the eye, or
pulling apart the limbs is a past fashion ; but
still
there are weapons of persecution.
Sometimes it is newspaper attacks, sometimes it" is anonymous letters, sometimes
rivate caricature and misrepresentation.
ell me of any man eminently useful that
has not been eminently cursed.
3
Orossing the ocean; I usedto hang over
the ** Java" to watch the stroke of the wave
against the ship's cut-water. I noticed,

more than all the rest of the

Thushe lived, for many years, a prosperous, respected, useful, and blameless life.
But

somehoW

his boys, in

the phrase of

the country, *‘didn’t turn out well.” They
did not lize farming, .and tried business, but
did not succeed. Agair- and again their

father signed notes in them, and as they
could never ay, and he always had to, at

proves. will only be a gepetition of ‘what
as gone before. This i3 often done, not
only by the members of the chureh, but also
by the pastor.
And the length of the first
rayer,. and the repetitions of. thosé which
ollow, do much to explain why so many
pra yer-meetings are sueh uninteresting and
ull affairs,
A
Each prayer should be short, and

should

for the most part be confined to a single
line of thought.
Then there will be a sufficient variety, and a deliverance from the
** vain,repetitions ” inflicted on so many
prayer-meetings, and - which make them utterly; unprofitable. - Indeed, if the prayer-{
meeting is to be attractive “and useful,
there must be a good deal of variety in the
prayets, in the hymus, in the addresses, and
n the order ofthe exercises. - A stereotyped form will soon chill the life out of all

lay,

Ali of you who will do your duty must

the hills that were as familiar as the face of

take a share of maltreatment. Be not oversensitive! If you see two persons talking
in'a corner, and occasionally looking over
toward you, you are annoyed, and think
they are talking against you. Let not your
mind sitbrooding over one small egg of pro-

his mother,
:
bois
He had also the ngarvelous git of patient
‘submission that can. make
itter things

‘obscene vulture of unhappiness,

this present fime are not worthy to be compared with the glory which shall be revealed in us, I forget to pity the decay of the old
man's earthly fortunes; for I kdow that the
full measure gf thé life of many an one
dwelling in kings’ palaces and owning the
cattle: upon a thousand hills, is less bountiful than his.— Christian Banner.

sweet, and he had, more than all, the

ise of am inheritance incorruptible and

the letter

inm

hand,

I

say that persecution may bea blessin, aby
testing our earnestnes§.. A man may
n
himself in earnest when it is a mere hobby
he isriding; and when the hobby balks he
gets off and
goes home. Let a man start
out, and

find those who

promised

to

help

roving tricky and his motives maligned,

he will give it up,

unless

-

he be in earnest.

We had many brave captains and colonels
and majors before the war began; but at
. Big Bethel, when the battle opened, how
fellows

did

run!

If men

are

not

pre

Prayer-mectings

upon

would

generally

do

leaving

a prayer-meeting

recently,

said, ¢“ In England our prayer-meetings
are for prayer and not exhortation,” These
meefings are the life of a church.
The best
men and women are those who attend the

ed and pursued, they show the white flag
and surrender.
Persecution, if sanctified, makes one humble. Success has a tendency to brag; and

church prayer-meetings.

ean

help,

above

‘wealth and ease, who has stood by the glo-

rious old cause with which he’ first began,
who has in his heart the one feeling—** For
me to live is Christ,” must needs command
our respect and veneration, As a Wesleyan
minister, he is, it is true, in a peculiarly
fortunate condition for J epuring his discourses;

but even were

not so, there

is

\no reason to doubt ,that his boundless
wealth of illustration would have failed to

place

which

him

on the pinnacle of greatness

he now

occupies.

It is said that a

minister was once complimented by an el-

troducing. many illustrafions

this earth ‘to the starry systems, and

angels,

and,

if

need

the substanceof his discourse

meaning plain.

loved

There

is nothing

to make

me,

oh,

|

»
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THEODORE

to

;

Mrs, H, B. Stowe,
.

written

Stories

it contains Letters of

and

Travel,

Historical and Scientific Articles, Biographical Sketch-

es, Observations in Natural History,

Striking

honor it-as a sacred and divinely-inspired
book. That the state accepts and uses it
violates no right of his.
The Rationalist
recognizes in the Bible a book containing
much
pure, holy, and sublime truth. To
so accept and use it’ violates no right of his.
— Christian Weekly.

The

Force of Truth.

’

Age of Reason.’

I read it with

attention,

and was much struck with the strong and
ridiculous representation he made of many
passages in the Bible.
I confess, to m
shame, I had never read the Bible, through ;
but from whaf I remember to have heard at
church, and accidentally on other occasions,

I could not persuade myself that Paine’s
report was quite so absurd as he represent-

a

as

penetrated

——

2

reflections,

deductions,

Ny

New and’ Elegant

AND
STUDY

5 Pearl Street, Boston,

BIBLES,

S0LE MANUFACTURERS OF THE SHOE STUDS.
Shoe Manufacturers Supplied.

prices and sizes, on hand at a saving of one profit

the buyer.

BAGSTER’S

16w8s

PUBLICATIONS

TORE

on hand or imported to order.
H.

E.

SIMMONS,

2m45

Treas,

116 Washingion

"

8t., Beeston.

EREETQ BOQ AGENTS.
We

wi

TlUustrated Family ‘Bible rcontainin

Scripture

Illustrations

to sny

ectus of our

over

Book

charge. Address NATIONAL
delphia, Pa.”

200

Agent,

PuBLIsHING CO.,

OLD ESTABLISHED TROY BELL FOUNDRY.
TROY, N.Y, (established 1852,) a large assortment
of Church, Academy, Fire Alarm, and other Bells
constantly on hand, and mage to order. Made of Genuine Bell Metal (Copper and Tin). Hung with Ro
Mountings, the best and most durable ever used.

New

fine

free of

Philamds.

Illustrated Catalogues sent {ree on applicaiion to
9 Dearborn St.,
V
JONES & C
1y21
Chicago, Ill. °

RELIANCE WRINGER,
:
PERFE
CTESw:1,

Moulton
Most

WELCH

CELEBRATED

CIRCULAR

Durable

HAND
WOOD

CROSS-CUT

Easiest Working

Are

t#

Cheapest,

MRS.

MARY

LATHAM

ON

MASS.

.

truthful life, and ‘this will be a language
which the profoundest must admire, while’

ALBUM

a

Full

elaborate

discourse

appreciate.

The most

on sanctification will

prove tame and ineffective in comparison
with the eloquence of a humble, holy walk
with God.
In the spectacle of a penitent

soul pouring forth the broken utterance of

its ‘contrition at the Saviour’s feet,

there is

a nobler sermon “on repentance than elouent lips ever spoke. * Instruct your chilih in the knowledge of God's great love
and mercy, but let them see that love cheering, animating, hallowing your daily life;
describe to them the. divinity and g ory of
the Saviour's person and work, but let thém
note-how daily ypu think of him, hear with
what profoundest reverence you name his
name, see how the sense of a divine pres-

work extant which satisfies this want.
and

and circulars free.
Pnblisher,
Srel®

$42
A

an entirely

HISTORY.

Horse and

Expenses

paid.

THOMPSON,

P.

Prices

i
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maybe listened to with

may weary ; ey

irksomeness, an

from

range

Homesteads

Carriage” fur-

STEADS

ACRES
JUR

and Grazing
:
in the

L]

$2

to $10

Per

Acre.

for actual Settlers.
(g

ONLY.

SOLDIERS
ARE

OF THE

LATE

ENTITLED

WAR

TO A

FREE HOMESTEAD

OF 160 ACRES

within Railroad limits, equal to a
DERECT
BOUNTY
OF $400.
~ Rend for the new edition of descriptive
phlet,

b. D., LLD.

with new maps, mailed free OVI

“ETNA

ROS

Rdiroes

Land Commissioner,U. P. R. B: Co.

RLINGAME,
DOVER, N. H,
BUI

3m36

Clergymen. Superintendents
and all Buyers of

~ SUNDAY SCHOOL BOOKS

ate

OMAHA, NEA.

AS IMPROVED, IN
1=71,
:
fXOREL]
ALL
OTHERS,

Po.

whose 8took {i one of the LARGEST and BEST Se.

Jeoted in the United States.

OF

OF

500,000 Acres of Government Land “between
ay and North Platte, open for entry as HOME- a

ence sheds a reflected moral beauty around
find it for tive Advantage of their Schools to send
our own—and this will be a living and’ will orders
)
direct to
Vroathing theology to them, without which all
Boston,
CO,
&
OP
LOTHR
Messrs. BD.
formal teaching will avail but little, Sermons and speeches, too,

GRANT

particulars

donWol., 12mo, Price, §1., Will be sent prepaid by
post, on receipt of price, by
.

LANY

It
new

with

or, the Biblical account. of Man’s Creation
tested by Scientific Theories of his Origin and Anti.

By Josepn

A

NOW FOR SALt, for cash or long oredit.
These lands are in a mild and healthy climate, and
for grain-growing and stock-raising, unsurpassed by
any in the United States.

THB. SHAW, Alfred, Me.

©

THE

State of Nebraska,in the Great Platte Valley

|

nished.

CF

0 Acres of (‘hoice Farming
3,000,000% on the line of the road,

Address, ' GEO.
CLEAN,
8 School sireet, Bostoh.

A MONTH!

Free Homes!
LINE

Best Farming and Mineral Lands in Americas

AN: IN GENESIS AND IN GEOLOGY:

nity.
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The Pictorial Family Register
is beautiful

THE

12,000,000

41tf

is the only

FAMILY

fa 4

UNION PACIFIC RAILROAD.

AGENTS WANTED, EXTRA TERMS.
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nt whatever the difficulty of understanding words, deeds are almost always intelli
gible. Let a man not merely speak but act
the truth ; let him reveal his soul in the inarticulate speech of an earnest, pure, and
simplest
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I ad-

sense of obligation [ had never felt before.
I resolved henceforth to take the sacred
word for my
guide, and to be a faithful follower of the Son of God.”

Sold

BIBLES.

vanced,I was struck with the majesty
which
it spoke, the awfulness of the truths contained in it, and the strong evidence of its
divine origin, which increased with'every |
age, so
that I finished my inquiry with the |
ullest satisfaction of the truth as it is in
Jesus, and my hear: was

‘SHOES;

MASS.

‘

pure the passages when I had done so, that
might give the Bible fair play. - I accordand

OR

¥

ed it. I resolved therefore, that 1 would
read the Bible regularly through, and comingly set myself to the task,
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A gentleman was once asked in company
what led him to embrace the truths of the
gospel, which formerly he was known to
ave neglected and
despised.
He said,
“My call and conversion to God
- Saviour, were
produced
by verv Singular
means; a person putinto nfy hands ‘Paine’s
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forth imitationss
consumers shouldbe sure that every boot or shoe bear,
the Patent Stamp.
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he

This Book, an ELEGANT OCTAVO VOLUME, con.
taining 50 pages,
and 105 first-class Bngravings,
is an Exhaustive’ and Standard work, eminen
adapled to the times. It fully uncovers the Romis
sys
from its origin to the resent time, exposes
its baseless pretences, ite frauds, its persecutions,
its
immoralities, its oppositior to our public schools,

duced, and peace, and order, ard prosperity have been secured. On this ground,
therefore, the state has a right to use it in
Susiting the conscience and the moral nature, without teaching anything concerning
its inspiration and Suthorliy.
4. It can thus use the Bible in the schools
without infringing any conscience, or violating any right. The Romanist who insists that the authority
in gmeligion is the
Bible,
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TIME

OFFICE

to the com-

mon ear all the wo:
over.
“Phere is no
speech nor language in which this voice is
not heard, and
its words go forth to the
world’s end.—Dr. Caird.

:

been accepted and obeyed, "crime, and
norance, and superstition have been

X8 THE

here,.and to place on loan.

act of

FORD,

which they are conveyed, and the impresmost part, composed of men of taste® and’ sion produced by them is apt very speedily |
thought, who enjoy a quiet, meditative, yet to vanish from the mind. "Many minds are
none the less evangelical sermon.
And yet inaccessible to any formal teaching that is
again, there are places where the lower ors{ not of the-most elementary character ; and
ders are mostly to be found, where gpod, there are comparatively few to whom an ilplain gospel preaching is heard and appre- lustration is not more ‘intelligible than an

=

clime; a noble

holy, Christ-like Jifel proutios

Character and Doctrine.

happens, however, that

and

heroism or self-sacrifice speaks to the common heart of humanity; a humble, gentle,

But above all things, and

ing crime and disorder,Yand securing pe

be crammed to the verge
.of spiritual suffocation with tidbits of rant, and flattery,
and piled-up perorations. There are other
buildings where the audience is, for the

seldom

country

his

erable congregations, who are yet wanting mented by the silent teaching of the hfe.
Consider, for one thing, that actions are
in that respect. For, if you comé to look
All verbal
at those who are listening to them,
you more intelligible than words.
will find them mostly drawn from one class teaching partakes more orsess of the necesof .life. There are buildings filled every sary vaguenessof language, and its intelLord's day with'the average cockney; the ligibility is dependent, in a great measure,
anjmal that digests the highly-seasoned fare on the degree of intellectual culture and
Ideas,
of the Daily Telegraph in the week, and re- ability in the mind of the hearer.

'

prety

est and most economical method of prevent-/

ll

clated.

instinctive and vniversal. The living epistle needs ne translation’to be unde
in

state has a right to take the easi-

#;

Sabbath

moreover, is

he, fiends into

a

as

the

Of all the money we had placed on loan, we have

instruction,

where one special form of speech is vernac- not lost a SINGLE DOLLAR, even in those cases
in which he buildings were consumed and the Fire
ular; but the language of action and life is Insurance
companies have failed.
»

Theses.

Mr. Punshon’s Power.

on

_ GRAHAM, PERRY & (0,

insensibly

conventional, and it can be understood only

in all ways, and to all people he preaches
not
*“ about the gospel,” but the gospel itself; not Christianity, but Christ. j
in
him as much as in any man living. do we
see the truth and force of Mr. Dale’s declaration — “‘ The world is not yet weary of
hearing ‘about Christ.”—ZLondon Christian
World.
ich

1. The

way

REAL ESTATE AND LOAN AGENTS.

all the marvels of the outside world,ascends
calls

their

The me-

§, of course,

from

win

dium of verbal

abundantly justifiedby the great "Master's
method.
Mr. Punshon traverses-the realms
of Scripture, of science, of history, explores

all of them,in his language, bought «with a

who
@

emanations that

into the secret depths of the soul.

derly lady in his church,
because his sermon had ‘so many ‘likes’ in it.” That
has been the secret of success with many a
popular preacher; and the
practice of in-

an audience is composed of an almost equal
that more encourages a faithful pastor tha
number taken from different ranks and
“I endowed that college! I started
that a full and earnest prayer-weeting.
position. ‘But this excep“school! I built that church ! Is not this great
Prayer is the means the great Head of the grades of social
Babylon that I haye built? And God turns church has appointed to call down his bless- tional sight is to be seen when Mr. Punshon
Sut to eat grass like an ing; and even when God has promised to - preaches. Then ‘the rich and the poor
Nebuchadnezzar
ox.” * Blessed, are the
po r in spit, for bless, He says, “I will be inquired of by [are met together; then is seen the man
who can understand Ruskin seated beside
theirs i3 the Kingdom of Heaven I"
the house of Israel that I may doit for the man who revels in Sala; then the lady
Another advantage in
persecution is, it them,”
with many flounces takes her
place ‘beside
lets us know how much of the bad is still left
Christians should come to these meetings
the poor needle-woman who has helped to
In us. What a mild Christian he was when expecting a blessing.
*‘
Open
thy
mouth
everybody
praised-~hime!.- Now he’ runs. wide,” says the Lord to his people, “ and I make them. For Mr. Punshon, though a
most chastened thought and exedge’of ‘sarcasm, and o
against the g
agcording to: | man of the
pression, is yet possessed of sympathies
position, ‘and he ig full of fight. He feels will fill it.” This blessing is
more like swearing than praying, He runs our faith, and faith believes the promises of that stretch right down to the very lowest
God,
about in great
| drogs of humanity. That is to say, he emmont, talking oyer all.
the mean things he knows about
a
INFORMALITY.
bodies in his teaching the spirit of the gosthosé who
oppose. him,—an eye for an eye, a tooth
We were-told of an enthusiastic sculptor pel, the spirit of Christ, of his Apostles, of
for a tooth, scorn for Scorn, personality for who was bent upon having a perfect form Christianity itself. He is entirely free from
personality ; and the demons of malice and of a negro acquaintance, whomhe induced vulgarity, which, indeed, never paysin the
revenge and hate, with racket and explo- to stand for a liberal sum.
He put the col- ‘long run, and.which many a wise preacher,
sion, keep Fourth of July in his heart.. A ft- ored man in a high hogshead, and poured though tempted dnto.its use at first, ‘hms uler a while
he wakes
up,
“finds he is in the- plaster of Baris, esigning to have it timately seen the propriety of discarding.
all wrong; ande he cools own, and has a reach the model's neck, and then te mold Those who go “to hear Mr. Punshon need
sensationlong list orhard 8 Saches and unjust deeds
his face. afterwards. When, the pasty stuff never fear being disgusted with
» repent of, and learns, as never
alism, or shocked by irreverence.
Hf arm-pits, Wi began to =
reached
had
his weakness before God.
- He is indeed too well réad a man ever to
before,
lungs were set as
0 negro’s
harden.
Persecution brings us into Fympathy with | and
his happy art to that dead level.
plaster
lower
the
exhalation
every
At
in'a vice.
Christ. What deed or ward of his
abreast of the powing thought-~
hly
stranThoroug
of
danger
the
pressed closer in, until
not misrepresented P They said that hee was J [ gulation was imminent, ‘and the frightened: fulness of thesé times, and well versed in
a sot, 2 Waitor, a i
the vés- thescareful study of such models as MagauAy [ disturbed of artist had all he could do*to break
The man says:

/

Tennyson, he has yet. remembered avith effort; but living speech
never tires; it makes no formal demand on
conventional restraint in his the attention,it goes forth in feelings and

all things, being impressed with the c.rnestness of the man! The man who has
withstood the fascinating enticements to

and whatever power he had of inspiring
other people with enthusiasm—these were,

by the faith of the Son of God,
‘and gave himself for me.”

379

wfrrmt———

and

freedom from
recent travels, . And who

All that Paul had, and all that he was,
and all that he could think, and all that he
could do, and whatever enthusiasm he had,

quires, in consequence,

more good if there was more praying and
less talking.
An Englishman, just over,

in.

earnest in Christian conflict, they may
make a good show for a while ; but attack-

80 God lets it be jeered at,

Robertson,

S—

R9, 1871.

o

and equal rights for all.
Prevention is
better. than cure.
The school-house - is
cheaper and more efficacious than the
penikinds of social worship. As a general rule, tentiary. Therefore the state has a right to
familiar hymns and tunes expressive of live- educate.
4
ly emotion, should be selected ; and there | 2. Experience shows that to secure peace
ought to be a good deal of singing. A dull and good order, it is not enough to eduhymn, g/lifeless tune, long and repetitious cate the intellect. Reading, writing, and
prayers, and a scattering, pointless address, arithmetic do not suffice.
The moral sense
will soon make a prayer-meeting a place must be developed. The conscience must
not desired by any one.— Presbyterian Ban- be educated.
Truth, justice, purity, love,
ner...
must be taught—at least good morals, if not
—
also sound religion.
3. Experience shows that there is no
* Paul's
Consecration.
such textbook of moral and religious truth
;
— ep
4
as the Bible. Whenever
its precepts have

prom-

‘Prayer-Meetings.

It is easy to be a soldier in time of peace. |

the

A

that. 1+" Thi one great element of Mr. Punshon's
Actions, in many ways, teach better than
fadeth not away.
the most persmasive oral
ower is to be found in his universality. words, and even
So, when I reckon that the sufferings. of {an preachers manage to attract consid- instruction is greatly vivified when supple-

vocation till itis hatched. out intoa great
answering

IE

gained additional breadth of view and fresh

last he was obliged to sell his farm and his price, even the precious blood of Jesus
other property, until in his old age noth- Christ. Therefore, wherever. Paul labored,
ing was left,—nothing but the good name and however much he labored, he never
whenit was foggy, and we were making
that is rather to be chosen pan reat riches. seemedto himself overworked. There is a
only "Seven or’ eight knots an hour, there
For the last years of herllife his wife was generosity and humility in love which can
was but little stir in the ‘water; but when, troubled by a mild insanity, the tendency to | Work from a profound sense of generosity.
There is a love that scorns measuring.
in fair weather, we went fourteen knots an which she bequeathed to her children,—a
hour, the ogean tossed in front of the prow woful Rerisage, At length she died, and left And the apostle never felt, ‘ I have worked
and boiled on either side. So justin pro- him with
their youngest daughter. This fully up to my share of that which is to be
portion as a Christian or an enterprise, daughter had been a beauty and a belle in done on earth.” - He felt, rather, ¢“ As long
her young girlhood, but something went as I have a sentient emotion,as long as I have
makes
headway in Christian enterprise,
in that ratio will therebe commotion and wrong and well-nigh upset her poor brain, a pulse-beat, all that there is of me is not
to pay the debt that I owe to him
excited resistance in the waters. If noth- leaving her sometimes excitable and wild, enough
gave himself for me.”
ing has beep said against you, if you have apd sometimes sane and reasonable. She that loved me, and
never been assaulted, if everybody seems retained much of her youthful beauty, how- He felt that he could never pay that debt.
leased with you, you are simply makin
ever, the fair skin, pretty pink mouth, and There are some debts, Fx know, that can
ittle or no progress ; you are water-logged, restless eyes. She kept house, but in flighty not be paid. Heart-debts you can not pay.
Oh, how beautiful a thing is such sensiand, ins
of mastering the wave, the fashion for the old man.
wave masters yous
: - They lived in three rooms of a poor hrown
tive and honorable gratitude! There are
Some Christians resolved to build a free house, with a garden at one end, where the men who can not hear the name of Arnold
Tabernacle. While we stayed in the old old man feebly ‘dug and planted. He was of Rugby spoken without tears, to this day,
‘church everybody blessed us, the newspa- always welcome to the-chips and scattered though he has been dead for a score of
rs blessed us, the ministers blessed us, tree branches he could gather in his neigh- Jets. Thomas Hughes, who has just gone
ut we started out for a new style of church bors’, woodlands, and to the gleanings of
ome, is one of them. I do not believe he,
sechitecture and a new style of organiza- orchard and cornfield.
So, with an ecca- could speak of him five minutes without
tion. People shouted, ‘‘ That building will sional gift of & sled-load of wood and a tears, and without saying, ‘* From the founfall down before you get it up!” * The min- bushel of apples or potatoes, a few pounds dation #0 the roof-tree, everything that I
ister wan't fill it.” ‘‘ Better go up and of meat now, a bag ef meal then, and a am, [ owe to that mian.” There are chilfence in Prospect Park for a church, your basket of eggs at another time, from their dren who can not hear their mother’s name
a tide, a
gulfideas are so enormous!” ‘The acoustics kind-hearted
but hard-handed neighbors, mentioned without having
their
will fail!” “You ean not support it!" the old mam and his daughter subsisted. stream, as it were, setting out of
¢ The minister will die, and you will have After the cheer and comfort and. fullness of heart. For they know that the life which
the whole thing on your hands!” Neigh- the past, how pinched "and poor this life they are living here, and which they hope
boring Christians and ministers from other seemed! Like the burnt-out end of a flick- to live hereafter, was so intimately connected with her influence, and fidelity and love,
Sh
churches came in during the construction, ering candle!
Yet Deacon’ Meekins never murmured, that if it had not been for her faithfuland said: ** What a hippedrome! Church
of the Holy Circus! Where will the horses but was thankful for everything, until ata ness, their souls would not have lived.
These are very blessed testimonies; the
o round and where. will the clown stand ?*’ great age he was taken to the mansion prehn are comely, seemly, beautiful, rational, adThe air was as full of lies as long-billed pared for him in the Father’s house.
And now, as I consider the story of this. mirable; but above them all stands One
mosquitoes along the marsh on an August
nigh. Well, the building did not fall down, obscure life, it does not seem so pitiable aft- who is more to us than father or mother,
the acoustic qualities were not a failure, er all: Living and dying among those or brother or sister, or husband or wife, or
dearest and most self-sacrificing friend—Jethe church has been
su Ported; and the whom he had always known, and among
:
Christ, who sacrificed his life for us, and
minister isn’t dead yet! Still; many of our their children,—
people winced under the flaying, and could “He ne’er had changed er wished to change his now lives his heavenly life for us from day
to day, and from hour to hour. And Paul{
not understand how Christian people could
place,”
act 80, not knowing
that when Christian and there was always the look of home to felt, as we ought to feel more than we do,
=.
“The life which I now live in the flesh, I live
mén do lie they lie like the Devil,
him in the sight of the pleasant river and

In

CL
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Deacon Meekins.

And Adawm’s race sliall echo Jet.
* We drink no more forever.”
~@Golden Age.

persecutions, —* shall

RI

prayer is offered, so that all the succeedi

As custow’s chain they sever;

With

—

the peace, They got up a sham trial, and sel, and fracture the hardening plaster in
kept on until matters culminated in his time to save his model's life.
J
death, He answered
not. Struck; he struck
And this is the way
many’ treat their
nor back. The 1éason you don't demolish prayer-meeting ; they plod on, in one unya-.
your enemy is-because you con't.” He had rying direction, and cling to set ways and
all'power in Heaven and on earth, yet was Pleceents until a cold, dead formalism
‘| as a sheep beford her shetrers. Oh! thou
ardens about the spirit of devotion, and
degpised One of the Cross, show us how there is .soon nothing . left but the letter
to‘ bear the scdffs. and . criticisms, of the Without the spirit—the form without the
world! |
;
e.
:
If Christ will answer ‘that prayer, then
This informality of Bigcedure may be exwe willbe able to know why inthe 10th tensively illustrated unt
great variety is
shabtar of Mark he Fama persecution setupel. ¢ The
op 5 leader My read
as the yay climax ofall the blessings we
some
short an
ragraph
with
can possibly receive on earth for Christian which he has met in the —
of bis stud,
work
and self-denial.
:
or reading, and which will excite all minds
‘Though it be a crown of fire, the first to inquiry.
Some living question in the
breath of heaven will put ovt the flame, commercial, or
professional, or social,or
and leave nothing but the gold, and that Polition) world, which involves moral and
all the brighter for the heat. Pearls are
hristian principles, may be brought up for
found in the shell in the deep sea; but the inquiry, consideration and prayer.
And
| shell is opened by the knife of the pearl- here, by all means, let the informality and
diver, and the pearl drops out. The rich- variety extend to an unrestricted asking of
est blessings are hidden and enclosed, and .questions,.—Ezaminér & Chronicle.
:
it sometimes takes the sharp knife of perVARIETY
IN
THE
PRAYERS,
secution to ‘bring out the pearl of great
A point to which we wish to make speprice. Blessed are they who are persecuted for Eeoumens sake, for theirs is cial reference, is the - impropriety of the one
the Kingdom of Heaven!—Rev. T. D. who leads in the first prayer, embracin
Talmage in Independent.
the whole range Of subjects for whi
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29,

chiefs in the past; it expresses practical
faith inthe popular heart and will for the
future. We believe this action warranted,
wise and timely.
And yet the*Council, ‘both by its simple
existence and its formal action, asserted
anew the need of a completer organization
of forces, a wider co-operation and a more
thorough unity. They realize that upion is
strength, and so seek to gain it. There are
great objects which they can achieve only:

1871.

Editor.

‘aa All communications designed for publication
should be addressed to the Editor, and all letters on
business,

remittances

of money,

&c., should

be

ad-

tude should be sufficient to fill
like a cloud.

It is true that we have had
ences that

may

shuddering.

well

The

‘cause

Ku-Klux

»

some experi- | termines the amountof the bill,
and
And, if the ear was quick in every case to
violence has detect the admonishing voice, it is doubtful

if these two distinguished clergymen, with

been outraged in the name of American
Liberty. ‘Official corruption was, never be-

allow them to speak a hurried word to the

Pl

ra

brought out in jhe prayer and sermon of the

clergyman.
:
The family
reunions which it brings
about are not among the least of its benefits. ~ It thus exalts the home.
Tt puts honIt asserts anew the

sanctity of those

bonds

which

unite

the

hearts of paren*s and children, brothers and

ed

For the hope that they

who are to sit no

more at earthly boards have

found a place

at the eternal feast, let the heart bless him,
even though there be no word spoken, but
only silence and tears. = Let the bountifiil

meal be seasoned with gratitude.
Let the
recalled history of the year kindle and lift
adoration.

Let the memory

of

unfaithfal-

The late meeting of the Congregational- sisters. It revives sacred memories that | ness be hallowed by the pledge of a dutiful
future.
Let the disasters that we have esists at Oberlin was A significant one. It call- were beginning to fade out..
It quickens
caped (reight a sentence with praise and send
ed together as mémbers some 800, 0f their sympathy. It makes the unselfish love that
it beavenward.
‘Let the disasters which
"strong men, and the visitors added nota lit- has its special seat in the family appear a
have been sanctified to others help to make
tle to the size of the assembly and the zest holier thing. And whatever does this work our acknowledgments "hearty. ~ And let
of the occasion. Live and practical topicsgot of exalting the home as God's appointed our generous gifts to the needy impart to
the chief attention.
‘here was a large school for the nurture of pure affections and our festival a Christian seasoning, and renliberty and independence in opinion exhibit- the wise training of souls, is accomplishing der our Thanksgivinga thing not of mere
For the form and pretense, but of sincerity and
ed, and some of the debates were free and one of the most needful ends.
pithy” and earnest, even when they kept home-life is just now in peculiar danger of truth.
within the bounds of brotherly courtesy sinking in the public esteem, and the bonds4
The Returning Lord.
and strict parliamentary decorum.
The which hold men and women to the purity
progressive and conservative elements were and fidelity that alone build up a people inThe other night in prayer-meeting the
to strength and nobility, are suffering most
fairly represenstd.

The

love of settled or-

der and the craving for new methods both
found expression.
Iarnest pleas for a new

and strong stat:ment of the old orthodox
theology were urged,
and the impatience
which does not hesita:. lo strike hard blows
k 4

perilous strains.
A merely formal act of religion
deed little value in" God's eye, and
even harden the heart and promote
eeption in him who performs it.
is “0

used

has init may
self-deAnda

as to en-'

at the ancient foros
of faith spoke oat in
plain and forcib'e words... The real spirit of

the Congregationalist body has. heen seldom

gratitude,

brought

en More complete animals instead of truer
Christians. They who. only aim to ‘secure

out with mor:

freedom,

fullness

and force.
’
The proceedings in detail have not reached us at this hour.” Noae of the important

“Svhich

subject of the Lord's returning and asking

Thanksgiving

courage gluttony on the pretense of feeding
may serveto make men and wom-

a larger human jollity than usual, keeping
the festival

simply

‘for

the

sake

of the

_ papers read have been seen in their una-

greedy stomach and the

- bridged - form, and the most important dedates are epitomized even in the fullest reports which have yet reached us. When
the action is completely reported it may be
that the impressions now made will be mod-

are real worshipers of the god of this
world while professing to, adore the Lord

ified.

But some points are made clear.

and Giver of all..

Their

titillating nerves,
thanksgivings are

such as vex Heaven; their songs of hilarious passion are the wails of an abused conscience ; and while the fleshly nature gor’
ingndises,, the, soulis starving to death.
‘And yet itis well that, at the .end of a
bountiful harvest, like’ that" which has just
been gathered from our wide and fruitful
acres, we set aparta day for glad thanks-

There is less inclination than formerly to
give prominence to the peculiar doctrinal
fermtias of the Congregational churches
among us.
The old forms’ of doctrinal
statement are more or less objected to, and
By many minds are accepted only after they giving to Him who sends seed-time and harFor he
have been freely manipulated by a liberal in- vest, the early and the latter rain.
terpretation, The rigid Calvinismof other is the author of all good. He does not fordays finds fewer and fewer advocates; ant ‘get our dependence even when the fact
so this Council declined to do more than to drops out of our thought. He is ever mindHis bow, still set in
daclare that it holds to the generally accepted ful of his covenant.
faith of the Uongrogational churches, which the cloud. tells us perpetually of the old
*has been sufficiens!y defined elsewhere and at pledge made while the drenched earth was
earlier dates.
‘shaking off the dripping moisture and the
The doctrine of the independenee of the fearful terror of the deluge.
lgeal churches was affirmed in émphatic
And this year has been one of fruitfulwords and ways. In choosing *‘Council” as ness.. We have suffered no general blight
the word whichis to stand for the new or- of mildew and frost. .No devouring locust
ganization, it is’ most ‘emphatically stated, or caterpillar ins eaten the bulk of our subthat th¥ body is to have pe controlling pow- stance, Though there have been local and
of over the charcles, and it

uct as arbitrator or wmpire

-

is forbidden

tf

partial failures

in erops,

yet,

asa

whole,

in connection

for the vesults of certain gpportunities was
presented, and it'was said that it is not so
much the. Master’s way to call at long in-

tervals and demand the results of special
trusts, as itis for

him to be continually

re-

minding us of our responsibilities, and- cantioning 1us lest “the kingdom be taken from
us and Ziven to another,”
The nore we think of it, the more are we
inclined

to believe that the idea is a correct

one. If any one of us had ‘been placed at
the head of a mission interest, or a_bencyolent

institution,

or

an

edacational

enter-

prise, or made responsible for any special
and important trast like ‘those, it wotld
seem aimosp natural T6f us to expect our
Lord to demand at least an annual *account

of our stewardship.

The importance of the

| trmst would seem to impress us forcibly with

the idea that we could net well be negligent of it. But to believe that the Master
comesto us when we have come in at night

from the bench;6r when we have returned
from a day of weary labor

‘in the field,

or

when we have occupied the timé’ in selling
small

goods

to

occasional customers,

or

when we have come up blackened from the
mines, or when we have sat ‘all day at the
desk or walked all day beside a stupid team
—to believe that after the work of such
days the Master actually comes and sits by
otir table in the evening, or hails

us: on the

street, afd demands a settlement, —~this “iy”
making a very practical matter of it.
But that is the essence of the best religjon. It is practical, meant for every day
and for all occasions; and when we attempt
to associate it with any particular ceremony,
—except that of'doing good to ‘all men as
we have opportunity, —or allow our faithfulness to be measured by the seeming im-

the products of the soil have been most
Even where the
with eases that muy arise in the local and abundant and choice.
smaller bodies.. Its constitution so binds it parched earth seemed vainly, pleading for portance of the positions we may hold, then
‘to merely suggestive and advisory functions, showers, the sunshine and the dew and the we rob it of its sweetest significance, and
thatit éan hardly grow up into anything moisture stored in the earth have united to defeat its best ends.
Tt may be hard, it doubtless is, for remote
like an ecclesiastical cour,or parliament, or ‘reward the*husbandman with a wealth that
midistors, aud for a good many in
country
congress. Tts power is to be foreter meas- surprised even his highest hope, “Our gran{hie
city,
as for that matter,—~to believe that
+ ured by the, recognized force of its ideas. aries overflow.
Our barns are crowded |
Tis to direct only where men see’good rea- with plenty. Our fruits ill the markets a their accounts will sbe examined with the
sons
for following. its . suggestions; it will thousand miles from where they grew. same strictness a8 those of Mr. Beecher or

© govern only so far as it convinces; it will
be supreme only where it is recognized us
Ho exponent f
sestimons. to he

The very seas are: white with canvas spread
above the overplus of our products

which

apes This strong; we're sendingto the unsupplied markets
of ehiurch inde- ‘of the world.
We have béen fared from the
of war a
LSA
nee.
Behe $0 Jong a tridl,’ horrors

:

rience, and Jb;

n' the

Episcopal’ and

01d’ obit:

1 bli

m ind ; it as-

nhl w grave mid:

are

are

not’

serious

enough.

Here

peat.

good

many

etlior

things

But it is on hand, br on the ground

rather, in good season, and causes a gpod
the. ‘many remarks from passers-by, chiefly tc

)

remarkable

point to the complete overthrow of every-

winter evenings; but old blood feels how it

thing that is good or true or substantial
in the family relation. These utterances
might be passed over in silence if Mrs,
Woodhull were alone in making them. But

is weakened byv its previous struggles with
the frost-king and wishes that April or May

would push winter into the Arctic ocean.
But he is getting his hold upon us, and it
will he a long time béfore we can shake him
off. One almost shudders at the thought of

she is upheld and indorsed by those ‘who
are true men and women in other respects,
and who inevitably give some weight to
her otherwise ridiculous notions, They say
we

may

not

witness

this

new

order

the misery he will cause in wretched hovels
and gloomy cellars, and wishes the million
poor had each a good coal-pile and ample

of

things in our day j—for which let us feel devoutly thankful,~~but lest it should befall
our children, it is well that we neither apologize for nor countenance it.
BA

food to fight him with, May God pity them
when their favored neighbors vic forget
them.

=.

——THE
Congress

—TuE RECEPTION OF ALEXIS. The Duke

NEXT
SESSION
will re-assemble

OF CONGRESS.
next Monday.

Alexis “finally got here safe and well. His That is, there will be a nominal fdassemvessel was delayed somewhat by head winds, bling at that time, so that there may be no
but that only awakened new and wider in- | chance of losing a part of the galgry,but the
terest in him and his arrival. Coming as | real work of the session will be elayed by

thé representative of an old and

powerful

‘the holidays till about the middle of Janua-

country, and one too that stood by ghe cause
of liberty when slave-holders lately assailed
it,there is a peculiar fitness in the cordiality
with which he is being welcomed to the +

United States.

All New York, dressed up

in their best, came

him when he

in the shape of lavish grants of the public
lands, will have

their

advocates,

inside of

Congress and outside, thick as autumn
leaves. Schemes for subsidizing steamship

out into the street to see

came up

ry. The work of the session will be much
like that of previous ones.
Projeets for
new lines of railroad, and asking subsidies

from the Svetlana,

and if herbelieved that there was any heart

lines to all pd¥ts of the world will be urged,

in thg speeches that were uttered and in the

under the plea of reviving

various demonstrations that were made, he
is doubtless well convin
that America is

merce,

glad

marshal

to see him.

But

is something

more in this reception than the mere

American

com-

Harbor and river improvements,

under a thousand

specious

disguises,

will

their forces, ready for any combi-

nation which promises to draw money from

fact

the people's pockets, and give it to the robCorporations and:
bers and speculators.
monopolies will be there by their swarms

that a young nobleman is being honored.
The long-c¢herished friendliness existing be4 tween Russia and the United States is only
giving fresh expression of its genuineness,

of paid agents, asking new special privileg-

and in extending a cordial hand to Alexis

es, new grants of the public

we

present attitude of his native country to-

taxes for the protection of existing ‘monopolies, These and various other sectional

wards us. May his coming
only strengthen
and confirm that friendliness, making it
more real and abidi

the detriment of real legislation. The SanDomingo question is likely to again vex the

prove our

gratitude for the past and

lands,

and selfish interests willbe urged,
minds of Congress and the people,

or new

much to
and the

defendIt may
MR. TALMAGE'S NEW PLAN.
he as old with Mr. Talmage as the inception | ed. The last session left behindit an agof the plan . of his great Tabernacle, but | gregate of 600 unfinished bills and resolves,
that is probably not so old but it can be | which will claim attention at the beginning
We allude to the* report, which | and pre vert a quick consideration of matters
called new.
first of its kind.
He reminds the dwellers
th that city that Thanksgiving day is ap- is doubtless a fact by this time, that’ he has | that more intimately concern the country.
proaching, and that in their feasting they converted his old church into a college, and But we must wait to know all the issues of
| the session,
should not forget the many among them to it is to be used hereafter as a place of study
whom even their remnants would be luxu- by certain classes of young men and’ women | =—THE U. S. SIGNAL SERVICE.
The reries, He states that last year there werd who are unable to pursue a course else- | cent severe storms have put the Signal Servin the city more'than eighteen hundred per- where, There is little doubt that Mr. 7. ice to a prétty fair test. There are twenty
When be |
sons whom the benevolence of the city did - will make the plan a success.
stations along the line of the great lakes,
not reach, and but for the earnest efforts of proposed giving up his old place of worship | and of these, eighteen gaye warning in adthe police that day would have been like and building the great house in whieh he | vance of the storm, All along the Atlantic
all the other dreary ones of their lives, now preaches to a full audience, people | and Gulf coasts signals were also’ made,
Boston is not an exceptional case.
There callad him extravagant, and advised him to || giving notice of the storm from
five to fif=
is hardly a village but contains more or less fence in Prospect Park for a church, his|| teen
It being rememhours beforehand.
Bat he went |
of these unfortunates.
A northern winter ideas were so enormous.
| bered at how fast a rate the storm traveled,
is before them, Can not “one day at’ least ahead, and now has the largest and proba- | it will be seen that the system, which i is
be relieved of the biting want that will be | bly the most interested congregation of any || still a new thihg and toa great extent an
pastor around Ithm. He is putting the same
gnawing them all through its months? We
| experiment,
may yet be made of incalculable
will sit down to our tablés with our friends practical earnestness into this last work | value to commerce ‘and agriculture.
In
next Thursday, and” will be merry and that he put into that, and has already gath- | connection with this, Commodore Maury
thankful over our good things. Just down | ered respectable classes of eager and ap- | proposes ‘a world-wide extension
of the
It is hardly possible |
the lane or ar ound the corner, there will be preciative students.
| weather-reports, and the organization of a
poor, pale, shivering, hungry wretches, who to estimate the value of his work how, but | scientific international system of agriculturmight be in our places and we in theirs, if a it seems to be such that any one might be | | al estimates ; so that the. produce-markets
kind of wonderful Providence had not ar- proud to call it his own. He isnot a man | {.may all be regulated by the “average yield
ranged the lots for us. Can we not express of theories therely. He works in the sphere | of the civilized world, and not by local vaour thankfulness by giving to these unfor- of the real, seeing the needs of men and | i riations. It is claimed that this would
This is what lifts the |
tunates a part of the good things that noth- supplying them.
place the producer on an equality with the
world,
and
it
is
for
this
kind of work that a
ing bus our fortune and their misfortune is
|
great portion of the world sw waiting to- buyer, and prevent any unfair advantage,

withholding from them?

——AH SIN AT YALE.

°

income-tax will.also be shot at and

day.

| or

:

Thirty young China-

any

embarrassing

mn al-adjustment

of

| prices.

SR

men have lately arrangedto pursue a col- —— Tie MuCH-ABUSED Query, The re- |
The Adlege course at Yale. A million and a half cent and increasing scandal concerning | THE Wixes OF WEALTIL
of dollars has been appropriated by his ex- Queen Victoria is only another proof that vance has resumed its old shape and ap-ceeding Highness, the Emperor, to meet the public is apt to be very abusive of its pearance, Probably remembering the great
their expenses, and they are already begin- servants, She does n't attend all their pub- fire, it says: —Itis as difficult to convince
ning their new life. , Several periodicals lic banquets and celebrations and ceremo- men, generally, that riches have wings, as
have playfully afluded to the chances that nies, and they call her morbid and say she it would be to make a boy, ignorant ef nabase ball at Yale will hereafter be supersed- mourns .too mitch over the death of her tare’s process, credit a caterpillar with
ed by kite-flying, and that rats and young husband. She rather seeks retirement, them. Yet the unerring Book says: *“ Lakittens will soon be rare animals in that vi- —which she can as well do,since Parliament bor not to be rich; cease from thine‘own
cinity. But there is mueh that is very seri- does the ruling, —and they «dy shie means wisdom. - Wilt- thou _ set thine eyes upon
ous as well as significant in the presence of to abdicate in favor of her son. She some- that which is not?” for riches certainly
themselves, , wings ; they fly away as an
these celestial students.
They come from times looks pale and feeble when prying
| make
™
The difficulty is,
the oldest and most remarkable country in eyes catch a glimpse of her, add they forth- eagle toward heaven.”
the world, to be initiated into the new and ‘with rep rt that she lis absolutely sick an® ‘that men do not see the wings, nor suspect
fresh life that has sprung up here on this unfit for the duties of her office," To" Fact, | their existence, till they ‘ suddenly unfold
The
new continent. They also come with the certain words to that effect are quoted. from and bear the wealth out of sight.
n
great
Chicago
conflagratio
has
quickened
‘approval and -aid of their sovereign, who Mr. Disraeli, but he denies them and says
has given other proofs besides this that he he knows nothing about such a statement. vision in this direction, Men now see that
is at least some years younger than Hako- Bat the Secretary of an Epglish temperance brick dwellings and marble, blogks have
Dadi or Confucius, The pupils are stidious, society has lately outdone all the ,other vil- wings; that mortgage deeds “and, all sorts
|
;
inte@igent and well-behaved, and go about lifiers. He states publicly that ¢‘ the Queen of bonds and stocks wear concealed pinions
and that great fortunes are but gigantic
their new tasks with a zeal that is highly is” grossly
intemperate.” He is charged
promising. They will necessarily imbibe with the statement, it beingtexpected of eagles ready to ** fly away toward heaven.”
EL
| umeu—————
‘much of the life and aims of our institutions
course that he will deny it; but he only reduring their stay bere, and will take back
CHICAGO RELIEF WORK.
Money, food
peats it, this tinte naming the beverages.
to their slow-moving countrymen a spirit,
that will still more completely awake them

He is immadiately arrested; and the charges

and clothing are still pouring * into Chicago,

to the realities f this nineteenth "century.
This act can very properly go along side of
that other act of China, by which she opened her ports to the commerce of other na-

are to be investigated.—These only indicate
the dissatisfaction with

though not so plentifully asa week or two
ago, and the needy and suffering are cavefully looked after. A circular states that

tions.

:
—

‘LA
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if we

have chosen an undignified title,it is because
we can find no other to fit the case. It
was in Steinway Hall, N.Y., where a Iarge audience had gathered to hear Mrs. Woodhull
define her views of the social state, This

woman, as her biographer tells us, always
speaks just what

¢ the

spirits”

suggest to

spiritual affirmation.

This, in the minds of

some charitable persons, may

relieve

Mrs,

Queen

that is

Fewer hats go
in public, and

there is less enthusiasm

the ‘mention

the rebuilding, of the burnt district with

to

temporary structures is rapidly progressing.
Over 3,000 grants of lumber for cottages
have been made, and a large number will

quite an interesting feature of English pol-

are still missing, families broken: ups and

itics, and there is a wide and waiting interest to see what new shape it will assume. .

whom it fs quite likely that no certain

at

Her pophlu rity is clearly

ing, and John

FREE-LOVE PERFORMANCE.

the

quite common in England.
up now when she appears
her name.

VF

co.

no

tendency of such expressions as were used
the other night in Steinway Hall. They

made by their country parishes.
Stripped that it would virtually make: no, difference
of all ‘the significance that men attach’ to | with society * if all marriage laws were ve"we are fo receive it 45a
thoir different places, and measured just ds: pealed to-morrow,

, good reaer and Collyer would
find justas:

but it requires

implies a sad farewell to golden autumn
days and a disposition to make the best of
the leaden winter ones. Young blood goes
merrily through the vein, as though it felt
itself proof against freezing ‘weather’ and
thought only of the merry hours in the long

acuténess to understand the meaning “and

son to excliange opinions with the village Woodhuli of the charge of being either a
DEEL? “Trt fineg1onsec stroti dor riifiisters'® Tt i8n't “to the place but to the i mianiaé ov a fool, but what must, they think
reasons foi'a day of Nutional | ianksgiy: indtvidual that the. Master domed for"sot. fof the spicits® Her sister, Mys. Booker, We
ing, and the v oltme of onr ascending gr rate | flembnt ; and it is not so much the - location Ac £50, Thome Tiioly intarvtiptod the speak»

But we

we do not;

Robert. Collyer. Such men as these seem
to them to fill much wider spheres than are ‘her, and nothing else ; so when she tells us

atonal.
ener.
1
re God measures them, who knows but Beech-

with foreign, powersare. happily ended, and
0 helt !Presbytertan neighs. the outlook, for the future iS especially

ing. 16 shogs the pre-

audience noisily applauding both.

A

might be said about it,which we will not re-

tions of the day. They say we do not understand their meaning of Free-Jove. Perhaps

than those whose daily business would only

—

"| or upon domestic life,

The Congregational Council.

holidays.

one

views, fairly and openly expressed, of a the effect that * winter has begun early”
nese, coming among us for peaceful and their large parishes, and manifold privileg- party who claim to occupy an advanced po- and that *‘ we have got some snow." Evprosperous industry, have now aud then es, would hear it call with more emphasis sition on the great moral and social ques- erybody replies, *“ yes, yes,” in'a tone that
been shameful and humiliating! = The Chi-

per of the chief magistrate, or things to be

the paper and to 1his special offer? This
is the season for canvassing, and some
thousands of new names should be adde] to
our list before the first of Jan'y.

great confusion,

sister trying to talk down the other, and the

through the blending of powers and the in-

RS

hd

tion, which produced

sadness

fore so extreme, so defiunt and ‘so shameless vagabond on the cormer.
The man who
as it has been in New York during the past smilingly preaches about the Christian religtellizent synipathy of hearts. And so the yess. The flames have left a great city in ion three times a day, but is petulant and
A Few Soceial W E
Couneil is fo be a permanent feature of ruins, and turned a hundred thousand peo- faultsinding during the hours that he
—
ne
Congregational
polity. It Wil pes once ple into the streets and on to the prairie spends at home with his family, has théreby
With many thanks to all those ‘who have
in
three
years.
It will be
omposed as | ungry and homeless, and changed whole done much more to mar the. integrity of an
taken an interest in the ‘circulation of the 1 to make the smallest local ehurch feel that | counties that were'full of thrifty life into a
acceptable life, than he who has simply
We
+ Star, we still ask their cobperation..
These are in- sought fo lighten the tasks of a burdened
it is not ignored, and that it has’ .imme- blackened and silent desert,
have sought to make the paper worthy of diate interest in the decisions and plans and deed dark spots in our feast of charity, and wife, without going out of doors for the day.
patronage and a blessing to all its readers.
terrible blotches on the public character, It is in this every-day work that the Master
successesof the great, orgawigation,
And
and
sad experiences for sensitive hearts.
value
its
we
can
not
doubt
that
it
will
botifnify
and
that
‘trust
we
come
is continually surprising us by his presence,
* In the yearto
But even these do not come as unmixed asking us how much the one talent is yieldvitalize the scattercd churches of this vigormay, not be less than h ywitofore, but greatils. The hand of national authority has ing,
As special encouragements
to sub- ous denomination,
er.
been so laid upon southern lawlessness that
The
work
which
it
contemplates
is
not
Happy for us ind. well for our r&ligion,
sciibers in the future, we offer the follownarrowly
«denominational
and intensely it turns with a startled look, drops its defi- if we could always receive him with confi.
ing:
:
.
*
partisan. The spirit of the Congregation- ant arm, and makes its. confession with dence, Itis better, by daily kindness, to
The na- convince a n¥ghbor that our religion’ is
1. To every new subscriber, sending the alists, generally is a guarantee against that. white-face and tremulous lips.
price of a year's subscription, $2.50, we will They take a natural and proper interest in tional protést is so heard against wronging genuine, than to give him good reason to
the emigrant fram beyond the Pacific, that doubt it even if through all Europe we have,
send the remaitler of the present volume extending their own faith and polity, and
he grows calm and confident while his per- a different reputation.
adding
to
their
own
numbers
and
power;
And there seenis to
:
free. Or,
secutors begin
to. blush.
The Tamminy
and
that
is
legitimate,
well,
praiseworthy.
be a greater demand for this phase of” fenext
the
for
subscriber
new
2. . To every
But theirplans are broad and general, their Ring was indeeda terrible specimen of or- ligious life than ever before. Every person
volume, who shall remit $2.50, and ten cents ent@rprise vital and Christian, their public ganized wrong, but its gigantic propor- Jon the street who knows nothing personally
in addition to pay postage, &c., we will send
spirit of the best sprt, and they are chitfly tions only made the great victory over it a about this expression of Christian interest
intent on an effort which shall aid in giving grander thing. And the splendid courage and sympathy,is a reproach to us. *‘‘Here
The
a new and beautiful chromo entitled
new power and higher vieteries to the truth and creative energy which the western dis- are our churches and schools,” do we say ?
This is one of the most
Wreeathed Cross.”
as it is held by Christians generally, and asters have brought into visible dctivity, ‘and they can come up into them.”
But
elegant works of jts Kind that has been make our Christian civilization something and especially the spontaneous outburst of
they won't come up into them, and we had
produced, and is worth the price of the pa- better at home than it has ever become,and sympathy and beneficent help thai trans- almost said they are not to biame either.
per.
This offer holds good until Apr. 1, render it-a beneficent power that shall sway
figured the whole country in a ‘Single day, So long as human nature remains such,
| and lighted up all the great cities of Eu- there are just as good reasons fortheir not
Christ's scepter over the human race.
1872
For such largé-hearted men
as these, all rope before a week had -passed,—these are coming ‘up of their own accord into ot’
3. To all our old subscribers who shall
lovers
of
virtue
and
of
God
may
well give things which make the great: calamities of school-rooms and prayer-meetings, as there
settle all arrearages, and pay for the paper
thanks ; and ower sueh efforts to make true the year seem so sublime that they lose’ are for our not going down into their revin advance at least to Jan, 1873, and
Even els and hovels, to mingle with'them. They
religion royal in the earth we may well take more than half their sorrowfulness.
forward 10 cts. to pay postage, &c., we will courage and go to our own specific work this fearful eloud appears asa canvas on must be shown, by actual demonstration,
also send a copy of this same Chromo. Ww ith new energy and Salth,
which Providence has put the splendid por- that the Christian life is really better than
2
trait of Charity, so that the world, may see their life, and that can hardly be done by
"Fhis. gffer holds good _ till Dec. 31, 1871,
|
and confess its glory. If we can not thank building them jails and penitentaries.
In
We make this special offer as an expresThe Annual CL
God
for
the
human
wrath
and
the
awful
all
these
things,
even
in
the
simple
matters
gion of good-will toward the many old
chastening, yet the highest strain of grati- that mcke up our daily lives and constitate
and stanch friends of the Star whose inThanksgiving
day is more and more tude may well go up as we remember how
our daily business, the Master is continua
So far as the President's he makes the wrath of man to praise him,
terest in its behalf has been so unmistaka. widely observed.
calling for accounts and admonishing ug to
proclamation can do it, it is already made and how out from the deepest darkness he
>
°
bly shown.
show that his service is one of love and jdy
a national instead of a state festival.
And
beckons the most golden glory.
In the and wide sympathy.
N.B. .It will be understood that no perwhile there may be a great lack in recogcentage is allowed in those cases where the nizing the religious idea and duty which singing of our heart-hymns, let the closing
and most jubilant stanza take note of the
’
Current Topics.
*. Chromo is sent,—that the subscription -and | gave it birth, and still give it the highest
gracious dealing which turns seeming _¢ capostage gre to be paid in advance,—and that value, yet even its partial observance will lamities into real triumphs.
——For THE Poor.
The Boston Chief of
those who ‘wish the Chromo will need to not wholly fail to impress the lesson of deWelcome then to Thanksgiving ! Let the Police has issued a document which, alpendence. It can hardly help making gratigood old festival be so kept that God shall though it has now become a regular custom,
signify that wish in connection with their{
tude and duty to God something more than
»e
honored. For the reunions that make has nevertheless many evidences of that
remittance. Will not our subscribers gen- matters to be taken note of in the state pahome
dearer let him be devoutly thanked. thoughtful’ kindness which originated the
erally call the attention of their friends to
dressed to the Publisher,

er ‘with a very pertinentond practical gues-

of the parish as the faithfulness "with which
its affairs have been administered that de-

the heavens

Bull

is

settling

of

‘wan-

himself

Mispush her out of the way. Much of this be completed before Thanksgiving.
scandal doubtless comes from mouths that sion work is Taithfully attended to, and the
contain little else, but some of it is also ‘the many homeless and unemployed children
result of a gonviction that Victoria is not and adults are being put to work and. othernow the person for the place. It forms: wise provided for as fast as may be, Many

mn

|

friends

separated,

concerning

‘many

of

ac-

count will ever be given, * Charred remains

Tse Cone op Winter: The second are occasionally found as additional rubbish
edition of winter issued from the sky last "is removed, sad reminders of the terrible

Wednesday morning. Oné might, * it’ he ‘calamity that befell the city’, Thanksgiving
wanted to, say of it that it 13 hound in paper ‘day, will bring sad reflections to many desthem s
covers, for there, is nothing very, permanent olate families, buf i may also remind
about it, He migiit also say that ibis a. ju- | that their fortune is not in their. own hands,
who™ witdéssed their
venilo editiof, ‘meant to atituge “the younk | and that ‘the sameGod

folks, for it "fHias BIBT WiMh” the Biter Ji: astords whtehing. to 08 what usass ie piade
light and amusias ings inl #18 1 r
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But the

The omission of the Hiram |

church and its statistics in the Parsonsfield Q. M.,
from the Register of 1872 is an error. That
church is stilla member of the Parsonsfield Q. M.

of them is quite too full of unsupported ac-

ESmig aon
adie
Borin o,f

3

and Christ fulfills his promise to go with her.

+

An English paper calls for a reform in the
mode of selecting ministers on that side of the
water. Leading persons inthe vacant churches

*

Both overuse the point,

that the objector asserts where he does not

know the facts ; both imply that his quotation

report. of the Q. M., but too fhte for an insertion

un-

of the oaths and imprecations is wholly

in tid Register.

warranted; and yet neither really asserts

that no such oaths and obligations are taken
in the lodge. ‘In a word, both are examples of the special pleading and negative
criticism which’ serve no real and important purpose,—neither bringing out the

SINT

ET

mam

Rev. P. C. Stire and wife gratfully acknowl
edge a donation of $103,00 from friends in War.
»
4
ren, TIL

_ arraign an institution, by freely and sharply

SW
J W

‘of that sort apDiscusssion

Quarterly

to hin-

.

.

22
5.00
6.00
2,00
1,25
1.00
7.33

ol Wheelock Q M, Vt, per L. B Tasker.
Estate of the tate Rev Mark Hill of Sutton, Vt, per

ot

request

They

question.

the education

Pine St ch, Lewiston, Mé, pes J 8S Burgess,”
Newport center ch, Vt, L H Stiles,
Genesee Q M,N Y, per M E Shepherd,

specting
Q. M.—Held its Oct. session, 21,22, withd Cardinal Cullen to take immediate steps toward
der rather than help the truth. Hence we
MLN
reporte
churches
The
church.
Providence
the
decline the articles in question, and wait steadfastness, and a desire to abound in Christian the establishment of a central training school, for
und pledge
the training of Catholic teachers,
clerk.
for a defense of Masonry: on Christian work. J. F. Tufts was chosen standing
Pleasant themselves to assist His Eminence by subserip;
Next session with the church at
grounds,
. J, F. Turts, Clerk.
influence in their respect:

Plain, Jan. 20,1872,

:

Tue New CiroMo. Orders for the Chromo offered as a premium come in a regular
stream. Old friends and new are calling
for it. The orders are welcome, and will

hearers, which we don’t think speaks very well
for some of the churches who were so earnest to
fore.

OAKLAND Q. M.—Held
mencing

Oct.

Friday,

its last session,
South

with

21,

Next session with the Green Oak church, com-

ents from other Q. Meetings were present and
The
contributed to the interest of the meeti#*ng

have held a se-

Baptist
31,

and Nov. 12th nine were baptized, twelye
added to the church and two candidates
A. F. BRYANT.
await baptism.

Ministers HY Churches.
at Farmin gton.

Rededication

house of worship at Farming-

ton, N. H., has beén recently enlarged, repaired
and beautified,so that it appears like a néw
thing. Additional sittings have been provided
mew carpets, furniture,
put

liers, &c., have been

in place, so

The

RELIGIOUS

MISCELLANY.

Report of the

American

the Russian Court, in behalf of religious

of the great embassy,
rise and progress

society

and

are

Quite

5
the

|

hope

ful and flourishing. They are heartily united
in the support given to the pastor, Rev. G.

M)" Park, who commands the confidence.

and

esteem of the community, who works under the:
stimulus. of definite
and a vital faith, and
who thoroughly. believes .in progress. He is
steadily growing in the elomeuts of Christian efficiency, and the church obviously prospers un-

der'his earnest tabors. * With the added advan-

tages which are put into “their hands by this en-

lirged and boautified sanctuary, there seems no

hd

in New "York,

Tei

to m
r=
ies, that although our house of Bodkin Bg in
burned, the eliureh and society have sustained a

tetvy ‘loss, by the failure

whom

of

parties against

they hold" claims} and hig ies gredt-

ly in need of help #t'this time, tb help thaw yor
this second calupity from fire,
r

No. 11, Wall Street, N. Y,

5, 1871.

P.M. PM.

P.M,

.... 5.05 5.45%

Bright

for Portland.

3

¢

church.

At the New Jersey School Teachers’ Association, Rev. Mr. Breit, of Newark, said: “The
inthe
model school of England, and the. largest

the church at West Waterville,
o’clock, Wednesday, Dec. 13.

geholars.

Ets average

attendance

Dixon,

the

founder of the

Strawberry Hill,
Overcoming,
Perfect Man,

note or comment.

i

an auxiliary convention.
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been
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Comvention

during the past year.

meetings

If any desire to
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An English
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200 schools have been

writer seems to see
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to
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PET COMPANY,

at 10
‘|

Clerk.

session with

ore’

Dec. 16, at 9 o’¢lock, AL M.

C. M. Prescoit,

Opening sermon

Mohammedans, |

Mohammedanism offers to them a creed without
idols, ceremonials, ov priests; and a, social sys:
tem which sedms to, them in every. respoeh rans’
e
Futherniorthe
sonable ,decent and agreeable.
convert to that system finds himself ab onee sure
1
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Price.
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embracing The
The second volume,
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and the Coringhians,

Establishment;

Boston:

while the cloar exposition of thet
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Son,
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Happy Samer,
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ne Year of my Life,
;
Building Stones,
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votionyTholuek,

Alice Benson's Trials,
The Quiet Hour. Dr. Lincoln,
Life in Meny Lands,
Child
Ruthie Shaw ; or, [I'he Good Girl,
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B50
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1.00

100

Trifles,
«Flower by:the Prison
Daisy Seymour,
Torch Bearers,
koving’s Mission;
Olive
Susy’d? pestacles,

arwick. Oot. wy Rev. «1, F.Locke, Mr.
A. Webster and
Miss 1dA ¥. MeDuflie, both
Nov. 8. Mr. Jamas N. Showy of L

i
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passages

receive more mamediate attention from our churches.
gg
A Persons in New Hampshire and

string dgoncies ‘should address Rov. N. Brooks,
fancliester,N. TH; vositing eleewhero, should ad.
98 Ji Bo. Butler, Riddetord, Mame: iol oid

.

|

or galeat the offices of pu ub 0, and at the
a’
ysokstores. Please: send Wie SEAR ots. Itr
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OOK] DE
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(ipplyof tilde Looks i"
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Dover, N, MH.

BURLINGAME,

§2,00. Blas

Though not exclusively a subsoription book, agents
are solicited for this as/for the first volume that it may

1.00
100
100

,
Nattie Nesmith or, The Bad“GirlBoy,
. Blue-cyed Jimmy ; or, The Good
Johnny Jones, or, The Bad Boy,

Dy Lothrop

and doctrines of the books conspesing this volume,
render it a valuable aid, if nod a necessity, Lo all
lovers of the Scriptures and to. the student.

1 2
12
1 25

2 00

ht

p
.
trated,
The great success of the first volume, of Pr. Buts Commentary (the Gospels), having passed
gh two editions in as many months, assured the
publishers of theylemand for such a work embracing
as it. does, valuable features and ayroangments found
in no other work. These have been retained hereir

For the Sabbath School.

+

pt

School at
BUTLER, Professor in the Theological
Bates College. Publishers—Dover: Freewill Bap-

00: BiddefordJ, :B. Bubler. Price

Xt

offered

Commentary on the New Testament,

;

Nov. 11, Ne
Amanda J, Blake, of ©aton.
Zoguan) and Miss Eulalie thon. Also, Nov,
Beluvien nnd Miss Louisa Brareau,

ee ree

i Now READY.

Hanover

belle.

reGeived the prize

lishment, and is recommended “to pastors, superintendents and teachers as

Successors to Wik. B. BRADBURY,

natural,

°

not long since by the Printing Estab-
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Melodies

{4 cents:

during

BIGLOW & MAIN, ‘ ublishers, New York.

\

|

v

Orders may be sent at any
patronage.
will be filled immediatethey
time and
Postage, (extra)
cents;
15
v. Price

Per dozen, $13.50.
Price, $1.30.
YOUR BOOKSELLER SELLS IT.

.

|b

¥

This book

VICTORY.”

Short~Comings and Long-Goings,
Lute Falconer

¥

4i

just completedhy#The Story of Jesus.”

dozen copies, 96 cts;
Postage ona single

published
The Most successful Church Music Book
the past three years,

|

wl

Is now complete and ready for customers. Itisadapted to classes that have

L. R. BURLINGAME.
Dower; N.. H.

}

to

BY

AN ESTABLISHED FAVORITE.

ENG.

sent

New Question Book,

are goficited, and will be promptly filled.

“THE

10, when

MARY LATHAM CLARK,

Register for 1872.

Address

and

en a:single copy

(extra) on a single copy bound in pasteboard. 4 cts.;
on a doz, 48 cts. ; bound in cloth, § each, or.60 cents
wo
per doz.
Address,
L. IR, BURLINGAME,
2
DOVER.
N.

copy 2 cts; the same on 0 copies; on a dozen
copies 12 cts; ¥n one hundred copies, $1,00,
which is tobe paid by the purchasers. Orders

St,

78,

School Li-

send us

[i
b

¥

$3.84. Price per single book, when bound in thick
pasteboard covers, 30 cents; per.doz, $2.88. Postage

5
ones, can

{

as well as many of our best Hymns. Its compact
in form. can be easily carried in the pocket, and 1s
Price per
well adapted to use in social meetings.
gingle book, when bound 1n cloth, 40 cents ; per doz.

by mail, free of postage
Sabbath

i
i

Has been revised and much improved; printed, on
stereotype plates, made from new $xpe throu hout.
Tunes
cheice
It has a large number of selected and

90

following rates, viz:
Single copy 10 cts; one
one hundred copies, $7,00.

+4. MARRIED.
InS, I
Frederic
of 8. B.
and Mrs
Chile 3
13. John

TM10

J

ar
: dosen,
a5
8
single: 720

The Sacred

+200

~This annual which has

adornment, It is the best Dweseipg in the
and prevents the hair from falling out and
6w4S
~
gray. Sold by all Druggists.
oom

>

.

ENTITLED

every regder of the Star makes its appearance
promptly upon the first of October, and is ready
to be supplied to any who may wantit at the

- gives to middle age the bloom of youth, Add to this”
a luxuriant head of hair,produced by Lyon's Kathai
ron, and a lady has done her happiest thing in the

way of
world,
turning
rr

do do

NEW!
ETHING
SOMTHE
WORK

Ie
90

.

replenish old

The

carpet that

NEW

face, you have the marble purity of ity

-

single,

betiveen one

‘eation.

orders which will he immediately filled with our own
publications,or will be filled with the books of other
publigiaers, and will be furnished to Sabbath school
in Libraries.at wholesale prices.
L.R. BURLINGAME, DoverN.,H

Oil
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Balm

2.24

do
”

4

55
90,
"55

Parties designingto get new

braries, or to

transparent and lively, It removes Freckles, Pim
of a red rustic
ples, Moth-patohes, &o., and instead

session with
Dec. 15-17.

A. M. JoNEs,

market.

~t.,

8t,, second

24

|

55

on receipt of the price.

Sweet Sixteen.

the
ROWDOIN Q. M. will hold its next session ,withcomGardiner
West

:
a tendency

this

19

14ho

of the Myrtle, under the new law, is 24 cents
a year; and no more on 10 copies or any

150
125
100

-

Claudia,

If you wish to look young as well as beautiful, use
Hagan's Magnolia Balm upon your face, neck and
hands, and Lyows celebrated Kathairon upon your

on
There will be. teains in Waiting at Minneapolis,
to conthe arrival of the different trains on Friday,
meeting,
| vey thoge who come by rail to the place of
C. L. RussELL, Clerk.
ade
debits
at Spears’ Corner,
church
mencing, Tuesday, beo. 19,

in

CARPET CO., at our new warehouse,

and on Friend

UNION, N. Y,., Q. M, will hold,its’ Dec. term with :
the Nuples and Italy church.
5
, JOSEPH WOoO0D, Clerk,
Bit.
re
finsx eps QQ. M. will hold its Dec.
the Crystal, Luke and Brooklyn church,

offerpd

LAND

Clerk.

G. C. WATERMAN,

to 82

priced

‘they are the best low

tngland.

A

o

i]

cents each,—payablein all.eases in advance,

150
150
1.00

:

:

Child Life,
Any of which will be sent

second building from Hanover St. NEW ENGLAND
;
.
CARPET CO.
THE CHEAPEST YET.—Yard-wide Carpetings, in
imitation of 8=Plys, for 37 cents per yard. We héve
just received 100 rolls of these goods from Saxony,

has ever been

,
* JECPKRSON. N..Y,Q. M. will meet at Depauville
Rev.
by

76

warehouse,

12 inst., at the new

11.76

po

remittances for . the paper

1%

Sybils Way, _ °,
Rescued from Egypt,

1,200 English Crumbeloths with borders, from auction at almost half value, just received by New Eng"
land Carpet Co.
75 PIEGES UNION INGRAIN CARPETS for 50 gents
—
of Ryiduct
cost
the
than
er yard—which is less
YOrk of the
ust receiveil from the trade sale in New

with

i

willie Maitland,

:

Boston.

216°

one address, than on ‘a single one. The
postage is payable at the office of delivery.
The volume begins with the first number in
April." Orders are solicited.
No .percentage is allowed on money sent
us for the Myrile.
Sample copies will be sent free on appli-

ms
J

»

Who is my Neighbor?
Triumph over Midian,
When we were Young,

ets for 62 cents per yard. 300rolls from the auction
rade sales just received by the Nuw KNGLAND CAR-

Those
n, Dec. 23, 24
Sab- | the 2d church in Georgetow
churches that have not paid their last year's tax,
.
will please forward it to this Q. M.
.
:
0. P1118, Clerk.
flourishing

town of Dixon, TIL, is the only survivor ofa
band of twelve young men, who, in 1809, in New
York, formed the Young Men's Bible Society,
the first Bible Society in this country, if not the
first in the world, to distribute the Bible without
:

commencing

Q. M. will hold its next

Floor

Series.

Early Choice,

Kidderminster Car-

Prices.

29,

300.08 0244
Gotem,
single,

Book)

PostacE.—The postage

Series.

Miscellaneous
:

.

#5-Carpets at Low

2.65
1.29

should be sent to L. R. BURLINGAME, Do1 ver, N. H.
TerMS.—Single copy, 30 cents a year.
Ten copies or more sent to-one address, 20

number

Anecdotes of Animals,
Bloomfield,
Glencot Parsonage.

1,000 rolis Floor Oil

\

Boston.

:

is no discount on the Hie

There

Dover, N. H.
All orders and

Series.

Day

Starlight
i
Starlight Stories,
Brother and Sister,

at
Cloths, of the beautiful enameled finish, for sale 78,
manufacturer’s prices at our new warehouse, 76, St.
st., second door from Hanover
80 and 82 Friend
NEW ENGLA*D CARPET COMPANY, Boston.
“sa-Carpets at Low: Prices. 250 pieces of English
‘Tapestries, from the auction trade sale of Wilmerding and Mounts, NEW k>GLAND CARPET COMPANY,

for fifty

baths in the year is 2,333.”
John

EpGECOMB

term

8. BowpnN,

8

world, is the Stockport school, numbering 5,000

next

Boston.

839 °Carpets at Low Prices,

FB

its

Extra

COMPANY,

.

will hold
Q. M. .
WATERVILLE

Kidderminster,

Superfines,

:

Bright Days,
Sunny Skies,
Pompeii and Herculaneum,
‘Archibald Hamilton,

P.M.

Cloths, Mattings, &c., with which our customers will
be supplied at less than the market prices, at our
new warehouse, 76, 78, 80 and 82 Friend St. second
building from Hanover St. NEW ENGLAND CARPET

of

©. ceipt-of $76.80, from the Roger Williams church, ‘ganized in the same time, There are 15,000 BapProvidence, R. L.,to id’ our
tists in the State, with 1,280 churches and 56 as
people.
late fire,
Suggs
iiI wish
also tothesay,
in answer

Rainy Day at Home,
Mrs. Child’s
The Christ-Child, ,
Mitty
Good Little
Making Something,
Jamie and Jeannie,
Boy’s Heaven. ,

the People Bf papular low prices
ts
arpefor
past
from the auction trade sales in New York the
lines of Enzlish I apestries, Three
week.

Presbyterian
A revival convention will be held with the East
which Dr? John Hall -is ‘pastor, supports four,
rownington church, commencing on Tuesday evenof whicly ‘ing, Dec. 5, to continue as long as thought practicamission Sunday schools, the expenses
Smalley,
eo. under the charge of their pastor, kro.
is
last year were $8,000. Each of these schools
Hssisted by brethren H. Styles and Nickerson’
suthe
Com.
under
for
F. RANDALL,
i
a partof a well organized whole,
18
the
pervision, of the pastor and officers of

District
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New Year,
Fireside Angel,
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assoclation has

Lied

with us.
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200d renson Why they ‘should not so gain God's |, The Missouri Baptist Sunday School Convene
_ favor and co-work with his Spirit as to become tion is said to be the most efficient Sunday school
ach district
* chmmanityy#
an enlarging power and
|
organization in the United States,
a richer blessing in iy
rn

AM.

11.20% ....

Trains leave Dover

supplemented

been

have

NM. B. Association.
will be a special meeting of the Free BapThere
of
ies
Secretar
the
of
Rev. Dr. Ellingwood, one
tist Mutual Benefit Association, on Monday, Jan. 8
oflice, No. 08
the Board of Missions, states that the Presbyte- at 10 1-2” o’clock, A. M,, at the Agent's
street, Providence, R. {, The question of
rian church is far ahead of uall- other denomina- ie
ing the business of the Association, on account
tions in the size and efficiency of its missionary | of the very small number of its members, willSec. be
C. 8. PERKINS,
acted We

young blood in the veins of ity citizéhs makes
itself felt in the life which prevails. The F.
Baptist church

ones

Notices and Appointments.

and its

the unsatisfactory audience with Gortschakoff,

a large number of ministers were present and ac-

resolute,

old

AM.

5.50% 8.00

Plys,

“decline and fall ‘off the Rooshinn Empire,” after

the bills are substantially paid.
+ A public service atthe reopening of the House
was held on Wedpesday évening, Nov. 22, when
a crowded audience assembled to unite in the ex- corps.
ereises which werellike those ordinarily connected | The
tively participated in the services which held the
interested attention of the ‘andience to the very

13w46

a sketch of the penal laws of the empire relating
to religious matters, a glowing accountof the
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village, and

the

communicate

liberty,

rative of the persecution in the Baltic provinces,

The expense -of
successful and usefu! future.
this work, of reconstruction is about $38,000, and

is a wide-awake

added, and

It contains a nar-

by the Evangelical Alliance.

the enterprise which has thus been ~galled into
action is very eréditablp and propheticof a more

.
end.
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its wealth of illustration,—not a single article abreviated. But it has more. New articles have been
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prises the entire English work and abridgement, with

has been written by Dr. Schaff, and is published

“ahole effect #8 most agrecable to the eye; and

with the formal dedication of a sanctuary.
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it is now as good as new.

gion will confer a favor by addressing as early as
possible the under-signed.
IRA A. PHILBRICK, Clerk.

membered us in mercy at Crystal Lake.
Several have found peace in believing, and
:
_ the interest still continues.
_C. L. RUSSELL.
;
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making, since the spring of 1838, without repairs,and

the next ses-

Any church wishing to entertain

The Lord has re-

commencing

A CADY, of Cambridge, Mass., has used her Wheelor & Wilson Machine constantly in all kinds of dress-

afternoon of the first day was devoted the Installation Services of the Pastor-clect of the So,
Parsounsfield church, Rey, C. B. Peckham. Thurswas assigned to the children, in
day forenoon
of 8. Schools., Topics of interest
the interest
connected with 8. Schools were discussed briefly
Collections
clerical brethren.
by several of our
for Domestic and Foreign Missions amounted to
nearly $30,00¢

All are very promising
in this month.
young Christians, A few others have turned tothe Lord of late. ~~ C. H. KiMBALL.
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_ This semi-monthly, publishedby the Freewill Baptist Printing
Establishment; for the
aise of Sunday School scholars, was enlarged
and much improved about the first of April,
1869. It is printed on paper of a very superior quality, and its mechanical excellence is
equal to that of any other paper of its class.
All communications intended for publication shoud be addressed to “ THEMYRTLE,"

‘Catalogue of New Sunday School Book just publjshed bY. the Freewill Baptist Printing Establish
and de
ment. These Books are now ready for sale

The regvalue to all careful students.
ular price of the work, here and else®
where. is $2.50.

dont, the most wholesome, reliable and delightful
article for the teeth, that a brush was ever dipped
z
into.

with the South Parsonsfield church. Attendanee
good; churches generally ' represented ; revival
interest in some. of the churches, = Correspond-

es.
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The Maharajah of Gwalior,on a recent. visit to
the temple of Punderpore, presented ornaments,
suits of clothing, ete., to the value of $120,000,
besides landed property yielding an annual income of $6,000 for the laity, and a sum of $60,000
for the priests.

due the Q. M., as

sigmed, immediately, the amt.

:

Dover, N. H,

for the divine blessing, and through study of
in
God’s Word to confirm the unity of the Spirit

the expenses of delegates to Gen. Con. still reJ. L. RoBERTS, Clerk.
+
main unpaid?

CentER SaNpwicH, N. H. I had the
" privilege of baptizing tw, young ladies in
Oct., and two young men the first Sabbath

The F. Baptist

Monday morning the preachers and evangelists
meet with brethren from the churches to pray

of this new interest with the next
membership
1
the Q. M.
session of
Will the churches please forward to the under-

J. H. Cox.
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«15 havingan immense success.”—Daily Standard.
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per D stiles,
Sylvania, Pa.
Genessee, Mich Q M, per E Kinsman, *
Tuscarora, Pa, perJ W Brown,
"
Quincy Q M, Ill, per G Tillapa
Hancock &
A J Nutter. Roxbury, M ass,
Waterman.
C
G
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boxes,
mission
Y,
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Lowville,
Estate of Mark Hill late of Sutton, Vt, per’ oe

the bonds of peace.

LitcaFiELD, ME. Rev. Wm. Cunningham writes that he began a Christian work
here over a year ago, and that good results
are appearing. Five have been added to
the church by baptism, and the good work
is still progressing.
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religious
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* | Thought
oughts.

By Rev. A. B. , Earle,
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in Rome.

been opened in sev-

week, attended more or less regularly’ by from
400 to 500 persons. Thus far the several denomEvery
{nations have labored harmoniously.

the Natick church. Voted toemploy a missionary
to labor within the limits of the Q. M. during the

ALBANY, VT. The Lord -i§ -visiting- us
in mercy. Ten have recently sought and
found the Lord and others are inquiring the
way and ave saying, “Pray for us.”
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at
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Concord, N. H.

Thousands of converts are being attracted to
him. He preaches polygamy, abrogation of all
denominational
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‘Maria Stone and Kr ancis Brink, Pultney, N
each, per L. Hanson,
A friend,

Saviour.

the

himself

proclaims

katarinoslaff,

at Gén

A sister, Manchester, N H.

with their demands.

in Russia, in the vicinity

, A reformer

\

Harper’s Ferry.

instead of Boston, as the types said.

SHEFFIELD, - OHIO.

will not comply

Reynolds, Hillsdale, Mjch, pledged.

Prices of Freewill'Baptist Books.
Single and by the dozen;

1d - Sail .
This little book has been revised by the anthor, has
been clothed in an entirely new dress, and presents | Butler’s Theology,

#

Con,

tion as godless, and calling pon their members
of parliament to oppose every government which |

ghuren, Business meetings were pleasant and
harmonious, and we had a pleasant session.
nce
Good interest prevailed, especially in co

ly noticed, is 99 Federal St., Portland, Me.,

Mrs EG

sist that the education of the Irish youth shall be
under their care, repudiating all mixed educa-

com-

address of Mr. Edward Fairfield,
beautiful Rug Patterns were-recent~

(rYSTAL LAKE, Mix.

A Subscription has been comwe dioceses.
They inmenced to carry out this resolution.

Salem

prevailing
in which the
Saturday,
mee
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was religious experience,
thought
W. M. Jenkins, H. A. Barker,
present :—Revs.
Maynard from River
B
A. M. Simonton,
ro. Robinson from
Raisin Q. My and a co

The
whose

tions, and by theixbest

A vote was taken to alter the constitution

to have only 8 Quarterly Meetings mn a year,
and try and have them well attended. We are
happy 10 state that the Hadley church is reaping
reward in the conversion of 7, who have
a
W. H. H. Davis, Clerk. *
been baptized.

list.

AY

of 3 as be-

have 4 §. Meetings in a year instead

ing the order and receiving the picture, it is
result of over-pressure. The premium |
wil! be carefully sent to all who are entitled
to it, whether old subscribers or new. But
we especially ask that our friends will take
particular pains to call the attention of those
who are mot mow taking the Star to its
qualities, as well as to this generous offer,
and so aid in a rapid enlargement of our

¢
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LAKE GEORGE, N. Y., Q. M.—Held its last
session with the Hague church, Noy, 10—12.
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y Rev. E. Smith
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Darwin theory having proved men to be descended from monkeys he did not desire to live any
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write in all directions to inquire into the charac-

‘Rev. G. W. DUNN, a membér of the Cleveland
edt the police office with a small parcel forthe
Mission church, departed this life on Saturday |
It was found to contain ames”
constable.
chief
CoM.
ve
morning, Nov. 11.
oraudum, and had been sent by the suicide, who

facts nor. helping to settle any valuable
principle. And both retort upon those who
pears to us unprofitable, and likely
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Present No., 21,
\
teresting information, One congregation has, in
Also in the Cornishville church, the name of this way, acquainted itself with the character
Rev. H, F, Snow is omitted. The Q. M. clerk and history of as many as forty ministers, with
They
was instructed by: the Q. M. not to return his that also of their wives and ehildren.
namé in the statistical report of the Q.M. for might print an entertaining volume,
But may
the Register. Subsequently that vote was recon- there not be a mean side to such business? .
gidered and his name restored to the statistical

disposes efithem. . His language is stronger
than we think needfulor wise, but his po-
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rounded by friends able and willing to assist
kim; there Being not less than . 80,000,000, of Mo“D..G. HOLMES, | hammedans in Hingostan, Upon the other hand
”
, the convert to Christianity finds himself compar

send such aid to my care, I will see that it is aj
propriated according to the instructions which
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Day.

| taken off, and the crain swung around,

out

At home, to zuard hér idiot sire,

She sat beside the chimney fire.

‘There were two handles at one end of the
| machine, and & man stood there to manage
| them. "By turning one handle he pushed
the mold carriage up so that the first mold

Anon, amid her fingers white,

A nimble needle glanced the light;
Yet not enough her eyes to stay,
To either side they strayed away ;
pen spread,

And, on her left, and framed with taste,
The picture of a namesake’s face.

The child that had been named for her,

he turned the handle again, and the next
one moved up. So by using two simple

The Book and babe, and she between,

handles, one man emptied the whole

The Bible and the*housekeeper,
I crossed the sill and spied the scene.

pot of

| hundreds of pounds of gold.
When the bars come out. of the

But not it only? sitting 80,

‘molds,

| they arc called ingots, and area foot' long,

This sufferer for amother’s woe,
‘

| one third of an inch thick,and about an inch

glee.

wide, in fact, about the size

The workmen

For those who self deny on earth,
Now moved to do the deed she should,
Lest wrong should lead that child from good,—
I thought, how many more who toil
Might such surroundings keep from soil ;
On one side, God to claim their love,

\On one, a soul to help above.
The seene was homely; yes, I know;

But homely scenes may haunt one so!
away

Till life grew all Thanksgiving-day.

Chicago.

the

G. WHITTIER.

of a common

rollers

and

put

it through

again.

And so it went, back and forth, till it look-

| ed like a broad, beautiful gold ribbon.

Men said at vespers: All is well!

But so much rolling made it too wide,
and it had nextto be cut into namow strips.

In ome wild night the vity fell ;

Fell shrines of prayer anf} marts of gain_

Befare the fiery hurricane.

For this they had the funniest

On threescore spires had sunset shone,

everheard

Where ghastly sunrise looked on none;
Men clasped each other’s hands, and said:
The City of the West is dead!

shears; and
i

Turned, powerless, to the blinding glare,
o .

A sudden impulse thrilled each wire
That signaled round that sea of fire ;—
Swift words of cheer, warm heart-threbs
came ;

In tears of pity died therflame!

of.

They

are

are merely

seissors

pe

From East, from West, from South and North,
The messages of hope shot forth,

And, underneath the severing wave, :
The world, full-handed, reached to save.
Fair seemed the old ; but fairer still
The new the dreary void shall fill
‘Wsth dearer hemes than those o’erthrown,
Fer love shall lay each eorner-stone.

Rise, stricken city I—from thee throw
The ashen sackcloth of thy woe;
And build, as Thebes to Amphion’s strain,
To songs of cheer thy walls again!

How shriveled in thy hot distress

chine, it has only about
pound. ‘How much

How instant rose, to take thy part,
The angel in the human heart!

The Gospel of Hunianity !
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Then lift once more thy towegfion high,
Andifret with spires the wes§érn sky,
To tell that God is yet-with us,
And love is still miraculous!
:
J
— Atlantic Monthly

The Sanily Circ.
. The Big Kettle with Two Ears.
I always wear it on my watch ehain—not
the kettle, but a piece of gold that came

out of it—partlyto remind me of the friend
who gathered it, speck by speck,in

a

far

off‘land, and partly because I saw it made.
Yes I did, really.
I saw it melted, and
rolled, and drawn, and cut, and milled, and

room. . In that room, over a furious
.fire, was a red-hot melting pot, waiting for its load of gold.” A droll pot
it was; too, with a spout, or * lip” they call

and

two

ears.

id

called circular
‘two sharp-edged

use for ears, too; they dre to lift it up by.
Into this odd pot, with two ears and one
lip, went my gold, and all the rest, which

nearly filled it. Wouldn't you like to see

of melted

It’s a beautiful sight, and would

be

_more agreeable to see,if it wasn’t so fearfulA

ly hot near the furnace.’
Hot as it is, however,

.
it took several

a

hours to melt it thoroughly ; and, meantime,

another workman prepares the molds, by
warming and rubbing them with oil. Not

because the gold would stick, but to give
it a smooth surface.

:

:

1 had been wondering all the time,
the

.how

men would lift that big kettle out of the

hot furnace ; but when the gold was ready,
and the molds fastened up snug in a sort of
carrigge on wheels, I saw that it was arms

of iron that lifted the kettle.

‘Do you know what a crane is?
i)

mean a crane on two
. crane, with one arm.

legs; .but an
If you.

us uth your granflmother.

I don’t
iron

don't know,

She'll proba-

bly tel you it's a sort of iron arm,
ings
around
on a hinge.

SW,

RL iido arm,drt
i lg
en
perhaps

seven cents to the

do you suppose

they

the

pincers

were

or

four

times

nestness

and: the intense ear-

refreshing,~and

scarcely

less

so

cusses, fn the introduction to this volume, the ra.

tionalistic, the mystical, the

[|

|

are

when one is obliged to dissent from the statements and finds the syllogisms faulty. Ho dis.

version (A. D. 1611), with an Explanatory

catholic and the

protestant methods of dealing with theology. He

according to the authorized

then deals with the theistic and the several antitheistic methods of gaining an idea of God; then

and

Critical Commentary and a Revision of the
Translation, by Bishops and other
of
the Anglican church, Edited by F. ©. Cook.

—

first proposed the plan

W—

‘Come, let's go home,” said little Nannie.

“My feet's wet, and I want to roast my
potatoes for supper.”
:
“But we can't go yet,” said" her sister.

no tea

for mother, and that'll

be ten cents,

for Mr, Mathers won't make no Yess than
ten cents’ worth; and all we've got is four
cents,”
“Only four?” said Nannie, coming close
up-to her sister Susan, and watching the
counting of the money.
When she saw
there were four and no more, the little girl

hugged more closely in her frock the two
potatoes which the grocery-man on the corner had given her, and with strong symptoms of a good ery in her voice she said:

“Well! I'm cold any way, and I wish things

their coats, while little fellows like Will
Simmons,

who liad no shoes, began to find

the pavements very cold.

This conversa-

which

ligent readers and students of the

Bible, giving

the latest and best results of sacred criticism in a
plain and condensed form, without going into the

details which mark the more expensive and voluminous works, likg those of Olshausen, Lange,
&c.

AMERICANISMS : the English of the New World.
By M. Schele De Vere, LL.D., Professor of
fodern Languages
in the Universit

was substantially

adopted, in arranging for the issue of a comparatively ¢heap and critical Commentary, such as
would meet the.wants of the great body of intel-

Leading prelates and well

known

Ruka, author of “ Studies in English,” &e.
ew York: thatlcs Scribner, & Co.
octavo, pp. 685. Sold by E.J. Lane & Co. 1872.
/ Mr. Bartlett's volume, dealing with the same
general subject as this book, was gratefully welt comed; but Prof. De Vere has given us some-

thing even more philosophical and more complete. He has very happily and intelligently set

scholars

among the clergy of the Established church have
been enlisted in the undertaking;

snd

forth the peculiarities which

itatof those terms and forms of expression which

several groups of scholars made up with special
reference to their fitness for the particular work
assigned them.
In this first volume,embracipg the Pentateuch,

proclaim our nationality, and indirectly suggested many valuable things in respect to the
right and effective use of our mother tongue, A
more entertai
and valuable book of its kind
has not a
for many a day.

Wwe have a sample of the work done, and a pretty clear prophecy of what still ;awaits us. We

critical Commentary.

It

volumes of the * Illustrated Library of Wonders,”entitled MOUNTAIN
~anadmirable selection from the narratives of Wistin-

represents

It is evidently prepared

giushed explorers in their efforts to climb the

great mountains that have a name in
the world.
The accounts are equally instructive and thrilling,
and a “choice book has been made by bri
them together and setting them off with {lus

in the interests of the truth as God has given it
to us in the Seriptures, and not in special aid of
any single branch of the

church, of any.

as

long as she was herself?

specific

system of theology or ecclesiastical scheme, or
any one of the distinct parties into which religious men have been divided. Its aimis too

trations,——They, have also added another to the

list of the excellent historicals novels by MM.
Erckmann-Chatrian, picturing Tik INvASION
OF FRANCE IN 1814, It is just as vivid and pleas-

high to admit any one of these things as a chief
object.
Though the writers are clergymen, they
are scholars who understand and respect modern science and criticism; though they are Episcopalians, they are still more distinguished by

should aim to be and do, and it shows that the
ideal has secured a very good embodiment.
-

You've heard of!‘ Punch and Judy,” and the girls turned away from him, and Susan
probably kmown that it's a sort of play went again to sweep the crossing, which

recommend it. The size is just a good royal octavo; the paper is very fairly good, even when
judged by the high standard which our publish-

by gome

show,

or street per-

formance.

stronger than the soft, precious metal, so it theater, where the aetors are wooden dolls,
was drawn through the small hele, of course whose owmers move them, and talk for
coming out just the width and thickuess of them. I don’t know how many dozems of
the hole, and longer than ever.
these there are traveling around Londen.
The next thing was done by = boy sitting
But I will tell you about a different kind
at a big machine that - dees mothing but of street show:
champ, champ, all day.
There were two little girls, not very long
The great steam giant living in the cellar, "ago, the daughters of a woman famous for
whose long arms lift the pots, turn the ‘walking on stilts, who were trained, almost
rollers, and draw out

the cutting machine

the geld, also

on

the

keeps

The boy has only to feed it with the gold
ribbon.
Every time the. cutter comes
down, it bites off a gold pieee, which falls
into a box. It keeps the boy busy to supply it, so fast it euts.
These pretty, rolind, smooth pieces of
gold are called blanks, and froma fhe cutting

machine, they go to the weighers.

Probably’ you kmow that a five dollar
gold piece is itself worth five dollars, and
to have it so, it must be of a certain weight.
The weighers-are girls, who have each a
pair of delicate scales before them, in which
they try every piece. If too light,iit must

Look

on

the

edge

as clean as her poar broom could make

it, Gampy Jack stood still on the sidewalk,
and did a sumin his mind.

“Five pemnies and one ten-cent stamp,”
said

he to himself, “‘is fifteen, and

four of

their own for ’em to keep for ’emselves.

to earn a living .

from a pocket in an ald vest he wore he pull-

Think of a baby ef three earning
its o
living !
:
The mother could really do marvelous
things. She could stamd on one stilt, take
off the other, and go through a gun exercise, using’ the stilt asa gun, and all the
time, you must remember, standing on one
stilt.
.
>
They are not made like our stilts. They
are fastened tightly just below the knee;

ed a dirty ten-cent eurrency note. Taking
five of the pennies and the note in his hand
‘he approached Susan, who had just swept
her way across the street in front of a fat
gentleman and got mething for it and, hold-

pocket some

copper and

nickel cents,

and

ing out the money, he said :

“Here, Suse?

And go alofig home!”

*No, no, Jack!” she said, “much obliged,

tell you, to but I can’t take your money.”
And away she went to the other side of
see the mother and the two little girls,
dressed in gay, spangled dresses, ‘walking the street, where stood a fine lady about to
the streets, on a level with the second-story eross, who looked very much afraid of soilwindows. When they saw people interest- ing her skirts. Jack, with his money in his
ed, and thought they could earn something, fist and his broom over his- shoulder, went
they would stop, and go through their ex- back to the grocery corner, and there he
ercises.
Of course they always draw a saw little Nannie standing on the curbcrowd; and when they finished, and hauffi- stone"He went np to her.
It was a funny sight, lean

of a gold piece, and

that done. A child tended the milling
.machine, and all he had to do, was.to: keep

ed around a tambourine,

a éentain tube full of the gold blanks. At
the other énd of the ‘tubeis some machin-

most everybody

“Get potatoes, Nan?” said he.
“Yes,” said the little gir, **but only tw.”

would give a few pennies:
4
Besides the stilts, these babies learned to
walk and dance on a rope, before they ‘were
six years old.
Now I want to tell you young folks a

point, it is seized and made to run over a
sort of little bridge, just wide enough for

it, and with railings on the edges, to keep : secret.
the blank on. As the piece runs‘over,a
wheel running all the time over the bridge,
presses down very hard on the blank; and

These babies were no smarter than

in eight volumes

“Goin’ to roast ‘em? ”

2

other babies, - They learned their wonder-

THEOLOGY.

iy

By Charles

it ryns

out

on

the

edge is found to be pressed
or milled.

other.side,

Dr.*Hodge was a horn expounder and logician,

After being born again, it was almost inevitable
that he shouid become a teacher of systematic
theology.
Not exactly in the sense in which he
yetin a very

of the divine decrees, but

significant

sense, we

think it was

as that which

he did

fill so

long

such chair

and creditably

‘the little girl, “I'm go-

“I'll buy em }” said Jack.
“For how much?” said she.
Ll give you fifteen cents,” said Jack.
nie reflected.
She’ did mot know

the

perfect, gold coin.

;

.

little things. Of course they always draw
crowds.
a
Then there's a. * Street Reciter.” He

and he might have been alittle slow and
stupid, but if it had not been for him, things

would have gone hard with Susan and Nanand

their

sick

mother,

that

A

on

which

is neat, portable,

beautiful,

and fis cheap as such a translation of such a poem needs to be. The style in which it is issued:
corresponds to that in which Longfellow’s Dante appeared. We praised that till some readers
thought the panegyric extravagant;
at the volumes silenced every lip

but a glance
thak was in.

that

hyperbole

bad

been

employed.

I hese

:

5) CHILD LIFE: 2A collection of Poems, edited by

John 8. Whittier,
ih
Illustrations.
Boston:
James
R. Osgood
& Co. 1872. 12mo.
.

263. Sold by E. J. Lane & Co.

This House begins its annual

beautiful and illustrated

id

work

of issuing

editions of books

for

the Holidays,by bringing out,in the very choicest
style; a volume of the finest poems relating to

child-life which ean be found in the language.
There is great variety; but an excellent judg-

ment, a heart full of sympathy, and one of the
purest of msthetic tastes have presided over the task of compilation and arrangement, in the per

form and substance, and without concealment,
apology or mental reservations. 1t seemed to

him the plain
demonstrable

feaching of Scripture,

by

coherency of any

logic.

It

adequate

bring men

acy, and

vo'the heroic

ft was

and yet which couples historical fidelity and accuracy with a style worthy of the great magnetic

religious

creed.

It

to the faith that saves, to
style

of life that

makes

godliness a power among men. And so he taught
out of the fullness of conviction,as well as out

of the vigor of a stalwart

simplify

was essential to the

alone wou!d make the pulpit a real messenger of

and

LANDy=one of the happiest attempts to

history for young réaders that has been made,

brain, the settled

termination of a Yoyal will, and through

d. -

a sty.c

thatis almost as direct as niathematics and as
clear ps water from a mountain spring.

phasizes the thought, that theology has little to
do with philosophy, and that the theologian can
not properly be asked to reconcile his statements

story-teller of his genération.——Besides this,
and in a similar line,they give us WiLriam HexRY AND HIS FRIENDS, by Mrs. Diaz, whose previous volume of thie Letters of this wide-awake
boy was one of the happiest successes in its way

that was ever achieved.

This book is a worthy

companion of the other.~—And yet again, we
have JACK HAZARD AND HIS FORTUNES,by J. T.

Trowbridge, which has been doing sucli

admira-

ble service as a serigl during the year in “Our

Young Folks,” and which will be réad with in, creased rather than lessened interest.

A RUSSIAN JOURNEY, by Edna Dean Proctor,
from the ame source, is a very charming book
of trayels and sight-seeing, having nothing hackneyed and high-flown and imitative, but

makihg

the characteriftics of Russian scenery, character

and life stand

line that makes
grateful.

out with a distinctness of out~
the impression

both .vivid and

Senne

A VOYAGE AROUND THE WORLD. By N. Adams, D.D, Boston: Henry Hoyt. 16mo. ‘pp.

It is not every traveler who has circled the

globe, and looked upon so much that is notices

#¥le and wonderful, and beén often filled with
unutterable thoughts, and stirred with the most
profound emotions, and spent neatly two years
away from home, that could consentto put the
record within such moderate dimensions. as Br.
Adams has done, And there are not many who
can write purer and more picturesque English,
or invest an ordinary or extraerdinary topic

night.

You may be sure I picked up the first one he finds men idle and ready to be amused.
I saw stamped, as ming ; for after following He repeats poems and, other pieces, and
my gold all through those long processes of often he is a very good speaker. When he|
But what was the secretof Jack's kindmelting,
and rolling,and drawing, &c,, I had | gets through, of course he don't forget t6'| ness to these little girls ?
80 idea CH
i
But pies around his bat,
Let | me tell you.
|
.
FA
Che
&
t
;

ular edition,

hemiliterawe do
pop-

with other forms of truth, or even with each | with more interest than he, when sitting down
other. At other times he freely calls in the aid with his pen. He did not lack for material, and
Their supper was poor enough as it was, | of philosophy to fortify his own positions” or has not exhafistod lis suggestions in writing this
Overthrow those of his antagonists.
book,but he has done more than some men would,
but people can live on bread and tea.

goes to hotels and saloons, everywhere that| nie,

:

y

son of Mr. Whittier. And the paper, type, illustrations and binding are ull in harmony with
conservatism which have so distinguished the Gld the contents and with each other. "The faith of
School Presbyterian pulpit bore witness
to his the editor, expressed in his graceful way inthe
abiding power.
His functions became his spe -preface, is:likely to be justified. He says he “is
cialty, not to say his hobby. In thought, and ‘happy in believing thatjim this way, some rolan, and effort, he magnified his office. He read -mantic wayfarer may be able to discover shaddnd reflected, listened and debated, with con- owy places of memory ®where the dew of the
stant reference to his work as a theological pomorning of lite has not wholly dried up, and
lemic, and, as he firmly believed, to his duty ase where may still be heard the music of the birds
adefender
- of the faith which was in danger of of sunrise.”
being practically frittered away. He held to thd
The same House has issued a very fine illustrated
old theology of the Westminster divines in both edition of Dickens’s CHILD'S HISTORY OF ENGat Princeton. He made his mark upon the pupils that sat before him. The theology and the

up into ridges;

{ ® stamp comes down ‘on it with great force,
and the plain blank slides off a beautiful,

it was ever wedded? The verdict of two
spheres has sent this translation out of the
ry court with well-earned honors, Bit
wish to call special attention to this 12mo.

Hodge,

New York: Charles
Scribner & Co. 1872. Royal octavo. pp. 64%.

doctrine

ay

and truly magnificent rendering of the wondrous
Greek poem into the choicest English to which

Princeton, N. J. Vol, 1.

the

»

The inths{ books will also disarm hostile criticism.

He does
just going, to bed, before breakfast, and
indeed often appear the advocate rather than the
after dinner, they always had their praetis- ‘much about the price of things, bat it seem- judge;
but, though bent on gaining his. cause, it
ig tools by them, and very often they ed to her that fifteen cents for two potatoes is for the reason, that he believes
the cause and
I thought I eould never get tired of look- ‘would try, either to walk on the broom- would do very well.
,L on
the truth are identical. He strikes with all his
ing at that procession of gold pieces run- stick their father put between the rounds of
might at antagonists, and he avails himself of all
“You can hédve 'em for that,” said she.
ning over the fanny little bridge, but as I two chairs, or to take some new step on the4- “All
right!” said Jack, as he handed over the methods of logical strategy by means of
wanted to see the last process, 1 had to go stilts.
which he may come out victor. If he does not
the money and took the vegetables,
on.
’
Za
Don't ever let me hear any child say, “I{ Away ran Nannie with the money to her always appear considerate, he would never be
accused of cowardice or of shrinking from any]
The coining machine, which is the last, can’t,” when babies ‘cane learn to walk a sister and Jack retired
grumbling, “They're point on the battlefield” because the fight
was
stamps the figures on, and changes a gold. POPB.
ui
i
just'that simple they won't take nothing for fierce and well-armed foemen were to be met
blank into a United States coin. This mathere;
Another street-showman of London is a present!"
and if he appears to be plainly contradiet:
chine, also, like the cutting and milling called a *‘ Posturer,” and he does such
* But, grumble as he might, I think Jack ing to-day something which he most vehemently
asserted yesterday, it can be always explained
.machines, requires only a feeder, that is, a things as circus performers do, such as was happier than
acy of the boys who by the
fact that it is another point which he is
person to keep the tube full of blanks, turnifg wonderful summersets, balancing laughed at him
as he walked away, anl now bent on carrying,
And yet even he, in
The piece at the bottonr- of the tube is ‘seiz- poles on the chin, keeping a dozen ballsin who called to him to know
if he was “a- these last days of his service, has felt constrained
ed by a pair of steel fingers, carried off
air, ete.
;
i!
: goin’ to make himself anew head cut of to modify sonie of his positions, und to state with
and laid in a.steel bed,~~not a ‘cradle this theSome
real limitations what he had been wont to state”
of them imitate the conjurers. them there pertaters ?»
:
time,—the same shape asthe. blank, but a
swallow. knives, eat fire, and such pleasant
He might have beena *‘gumpy,’’ perhaps, inthe most absolute way. Sometimes he em-

when

Lane & Go.

D. D., Professor in the Thedlogical Seminary, |

teaches

Translated into English

at $5.00,
| clined to drop a word indicative of the thought

completion at no very distant day.
SYSTEMATIC

learning
no trash.

Blank Verse,by William Cullen Bryant. In
two volumes. Boston: James R. uUsgeod &
Co. 1872. 12mo.
p . 832, 855. Soild by
E.
J.

be richly worthia_

the dutifiil submission that exalts God’s suprem.

ing to eat ‘em! Whe'd buy em ?

ful tricks by simply—practising.
At all’
hours of the day—when just out of bed, or

will

place in any biblical student’s library.

God,

“Yes, in the ashes, if there'sa fire.”
“Wantto sell "em ?™ asked Jack.
“Sell ’em !” said

they

worth

House issues

—

THE ILIAD OF HOMER.

better than appears in connection
any other extensive Commentary
seen; and the price is only about
is charged for the English edition.

It will be completed

This

and keeps clear of the morally doubtful.

is larger,

fore-ordained that he should fill some

Susan was very mach astonished at this
offer, and pleased toe, I have me doubt, but
she declined‘the money.

and the arms are left free.

you will see it is not flat, but in little ridges,
or flutings.
It 1s a curious thing to see

paint real life and teach lessons

and remembering.

mation is given that the work will be pressed to],

before.
:

So saying, Jack went up into a corner be-

stand,

clearer and
with almost
that we have
oue half that

House, does

thor had previously acquired as a high-toned and
pure-hearted writer of pleasant romances, that

The mechanical qualities will properly help to

ers of to-day have adopted; the type

the same

very good justice to the reputation which the au-

is five, and ten is fifteen—same as
The fust is best.”
No.

hind a barrel, and took from his trousers

could

Harris, apd published by

each at retail, and

to walk on stilts

they

ant as its préfecessors; and the brief biographi-

cal sketch of the authors which precedes the
story makes the volume especially welcome, —a
RICHARD VANDERMARCK, a novel by Mrs. 8. 8.

And then four of their own and one of mine

themselves. At three years old they had
learned well enough te go int the streets

before

bite all day.

was

The same Publishers send us another of their

|

have examiped it with some care and with no
little satisfaction. It is but just to say that it
is a real,

Ameri.

out the characteristics which especially mark
American huthors, told us of the origin and hab-

has been put under the general supervision of “a
thoroughly competent editor, after having been
divided into sections and distributed among the

Christian scholarship.

distinguish

cin colloquial speech from the Engliéh, pointed

the wor

before you begin a-laughin’!” said Jack,
who was quite particular in his ideas. As

their bread

all

that very little larger. It ‘is hardly there before
wiie

in London.

Wouldn't you think it funny to see a baby
of three.years old, walking on stilts three

You don’t know what a kettle wants ears
for? Well, I can tell you, and it’s a funny ery, aud as soon" asa blank reachés that

gold?

ait
money

Street Shows

Let me begin at the beginning,and I'll tell
you what I did see. It was al the Mint, go back to the melting pot; amd if tou
and I saw my bhandfal of dust carefully’ | heavy, she runs a flatfile around the gige
weighed,
and taken, with ever so many of the piece, till itis exactly right. It is
pounds
of ether dust, to the melting | then ready to be milled.

three or four hundred” pounds

him, , The direct methods

tion between the two sisters was not a very
private one. Little Will, who was standing
all the time like. a pair of seissors. The And not only walking with perfect east, near, might have heard it, had he not been
workman put the gold-band up to the but damcing several fancy dances, playing wrapped up in some private miseries of his the fact of being conscientious and high-minded
wheel, which seized and drew’ it through, the tambourine, and going through various own, and Gumpy Jack, who looked over Christian men, They are men who keep their
eyes and ears open, and writers who feel the recutting it as easily as you ean .cut paper. other exercises, at the top of those fearful little Nannie’s shoulder during the counting
sponsibility attaching to the work of expounding
of the pennies, heard the whole of it. The the divine oracles so that they shall clearly voice
It came out in beautiful, long zibbons.
stilts?
:
:
real
name
of
Gumpy
Jack
was
John
Thom-=
Bat in spite of all the rolling and squeezGod’s thoughts, and at once make an effective
Well, you would not enly see that—if you
ing, the gold was still too thick.for money, went to London—Dhut you would see a good sor, but his companions calléd him “‘Gum- appeal tp the rational intellect and the susceptiand to make it exactly right, they “had a many other street performances that would Py,” because he had such queer ways. He ble heart of the reader. This, in no small measnever played with them, never pitched pen- ure, they have done. They jump no knotty
very curious process, called drawing,
seem very,odd to you.
points. They evade no hard questions. They
First, one end of the gold ribbon was
You must know that there are so many nies—nobody knew what he did with his respond to every intelligent and significant word
pressed quite thin by rollers. This thin people to do the work of London, that money; and he was a quiet, stupid-looking which scientific men unite in addressing to them.
end was put through a hole ie a hard steel wages aré very low, and the father of a fellow altogether. It was quite the fashion They are forced to speak briefly by the limits
plate, which hole was exactly the thickness family can mot always earn enough to sup- among the erossing-sweepers to laugh at which their plan imposes, but they speak frankly
. What is obvious they leave
and width that the gold must be. The end port them. Often, every one of the family, Jack; but he never seemed to mind it, ex- | and to some p
without words; what is obscure through a manicept
once,
when
a
boy
who
had
only
recentthat was through the hale, was putinto the down to the baby, has some way of earnfest defect in the translation, they make clear by a
ly come upon the street commenced to truer rendering; what is really doubtful they are
jaws of a pair of pincers, that grip for good, ing a few pemnies, to help buy bread.
iin
him.
of
fua
I tell you. The pincers were then hooked 7 But though there are hundreds of trades make
frank enough to admit as doubtful, without a reon to a chain, it was drawn along by: at which peeple work, that you never heard »““What are you laughing at?” said Jack, sort to dogmatism or a protest against ‘question.
steam power.
of, and many ways of earning a living that ‘‘you’ve only been sweeping two days!" dngs which they are not wise enough to remove.
In a single word, this Commentary indicates the
It would be impossible for a:man to draw you would think hormiblé, still there is not
“Well! what o’ that? ” said the other.
existence of a just idea of what a Commentary
“I think you might wait a week, anyhow,
a thick piece of gold through a: thin hole, work enough for all; se many people earn

and the chain, and

The Christ again has preached through thee

gold,

in condénsed forms,and are put into clear, strong,
Saxon terms.
It tones up one’s mind to read

name from the fact that the speaker of the English House of Commons, J, Evelyn Denison,

Gumpy Jack.

But the drollest money 1 ever heard of, is didn’t cest so much!”
It was not winter yet, but it was cold.
used by the Indians of Peru, and consists
The fortunate street-sweepers who had comof,—eggs. What sort of purses do you
forters put them around their necks, and the
suppose they have.—Lattle Corporal.
men who drove the wagons buttoned up

Something had to give, you see ; the steam,

Ah1not in vain the flames that tossed
Above thy dpeadful holocaust;

it, to pour out the melted

small enoughto

can coin at the United States Mint in a
year? The snug little sum of sixty-three “We haven't made near enough money. * It
will take five cents for the bread, and there's

but this resistless chain moved along with
perfect ease, drawing pineers, gold and all-

The primal sin of selfishness!

'

themselves

got out all they could, every pound of dirt
had still from fifty cents’ to a dollar'sworth
gold in it. After going through the ma-

you

wheels running together, the edges meeting

« Brave hearts, who fought in slow retreat
The fiends of fire from street to street,

*

have to wash

before-they leave the building, and tlie wa- every kind of instrument
gid
ter is carefully examiwed for grains of gold. carry.

theology represents, And the results of the
reading, the study and the reasoning are all here

Literary Review.
THR HOLY BIBLE,

wil

been large, his study critical, and his reasoni
ngs
cover almost the entire ground of debate which

him names.. It was n't much that he did,
but then they were all poor together.—
Hearth and Home.

those, and every workman has to give back
the same weight he received, og about the

dia

at

CH AR SR

He had a splendid memory, and ‘he vemembered very well that neither Susan nor
Nannie had ever laughed at him or called

In-all thése processes,
a good deal of gold that move by machinery inside of them.
gets scattered about the building. Not in The showman has a sort of platform, and
little pieces, for they are very careful of the little dolls walk around, and do various

millions of dollars.
schoolruler, Of course theyare too thick
‘Did you ever think how inconagnient it
for coims, so I had to’ follow them to the would
be to have no money? Instead of
rolling mill, for they roll most everything; buying things,
you would have to exnow-a-days. Perhaps you have seen some changé.
For instdnce, if you wanted to
| kind of a rolling mill ; if you haven't, I can
buy a book, you'd have to exchange a bush| tell you thatthe’ gold rollers look very much |
el of potatoes, or a piece of cloth, or any.
{ like the two rollers on a wringing machine.
thing you had, for it.
;
* The golden
ruler was mdde red hot, one
In some countries, people have used salt
man took it with a pair of tongs, and put it for
money, in others, they have used shells,
between the rollers. It ran through, and
In old times, cattle were the standard of
came out a good deal thinner, and longer,
1 of course.
Another man standing the value. In Homer's Works, shields are
spoken of as costing ten cattle, or a hunother side, took it as it came out, and hand- dred cattle
apiece.
;
:
| ed it back to the first one. He tightened

Now cheered to think of heavenly worth

The dull defiance of despair.

2.1871.

cousiders the divine attributes in thelr order;
on
Se
then discusses the trinity, the divinity of Christ,
M.
A.,
canon
of
Exeter.
Vol.
I..
Genesis—
It
is
sad,
when
there's
so
much
useful
and
What is still funnier, the sweepings of the
the Holy Spirit, the decrees of God, creation,
Deuteronomy.
New
York:
Charles
Scribner
necessary work to be done in, the world, to
Royal octavo, pp. 928,
.
providence, miracles, angels,~ind thus ends the
| came exactly under the lip, of the melting: floor have so much gold in them, that they see grown men obliged to-Efhg ballads br ...& Co, 1871,
Not a little has been heard, during the last fow first volume. It is a book full of strong meat
have
a
regular
machine
to
wash
it
out.
Be| pot. Then by turning the other handle, he
speak pieces in the streets, to put bread in years; of “ The Speaker's Commentary,” as some- vital stimulus, and makes one eagér to sce andits
| tipped the pot, and poured out the beautiful fore this machine was invented, they washed their mouths.—American Agriculturist.
thing that was to furnish areal and substantial
ssor, The mechanical excellences reach u ,
| melted gold. When one mold ; was filled, the sweepings by hand, and when they had
.| addition to out exegetical literature, It took its very high point.

There lay a Bible whichishe read;

BY JOHN

Lh

| of thgavay. Pouring melted gold out’ of a
funny things to amuse people.
2
| monstrous pot into small molds; would be
Besides all these, and ‘many that I can’t
in ' finished work: and scraps; but a
.| hard to do without spilling halfof it, but in same,
remember, they hayg.jpot- only plenty of
this pouring machine,it was beautifully done. * great deal gets.off in the shape of fine dust. hand-organs, but performers on..nearly

" And all the hous@hold far away ;—

That vision ne’er would pass

a ar

Ty

‘After the maehine was screwed ‘up so
| that the pot couldi’t slip, the tongs were

' *Twas on a drear Thanksgiving day,

The prisoner for the family,
Yet exile from the household

STAR, NOVEMBER

MORNING

Ah

re
| Then the iron arm swung around till it was thougli’l had followed the gold from the ket- Telescopes pointed {o the heavens from
| over the pouring machine, and the pot was, | tle into {hich my gold went, of course 1 the street corners are common here as well
| carefully lowered into a'* cradle,” as they could not keep my grains separate. So I had as in London.
;
called it, where it rested safely, on its ears to be content with a coin out of the same
One of the most comical street shows is
kettle.
:
y
again, poor thing.
4
a set of mechanical figures—that is, figures

BY THE AUTHOR OF * HAYDN.”

And on her right, wide

=

¥
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A
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But, after making alk allowances of this sort,
this work of Dr. Hodge is of very great value.
Itis a mind of rare clearness and vigor with

which one comes in contact.

have done in three times the space. He does not
reach his highest level here,
but he hgs prepared

a pleasant volume; which Mr, Hoyt has bound

His reading has upin a-style of simple elegance,
a

Wines

A

gd

THE

itera Wscellan.
out

so: *The fact is, that cats are an abused
race, and always have been. But we have
claimed for them many and distinguished
excellences, and for doing so, we haye been
confronted—in our own house, too,—with

indignant denials,

“I re-

tops, and many a one has taken the draught

* Cats ave selfish and

the announdeme nt has been
late, and, after
|
to him he has eaten and drunk and
affection, aud only for their own Pleasure. made
indulged in Aénsual delights, Donot hastThey aro sly, eruel, and hateful,” To all
then; there is still time.” Socrates said,
"of which we time and again have entered a en,
“Yes,
Crito, and the of whom you speak
denial. That a cat has a capacity of being are right
in doing us, for they think that
sly and eruel, far beyond any vouchsafed to they will
in by the delay; but I am right
a rabbit, or a hen, we do not deny, But a in ‘not doing thus, for I do not ‘think that I
good education will reduce these qualities should gain anything bydrinking the poito a condition about as respectable as they son a little later. I should be sparing and
exhibit in the human race.
y saving a life which is already gone, 1|
The cat 1s sly! Is not a hunter sly? Is could only laugh at myself for this. ‘Please

treacherous,

They

fawn.on

you

without

not, a fisherman ‘sly, stealing
along the
brook with a gandy and deceitful * fly,”

then, to do as'I say, and not to refuse me.”

Crito, when he heard this, made a sign to
the servant, and the servant went in and remained some time, and then returned wd
the jailer, carrying the cup of
poison.
oc-

designed to inveigleé trout? The cat is
cruel! Is it because he kills rats and birds?
What, then, must be the cruelty of man?
No doubt a moral cat, of proper. education,
and helongin

tothe

right

church;

rates said, “You, my’

would

prefer (infinitely prefer) to have its meat

answered,

does it dally over its food,

and

“You

till your

But, if that is not done, why should not the
cat’kill its own beef?
One thing is certain,

eat.

good

end, who are

experienced in these matters, shall givé*me
divections how I am to proceed.” Théman

killed “for it and i rojry dressed, and
brought around daily in a butcher's cart.

the cat kills only that it may

legs are

have only to walk

heavy,

about

and then to lie

down, and the poison will act.” At the
same time le handed the cup to Socrates,

Neither

who,

in the easiest#ind

eyes,

Echecrates, as

gentlest manner,

praising its juices without the least fear or change of ‘color or
lips, atter the manner of | feature,
‘looking at the man with all his
that tidbit.

smacking™Hs

en, over this and
If each man and child were dependent
every day for its food upon its own skill in
securing game; if every one were obliged.
to be his own butcher and serve up his sustenance with bloody hands, is it ely that

his manner was, took

the cup and said, “What do you say about
making a libation out of this cup to an
god?

May I, or not?”

The man answered,

*‘We only prepare, Socrates, just so much
as we deem.enough.” <I understand,” he
we should be as neat, select, and delicate said, “yet I may and must pray to the gods
in our methods of destruction as a cat is?
to prosper my, journey from this to that
No; under proper treatment the cat is a other world.
May this, then, which is my
gentleman, He carries himself with aris- prayer, be granted
to me.” Then~holding
tocratic self-respect. He has an ‘instine-] the cup to his lips, quite rigdily and cheggtive knowledge
of spciety—social intuitions fully he drank eff the poison, And hitherto
as one might say,—and perceives at a most of us had been able to control our sorglsuce ,who ‘is prejudiced against him and row, but now, when we saw him drinking,

L]

VF

ps

NOVEMBER R9, 1871.

STAR.

rounding air?

Vices of Genius.

you

NEN

BS

The answer is, thavso great

is the body of cold

air around

tended her funeral

cats

are, and all the dogs,

his

affd all the calves, and everything else that
dwells on the farm, Even flies and mosquitoes court him, It is no uncommon
thing to see cats and dogs, a motley company, big aw little, white, black and gray,

what

there in a eat's going to” church?

use

have

told

her

that

went

anum a day prostratéd animal life during
the afternoon. It was no unfrequent sight
to find him asleep on the rug before the fire
in his room,

his

head

on

room’ full ‘of comfortably hot air, has expanded to the size of a whole house; and

as it has received no more
cent, it has become

a book, and his

very

Can he

[]

The Flaw

Lincenville, in 1867..

our

is

uncomfortably

mild and
at once a

respected citizen,

to

said

they remember nothing but some slip in the
consiruction of a sentence, the consistency
of a metaphor,.or the evolutions of an argu-

you rememberto pay the

debt

shall be

paid,”

a movement

was heard and

him.

His eyes

friend,

whom

I may

truly call

‘the

are

many years, except

during oggasional

roundings, it is just such a simple abode as
in a la
city
would be supposed to be

heavens above were full of brilliant ether—
1 broached to Bessie some of the salient
points of controversy famjliar to our day.
“Is it your opinion that service should
be said or sung?" I asked her—at the same
time patting her head gently. She at oicé

opened up-such a purring
she

ivithin the reach of and likely: to -be osu.
pied

hour's

work

’ 3

whether she sympathized with the High
church party or the Low. She looked wise,
“as [- had!seen other people do on the same
rather

humped

her

back, and

walked very stiffly against my knee, with
her tail held aloft to- its uttermost length.
She did not choose to say anything; but I
could see by such a token that she inclined
to the High Party.
A
1 could not make. out much upon the topic

. of baptismal regeneration.

She licked

her

paws and washed her face asdidiously, and
seemed anxious to be utterly clean; . but
further than that I could - get no hint, It
- may be that she meant to say that baptism,

-

if “well rubbed in, might regenerate; or,
she might have

wished

to. show

by

that. the whole thing was but superficial,

actice should correspond strictly with the

enuneiation of his public opinions. Than
the interior of his home and the appliances
for creature comforts, nothing could be

Last Hours of Socrates.

sinfpler.

Only books and pictures, and the

| brooding presence of culture

: Now the hour of sunset was near, for a
good deal of time had passed
while he was
wit in,

. When

he came

out he

sat down

Soon the. Jailer, wko

servant of the el

him, saylag,

“*

knowA

to be

and high

re-

finement beautifying all, make different the
homé of the thinker, the hummnitarian, the
“nation’s . foremost orator, from the humble

abode- of one of thé toiling masses, for th e
was the amelioration of whose condition his life -is
—N. ¥, Times.
en, entered and stood by henceforth consecrated.

with us again after his bath, but not

was said.

or person of

Mr. Phillips is conscientious to” a degree,
rare in our time, that his every-day life and

\

much

“To you, Socrates, whom

:

I

the

a solitary

bough,

lost

in

the

ed by heart disease

who rage

and swear

at me when,

obedience to the autherities, I 1
drink the poison; indeed, I'am Pe

will not be. angry with me,

in.

)
em

for others, as

you are aware, andnot I, are the guilty
cause, And so fare’ you well, and try
to
‘bear
my

lightly what must needs be; you know
errand.”
Then bursting into tears, he

turn: away and wont out,

How can we expect that'a

oily

friend should

keep our secret, whilst we aré convincing
him that it is more than. we' can do our=selves P
Na

What we call liberality is seldom more
than the vanity of giving; we are fonder
of the vanity than the generosity of the .action,

hs

:

t

SEMINARY.

A. B,

began

Principal.

Miss MOMBY Yo + MOREY. 4 8 ant, »
* PRO¥. BE. C. SMI1H, Teacher
of Music.

hd

specialty. Suitable

rooms for

self-

in food times, Inching wood

;

nd

BIBS:

Waterbury Genter,
Vi. Oct. 10. 70

WILTON

To

SEMINARY.

=

°

+

Ten

Rules.

re
NOT

TO

BE

——

OBSERVED

AT

1.” Never 8pen your
stranger~wanting a seat.

interesting
years,

2. If the sexton brings
your door, look daggers at
him just as uncomfortable as
8. Take out your watch
during the sermon, and if it
case, shut.it up with a sharp
hurry the preacher.
4. When you return your

many

.

:

salute all

yeurs did not forsake her in the

dark

MESHACH STOCKBRIDGE died in
manton, N. H., Nov.2,

val-

in peace.

Some thirty

Lower

aged 65 years.

top, where, thought he, the climate must be
warm and genial, since that spot is so much

bodies, like air, without heating them. ' The
heat of

the

through

the

sun

passes

directly

aiv till it strikes the

down

surface of

the edrth, which is warmed by it. The air
becomes warm only by contact with the
warm earth, and by ‘the radiation df heat
2
!
from the earth.
But wliy dges not, the mountain-top bet eome warm,
——

and imp ub 1s

heat to the sur-

intelligent

beyond

his

Parental hearts,

though

Academies,
LYNDOY

t

M188 SARAH E. MASON, Teacher of French.
Miss Evra L. NYE, Teacher of
.
Mi88 ELLKN A. PERKINS, Teacher of Penmanship.

Lyndonville, and some of the

finest

landscape

5.00

«600
150

.

£0.80

X

ction during this termto stuteaching.

WM. REED, Sec.
29

SEMINARY,
County,

opened

N.Y.

August

es. -

2

H. M. Willward.

Also a competent Music Teacher.
EXPENSES. Board, including room and washing,
from $2.75 to $3 50 per week. In well-regulated clubs,
of which there are several in successful o
tion,

NORTHWOOD SEMINARY.
the expense varies from $1.75to $2.25. Students degirous of boarding themselves will find convenient
The WINTER TERM of this Instiution will commence
opportunity.
Students will provide their own sheets,
DEC. 4th, 1871, and continue thirteen weeks.
y pillow-cases and
towels.
Thorough instruction given in both Classical and
TUITION from $5.00 to $6.50
per term.
Several
English Courses, by the usual board of Teachers.
years ago the Trustees introduced
a Commercial DeClasses in Vocal and Instrumental Musie and Craypartment,
whieh
has
been
very
successful.
It is
ouning, formed if desired.
‘
now proposed to add a Scientific and Agricultural
For further particulars, address
Course, of two years . each, which opened for the
:
ALBERT R. SAVAGE, Principal.
admiesion of students at the commencement of the
Northwood, N. H., Nov.3, 1871.
46
fall term.

AUSTIN

Send for catalogue to the Pauivips) or to
LEWIS,

ACADEMY,

Center Strafford, N. H.
The Fall Term of 10

weeks

will

MAINE

commence

Tuition and board as usual.
>
Rooms can be had for those who

themselves.

wish

Strafford Center, August

The Winter

13.

GEORGE

Term.

Miss AROLINE

to board

E. EUGENE

WADE,

Associate.

A. B,, Prin. of Normal

Dep’t.

:

Miss ADDIE SAWYER. Teacher of Drawing, Painting, Wax-work and Wood Carving.
MRS.
D. M.

)

on

A. B., Preceptor.

M. FERNALD,

MissL. MARIA SIMONS, Associate.

IKSTITUYTE,
commenced

B. FILES,

Miss NELLIE KNOWLTON, Preceptress.

17, 1871.
.

LAPHAM

Sec,

INSTITUTE,

PITTSFIELD, ME.

of C.

GEO. C. PEAVEY, President,4
WARREN FOSs) Sec’y.

:

CENTRAL

Tues-

day, August 20, under
the
instruction
MCCLEAN, a graduate of Yale College.

J. F. STEERE, Teacher of Music.
WAITT, Teacher of Writing and

ing.
Length of term ten weeks.

Monday, Nov.

Complete courses of study for both sexes.
G. H. RICKER, Prin.

Book-Keep-

>

Winter Term commenees November 9, 1871.
For further particulars, address G. B. Files, or E.
Eugene Wade, Pittsfield, Me.
2

North Scituate, B. I., Oct. 5, 1871.

C. A. FARRELL, Secretary.

HILLSDALE

Pittsfield, Me., June 27, 1871.

COLLEGE.

The Fall Term of Hillsdale
Wednesday,

College

will

open

on

:

FACULTY :

M.

GRAHAM,

D. D., President.

«

"RANSOM DUNN, A. M., Prof. Bib. Theology.

“

SPENCER

-

J.FOWLER,

A.

matics and Nat. y bilogophy,

GEORGE

MCMILLAN,

A.M,

M.,

Prof.

Prof.

ROWE,

Lan-

We are now making a Specialty of ** Church Cushions,’
stuffed with PATENT ELASTIC SPONGE.
It is cheaper than Hair, will hold its elasticity double the length of
time, and is proof against MOTHS.
‘We can refer to more than one hundred churches that
are using the ** Elastic Sponge Cushions.” We invite investigation, and will ke
pleased to send eircular referring
to Churches that are usingour Cushions.

A. M., Prin. Ladies’ Department.

JENNIE de la MONTAIG
VE, Teacher of French.
ALEX. C. RIDEOUT,\Prin. vom. Department.
W. A, DRAKE, Instructor in Penmanship.
GEO. B. GARDNER, Instructor in Drawing and
Painting

MELVILLE

g

W. CHASE, Instructor in Instrumental

and Vocal Music.

Mes. OLIVE

C. CHASE, Cultivation of Voice.

Farthef and ample arrangemeénts will be

:

made

HALEY, MORSE & CO,,
2
411 Washington Street, Boston,

for

instruction in all the departments of the College.
Catalogues-sent on Spoliestion
:
Lu: P.
REYNOLDS, Sec. § "Treas.
Hillsdale, Mich, July 29, 1871.

Sole Agents for New England
ELASTIC SPONGE.

Vi

He

die

INSTITUTION.

FALL TERM,
WINTER TERM,

-

.

«

NICHOLS
. SPRING TERM

LATIN

begins

Monday,

Aug.28
« Dec.1l

ABEL HATCH died in Montville, Me., Nov. 12,
aged 86 years and § months,
He was a, Christinn man ;—one of the first settlers in our ‘town;

a ri

old age has been‘gathered to his heavenly Yi

MRS. BLizaseTa Biokvorp diedin RochesNov. 3d, aged 75 years and 8 months. Sister
B. bore her trials with great fortitude, express.

ter,

ing before her death her entire confidence and
Calmly and peacefully
trust in the Lord Jesus,
she passed awaty, leaving a mournipg circle of
twenty-two
children
and
relatives.
For
voars she was 2 member of the ehuveh in (tonic.
A large entheringof neighbors ind friends at -

declamation, composition, Greek and Latin poetry,
scanning;
&c¢. The locasign of the school so near
the College und Theological School, affords advantages of association with stndents of a higher rank
and culture.
The public lectures of thée institutions

.

SHOY-GUNS,

A. M. JONES, Sec.

We invite the attention of persons
chase Pianos, to our New Illustrated

EASY

MONTHLY
Sead for

my and Physiology by P. W,, McIntyre, M.D.
*
Terms: Primary «
¥ a ?
$3.00
wl
»
$4.00
Common English
:
$5.00
High English
Languages
‘86.00
Music
Tui
$8.00
22.00
Use of Instrument
«$1.50.
ik
‘Penmanship
wish
Suitable rooms can be obtained by those whoaa
CH
to board themselves.

. Board at the Boarding house and in good families
Any further infor £300. Wood and lights extra.
formation furnished on application to the Pringipal

’

J

v

N. Parsonsfield, June 26, 1871,

L

i

intending to purCatalogue, giving

|.

PAYMENTS.

a

Catalogue.

CHICKERING & SONS,
354 WASHINGTON ST., Boston,
11 EAST 14th 8t . New Ygrk.
»

:

.

ries

22

|

full descriptions of Styles and Prices, and the terms on
which we,sell to those desing to make

Imdb

wifo will spend his entire time and energies in and
for the school.
He will be assisted by teachers who
have had experience in the Dupariment assigned
them.
A course of lectures, of general interest wil
be given by Clérgymen, besides a course on anato-

M. E. Swpg ork

i

payment.

NORTH PARSONSFIELD SEMINARY
Aug.

i

REVOLVERS,

FORTES.

!

‘The Fall term will commence on Tuesday,
and continue eleven weeks.
.
\
M.K. MABREY, Principal,

Conn.

And-—upon the most favorable terms of

The special work of this school is to fit students for
College, and it is open for both sexes. The school
being composed
of only one department, a thoroughness in doing their work is secured from both teachers and pupils,’ which is not ordinarily found jn
schools where 80 many kinds of work are done. The
studonts are faithfully drilled in the Latin and Greek
languages, ‘siso in English Grammar, Arithmetic,
Ancient Geography, Ancient History, Algebra and
Geometry,
Special attention is given to reading,

Lewiston, July 2, 1871.

Cromwell,

The Best Pianos at the Lowest. Priges, ,

1, 1872, and

A. B.,, Principal,with three Assisty

are invaluable.
v

made of Cider, Wine, or Sorgo.
F.SAGE,

PIANO

closes Friday, March 22,

L.G. JORDAN,
ants.

oft PATENT
Ww3s

OBIOKERING & SONS

SCHOOL.
Jan.

sale

Do you wan an agency, local or traveling, wi
chance to make $5 to $30 per day sélliag our new
78trand White Wire Clothes Lines?
{
Sorever; sap
free,so there is no risk.
Address
at once
Hudson River Wire Works.
130 Maiden
Lane, cor. Water 8t., N. Y., or 16 Dearborn St.,
Chicago, 111,
:
12m17

i
x
©

the

GREAT CHANCE = AGENTS.

SEMINARY.

The calendar of the 31st Academical year ‘of thi
Institution is as follows :

for

Gan Marverial.
Write for Price List, fto
GREAT WESTERN GUN WORKSs, Pittsburgh, Pa.
Arms Guns, Revolvers, &c., bought or traded
tor.
AGENTS
WAXTEN.
ib
6m32

Lyndon, Vt., Aug. 1871.

WHITESTOWN

in 10 hours.

w39

IFLES,

The Fall Term will begm on Tue sday §pept. 5, under a full board of instruction. Courses of study for
both sexes complete.
1. W. SANBORN,
Sec.

SUMMER TERM begins Monday, April 1, and closes
in the Lord: yea, saith the Spirit, that.they may | Monday,
June 24.
rest from their labors; and their works do follow
Tuition $25.00 a’year.
;
Val
them.”
She died trusting wholly and with joy
in that Redeemer who had been so dear to her
heart, and whose name was #0 often on her lips.
Early in life, Sister Jordan experienced the renewing, transforming power of the divine Spirit
upon her heart and became a decidéd Christian.
Seventy-four years ago she united with the Freewill B. church.
During this long period her
Christian life has been marked by a consistent
walk, steadfast faith, and sincere consecration to
the cause of her Saviour,
Criticism, that is
sometimes elicited by defeets in the conduct of

EG AR—how

is

LYNDON

FITCH'S Family Physician, 96
sent by mail, free. Teaches how to cure
of the person, skin, hair, eyes, complexto 714 Broadway, New York.
1y4. |

GHURGH CUSHIONS.

Mathe-

Ancient

guages.
:
HIRAM COLLIER, A. M., Prof. Nat. Science.
HH. LAURA

Dx: 8.8
pages,
all diseases
jon. Write

August 31, 1871.

Rev. DANIEL

proceeding

faithful in-all the relations of life; and in

,

A Comercial Colleges
i n
wi To
ha

scen-

AJ

Gil-

which

Wyoming

Yio.
Dh
on w

h

ery of the valley of the Passumpsic.
‘
I. W. SANBORN,
Sec, and Treas.
Lyndonville, Vt., 1871.
46

MRS. RACHEL JORDAN died in Raymond, Me.,

from heaven,* Blessed are the dead

4.50

.

si
tent
practical Jonchers, those branches Whioh are
- BXpeExNsSEs. —Board, including room and washing, “usu
j aught in such olleges.
from $2.50to $3,50 per week, in families. In club or
'or particulars see Circulars.
ar
self-boarding, at lower rates.
n
M. E.SHEPARD, Pres. of Board.
The Institution will afford to both sexes a coiplete
course of study; and no pains will be Fpared by the
NEW HAMPTON INSTITUTION.
Trustees to m
the school eminently worthy the
The WINTER TERM began Nov. 13,1871, and conconfidence and patronage of all friends to a thorough
tinues ten week.
and liberal education.
A.B. MESERVEY, A. M., Principal,
The new: Institution building is a fine brick and
granite structure, of beautiful architecture, affording
J. N. Rand, A. M.,
Miss T. A. R. Dow,
ample accommodations; and is located on an emiWwW. E. C. Rich, A.B.,
Miss AliceI. Libby,
nence overlooking the villages of Lyndon Center-and
A. P. Shattuck,
Miss L. D, Moore,

Nov. 6th, aged 95 years and 5 months,
To all
who knew her, this. announgement will bring

John heard

.

.

e rates.

. PIKE
Pike,

was also as ready to do with the means
had
«
blessed him with, His house was always open
SPRING TBRM, - - .
+
+ March?27,1872
for a minister’s home. He leaves a Christian
wife, a daughter and other friends who deeply
First class facilities are furnished students premourn their loss, but.not as these that have no paring for college, teaching, or business, in six com:
hope. The church and society feel the loss of a plete departments.
The Ladies’ English and collegiate courses are speChristian .and a strong, active,
persevering
cially recominended.
:
member.
A large and attentive congregation
Terms moderate.
Send for circular.
-were addressed by the writer from Gen, 18 :25.—
J. 8. GARDINER, Principal,
‘* Shall not the Judge of all the earth do right?” | ot
-Whitestown, N. Y., July 25, 1871.
;
« G. MUNSEY,

afresh the words which

.

.

:
Ridgeville, Ind., July 8, 1871.

Fall term, of 11 weeks, began Sept. 5th.
Winter term, of 10 weeks, begins Dec. 5th.
Spring term, of 11 weeks, begins Feb. 20, 1872.

He died

meeting.

iy

«+

JOHN H. SHAPLETGH.

at reaso

years ago he found Christ

the social, prayer and conference

wi h

elves.

N. B. Special
dents preparing for

Calendar:

Music and Penmanship extra.

Teacher

BIDGEVILLE
COLLEGE.
FALL TERM begins August 22d and continues 12
weeks. Tuition, $6.00; Inei
suid, $1.50 for twenty
with use of instrument,
$11.00; Board, $3.00 per
week; Board in clubs, $2.00 or less; Rooms for selt-

Faculty :

Summer term, of 10 weeks, begins May 7.
TULIIION, from $4.00 to $6.00 per term.

-

Instrumental Music (20 lesso

LITERARY INSTITUTION,
LYNDON CENTER, VT.
-

i

Preceptress and

-.
.
=
(121essons)’
.

wishing t0 board

Miss MARY C. BRAUFORD, Preceptress.

out.
ER.

Use of Instrument,NW.
.
2.00
An excellent opportunity will be given those desiring
a complete course of music, either upon the
Pianoforte pr Organ, by a teacher of large
exp
ce
from Massachusetts,
qu
to teach
Thorough
Bass, Secular or Sacred
Music.
A
co
al attention given to those preparing for
ollege.
.
.
:
BOARD:
Ena
Good board may be obtained in private families at
$8,00 per week or
t rooms Rirnished to those

&c.

J. C. HoPKINS, A. B,, Principal.

ongtieh,

Aanguages,
Ponto

feeling

‘

’

Common

H igher English,,

an

their hearts there with increased devotion.
i
D. W.C.D.

nearer the sun, the great source of heat.
But on reaching the long-wished for hight,
he found that although the sun shone with professed Christians, wus disarmed in the light
of her holy example.
In all the relight, yet the cold was more intense, and beauty
x
of life,Sister Jordan has Anionuly exhib
than in the humble home he had left behind. lations
ited refined sensjbility, courtesy, unselfishness
He was well nigh frozen to death, and and-a delicate regard for the claims, interests,
quickly and wisely resolved to return to | and welfare of those with whom she has’ been
associated.”
Such she was in the family, as wife,
the ou Ms whence he’came.
:
sister; in the church, as an exemplar,
The process of reasoning which led poor mother,
member ; and among her neighbors and acquain
into such difficulty and danger ‘ances who can testify to her worth as an obliging
AE
seems correct enough. The only trouble friend, a true*Christian, She has gone, in the
- hope and faith, to her
| with it is, that like a great. many fine-spun fullness of Christian
memory is very
heavenly reward, and her
| theories, it does not agree ‘with the facts precious.
A. 8. Mc LEAN.
’
.
:
in the case.
How happens it, then, that the nearer
we go to the sun, the source of heat, the

gnd

com-

Ms. E, J, COWELL, Teacher of French & Music.
MR. T. A, STACY, Teacher of Penmanship and
Music.
Miss A.V, HAYES, Teacher of Wax Work.
.
TUITION :
Primary Course,
-.
.
=.
. $4.00

acutely the pang of bereavement, are
yet chastened and controlled by the exercises of religious
faith and hope. Theirs is not the sorrow of
those without hope, and this their new treasure
in heaven will, we trust, only serve to draw

recious to his soul, and was baptized by S. P.
fernald. Since then he has been a faithful
Christian.
He was a man who liked to see
' church and society prospering, always active in

your

Miss. H. L. STEVENS,

Ihs death has cast a shadow upon a hap-

py household.

and peacefully fell asleep in Jesus to exchange
the cross for the victor’s crown.
The casket is
broken but the gem we cherish is with God.
CoM.

Rush to the pew door on the instant
last Amen, You are glad it’s over.
aisle. to

circle of friends who
The religion she exem-

ley. She entreated her ‘weeping friends to give
her up, and with almost her latest breath exclaimed, * Oh, that shining shore!” then calmly

it en-

livens the service.
5. Wear the most stylish dress you
have. It shows you don’t caré for proprie-

Stop in the

dropsy, with patience

plified in life sustained her in the hours of death,
and the blessed Saviour she had trusted for

a stranger to
him and make
you ¢an.
several times
has a hunfing:
snap. It may
|
hymn book to.

the rack, let it. go down with a bang;

6.
|

on the hearts of a large
jus mourn their loss.

:

child,

was

2

, Will be fuir-

REV, 0. E.

A.N. MARSTON, A.B., Principal.

harvest,

George

next

of Instrumental Music.

GEORGE A., only child of Dr. J. L. and Francina Elkins, died of membranous croup, in New

years and

and sympathizing friend, she has left her record

CHURCH.

pew door to a
He may have de-

signson your purse.

ties.

and

never

and has bequeathed to his‘family’and the c¢®mmunity in which he lived the beautiful example
of a Chistian man
C. E. HANDY,

“Market, Sept. 28, aged 8 years,

Moderate

8

WEST LEBANON ACADEMY.

paralysis

the

;

Tt

The Fall Term of Lebanon Academy
will comRA
| on Sguday ugust 29, and continue eleven
wi
under the follow ng instructors :

since he ex-

reason

vi

Boarding apd rooms fox self-boa:

maintained, how-

like u shock of wheat fully ripe for

in a minute,

62

some

mental

nished atlow rates.
©
Address.

‘useful and

ve years

He

:

- Complete courses of Study for both sexes. Musie

dealt the fatal blow, he went down to the. grave

and resignation.
Often in her distress
she
would exclaim, * Lord Jesus, if it can be thy
will, cut this briftle thread dnd set my ransomed
spirit free,”—A loving companion, an excellent
mother, she had a great hold op the affections of
her children, who almost idolized her. A warm

noblest, and gentlest,
best of all who ever came to this place,and 1
Sobriety is either the love of health or an colder we find the air It is because the
sun’s rays of heat pass through transparent
will not impute the angry feelings of. other incapacity for debauch.

, men

~C. A. MOOT:

. in music,

Com.

ever, his Christian integrity, and when

10 months.
Sister Mitchell experienced religion many years ago and has ever lived the religion she professed.
She was an earnest and
devout Christian. 'In the death of Sister M. the
church to which she belonged has lost one of
its brightest ornaments.
She loved the people
of God, arid her house was a home for the wayfaring child of God.
The minister of Christ
scarce ever came to her home and partook of the
bounties of her table but when he left, she would
slip more or less money into. his hand to help
him on his-way.
SisterM. was one of the excellent of the carth.
It could be truthfully said
of her,—Mark the perfect, and behold the upTight, for the end of such is peace,
Grace enabled her to bear her protracted sufferings, caus-

golden affluence, on which nothing is hanging.
Poor Hazlitt was sorely troubled wijth

Yet under its lowly{ of 7.{he

the old residents of Boston will hear many
A leveler in theory,
affecting narrations.

signs

and did not work inward moral change.
She was entirely sound on the Catechism.
—Christian Union.
EY

Waterville, Me., June 18th, aged

speaker,

roof has dwelt for years the seer whose pro- friends, and turn about, if Jossible in the
phetic lips long in advance, have foretold crowd. It makes you Song cuous,
r page of our swiftly-enacted
page
a
8. Tread on as many dresses of the laAmerican history—the scorned and reviled dies as you ¢an, and make them look
|Afanatic’ of ~yesterday, but the .justified around.
champion of human rights of to-day—he, | "9 In the door, stand still and have a
to whose Cincinpatus lowliness of abode, chat,} so as to hinder all behind you from
gladly and proudly, as on a pilgrimage to. a getting out.
shrine, have “ j journeyed the admirers at~
10. Light a cigar onthe walk and puff
tracted by a fame that has penetrated every the smoke so as to annoy everybody near
Possessing you.— Observer.
quarter of the civilized world.
an income far beyond His simple expendi— Ae
tures, the receipts derived from his numerother
all
ous lecturing engagements, with
Why are Mountain Tops Cold?
superabundant means, are expended annutl) Op
.
ally in deeds of charity. Of his silent, unThere
is
a
story
of
a
squirrel
which, disof}~
much
needy,
the
to’
“gifts
ostentatious
‘whieh never reaches the ear of the public, contented with the cold valley where he
whoso loiters around among the humbler of had his home, set out to reach a mountain-

that it was plain

inclined to a serviceof song.

and

by an industrious artisan

very limited means.

I could get fo very positive answer as to

topic,

discovered

sum-

great broad | the appearance of the dwelling and its sur-

did shine! and the

great

ment. While their friends are admiring the
wealth and beauty of a tree whose branches are weighed down with fruit, they have

The residence occupied by Mr. Phillips for

Bessie

listen toa

Good Words.

mer ahsenges from the city, 15 an old-time,
exceedingly humble-looking tw and a half
story building in Essex street,a cosy,sequestered nook in the city. The house,like almost
true church, too—no Presbyterian, no Meth- all of the old-style residences one meets
odist, no Baptist church did she counte- with in Boston, Smacking of revolutienary
nance, but ths genuine Episcopal church. times and legends, is built close: upon ‘the
Her conduct proved unexceptionable. She street, with no grass-plots or railing interean now go. whenever she desires, unve- vening between it and the narrow sidewalk. The door, approaching by two steps
buked.
On learning these facts I felt not only a from the pavement, is framed under a progreat respect for Bessie, but a desire .to jecting arch of curious fashion of eonstrucearn her opinions on many questions. Ac- tion, with the name * Phillips’ rudely paintcordingly on a. pri ght morning,—oh, how ed upon one of the pannels. Altogether, in

sun

If they

them in his time.
** Littleness,” he said,
‘¢ is their element, and they give a character of meanness to whatever they touch.”—

Phillips’s Domestic Simplicity.

at the door waiting ‘for their departure!
It is plain that she had bad a realizing
sense of her privileges. To church she
Sond eo, and to church she did go—the

the

stops.

Ar]

united with any churgh.

leave all his wrongs to the future,

Can he do an

gan, find out at once which are the poorest

I owe
a cock

Ts

MOUNTAIN

THE WINTER TERM of his Institution
Nov. 14, 1871.

genia) disposition, which rendered him
kind husband,
‘loving fathér, faithful

perienced religion, but

and carry his heart in his cheek ?

Hunters.

?

friend, a true xan, and therefore a.

YS

wisest, the justest, the best of all the men
whom I have ever known.—Jewelt's ‘‘Plato.”

it ig to be hoped profited by its lesson of
devotion. But what wps their surprise, on
s¢rvice, to find

away.

Jeroan TurrLe died in Strafford, Nov, 8, in
the 65th year of his age. ‘Bro. Tuttle possessed a

heat in its as-

arms crossed on his breast.., When his tor- cold. The heat which was sufficient to
por from the .opium
‘had passed away, he make it feel warm when it occupied a small
was ready for Company until about day space, becomes quite insensible when it
light. In order to show him off, his friends expands to a hundred, or it may be a thouhad to arrange their supper parties so that sand times the size it was before. It is just
sitting
until three or four in the afternoon,
like a moistened sponge, from which water
he might be brought to that point which, in drops’ when it is squeezed ‘in the hand, but
quite dry when sufferedto
charm and power of conversation, he was which appears
expand to its fall size.—Our Boys and Girls.
so truly wonderful.
:
Burns was no less a drunkard than Coleridge. It was the weakness of Charles
To Be an Editor.
Lamb,
And who ean remember the last
Er ——
days of Poe without irrepressible regret?
Carlton,‘in his editorial poem, tells of an
He was on his way to Baltimore, and was
found by a gentleman who knew him, in a old farmer who made his way into the sancstate of beastly intoxication, unconscious as tum with a runt. of a boy, who being g
a log, and died that night in the Nines of for nothing else, the farmer thought would
do for an editor.
,
delirium tremens,
.
The poet tells the story:
Douglas Jerrold was a devotee of gin; so
The editor sat in his sanétum, and lookalso was Byron, Steele, the brilliant au:
thor of the Christian Hero, was a beastly ed the old man in the eye,
Then
glanced.
at
the
grinning
young
drunkard.
Men wrote of him, that he
would dress himself, kiss his wife and chil- hopeful and mournfully made this reply :
“Is your son a small unbound edition
dren, tell them about his pressing engagements, heel it over to a grocery under the of Moses and Solomon both?
Can he compass his spirit with meekness,
“store,” and have a revel with his bottle
and strangle a natural oath ?
companions.
:
:

were set, and Crito closed his eyes and
mouth,
Such was the end, Echecrates, of

on, entered the sanctuary, and

rising at the close of

“The

minute Or two

always poor,and not worth 8o long a tramp.
She was admonished and sent back. The
party

““Crito,

Will

the atténdants uncovered

If she

they

GREEN

ing, and makes our heads warm while our sons to mourn her death; among whom is Dr,
This Institution, at Wilton, Muscatine Co.,
its Fall
Riosday, Sept. 5,
feet are cold? It does thus rise indeed ; H. A, Lamb, of Portland, Me., who has long and commenced
soon
to be changed from a Seminary od a Col
faithfdlly
cared
for
his
widowed
mother.
In
but as it rises it also expands, because it her last sickness; he stoodby her, and smoothed and additional
teachers and facilities will ve
by
mmenceément of
DeQuincy was such a slave to the use of is not 80 closely
préssed, b the air “above her
ze to the tomb. She now sleeps beneath ed, it is
rel
has been
opium that his daily allowance was of more it, So by the
Pp it ac es the top of the shadow of a beautiful monument, erected by term.
in co
with this,
on and will
Washington, what was a single the children to the memory of her husband, at mence at” tg same date.
importance than eating. ‘An ounce of laud- Mount
uction,

Crito; *‘is there anything else?” There
was no answer to this question, but in a

had ever heard the proverb about the church
mice it must

words),

debt?”

It happened a Sunday or two ago that on
starting for church, a mile distant, he found
Bessie at the foot of the lane wending her
Bless her fur,

last

(Eselepius.

woing forth with Turner to the fields.

way with him,

presence

scure den, where, drinking among low coms
anions, his magnificent mind was soon
rought to the level of the vile.

Obituaries,

all the

their

and words that a good woman bad passed

it, in com-

| and live on a sixpence a week ?
Can he courteously talk to an equal and
There are
ple who have a preternat-.
who 18 pi
ei)
for detecting evil, or the ap- browbeat an impudént dunce ?
and saw, too, that he had finished the ural faeulty
Can he keep
things in apple-pie order,
Tf a cat has not the capacity of disinte:
of evil in every man’s character.
draught, we would no longer forbare, and,
;
ed friendship, then no animal has, To be in spite of myself, [ own tears were flowing They have a fatal scent for carrion. Their and do half a dozen at once?
Can he press all the springs of knowledge
sure, the cat does not
gaze at you with the fast; so that I covered my face and wept memory is like a museum I once saw ata
inquisitive or inquiring
looks which an in- over myself, - for certainly I[ vas not weep- medical college, and illustrates all the hide- with quick and reliable touch?
And be sure that he knows how much to
telligent dog casts upon his master; but ing over him, but at the thought of my own ous distortions, and monstrous growths and
every one
has his own way of showing af- calamity in having lost such a’ companion. revolting
diseases by which humanity can know, and knows how to not know too
much ?
a
fection, and a cat's way is not less genuine Nor was I the
, for Crito, when he found be troubled or afflicted. n= They think they
Does he know how to stir up his virtue,
because it is unlike a dog's.
have
a
wonderful
knowledge
of
human
nahimself unable to restrain his tears, had got
We have, before this,
had occasion to dis- up and moved away, and I followed ; and ture. But it is a blunder to mistake’ the and put a check rein on his pride?
Can he carry a gentleman's manners
course upon sundry and divers cats at Peeks- at that mément, Apollodorus, who had been Newgate Calendar for a biographical - dicwithin a rhinoceros’ hide ?
kill.
t now we have another tale to weeping all the time, broke into a loud cry tionary.
i
Can he know all, and do all, and be all,
tell, which ought to raise the cat high in that made cowards of us all.
A less offensive type of the same tendenwith cheerfulness, courage and vim?
moral
position.
cy
leads
some
people
to
find
apparent
satisSocrates alone retained his calmness.
If wo, we perhaps can be making an
Bessie, be it known, is net only the Moth“What is this strange outcry ? ” he said; “I faction in the discovery ard proclamation of editor outen o’ him.”
.
er Superior ofthe place, but is a cat of un- sent away the women mainly in order that the slightest defects in the
habits of good
The farmer stood curiously listening,
exceptionable record, and of
st manthey might not offend in this way, for I men and the conduet of public institutions. while wonder his visage o’erspread ;
ners. No cat ever reared
her household. have heard that a man should die in
ce. They can not talk .about the benefits conAnd he said, “Jim, I guess we'll be
with more anxious diligence. Woe to dog Be quiet, then, and have patience.”
hen ferred by a great hospital without lamentor other cat that a
ached the sacred pre- we eard that, we were ashamed, and re- ing some insignificant blet in its laws, and goin’; he’s probably out of his head.”
cinct
where her: Rittons were preserved ! frained our tears; and he walked about un- some trifling want of prudence in its manine
Ee
"Her losses were borne with exemplary pa- til, as he said, his legs began to fail, and agement.
Speak to them about a man
tience. One kitten a horse stepped on; then he lay on his back according to the di- whose good works everybody is admiring,
one or two others, in the bloom and beauty rections; and the man who gave him the and they cool your ardor by regretting that
of their youth, were pursued by certain
he is so rough in his manner, or so smooth
ison now and then looked at his feet and
PARTICULAR NOTICE!
Persons wishing obit
black and tan terriers,during their mother's
egs, and, after awhile he pressed his foot —that his temper is so hasty or that he is so
absence, as they sported in the twilight,and hard, and asked him if he could feel, and he fond of applause.
They seem to hold a uaries published in the Morning Star, who do
+ were cruelly done to death. One or two said, “No;” and then his leg, and so up- brief, requiring them to prove the impossi- not patronize it, must accompany they with eash
others,” the * city cat” (that fierce and ward and upward, and showed us that he bility of human perfection. = They Qetect equal to five cents a line, to insure dn insertion.
.mighty ereature !) slew.
the slightest alloy in the pure gold of hu- |
was cold and stiff. And he felt them himThat Bessie was sustained under her self, and said, *“When the poison reaches man goodness. That there are spots in the Brevity is specially important. Not more than a
great losses all could see. Bui that it should the heart that will be the end.”
He was sun is, with them, something more than an single square can well be afforded to any single
awaken in her mind a deep seriousness is beginning to grow cold about the groin, observed fact—it takes rank with a prior: obituary. Verses areinadmissible.
i
as surprising as it must be
ifying.
"
when he uncovered his face (for he had and necessary truths.
Bessie is very fond of
Mr, fe
as covered himself up,) and said (these were |. ‘There are people who, if they hear an orMEUITABLE, wife of Joseph Mitchell, died in
indeed,

testifying by

——
Bid.” Then turning to us, he said,
‘How
arison with his own size, and so constants"
charming the man is! Since I have been in
HANNAN PAYSON, wife of the late Rev. John
Coleridge Was such a slave to liquor that ly 18 the air around it changed by the strong
Lamb, of Lincolnville,
prison he has always been coming to see he had to be kept
Me.,
from
an unwilling prisoner by winds which blow there, that not enoug
earth
toher home in heaven, on the morning of
me, and at times he would talk to me, and Christopher
North on an dccasion when heat can be accumulated in the air to beOct,
17,
ated
80
§
yeurs.
She
wis
one
or
fhe
2
was as good as he could beto me, and now some literary performances had to be com- come sensible.
}
:
our country; ever
an
see how generously he sorrows for me. But pleted by a certain time; and on that very
But why does not the air which is heat- contending for the right, in"all the walks of life;
and
one
of the most
we must do as he says. Crito, let the cu
day, without takiyg leave of any member -ed by contact with the surface of the earth
uniform Christ
the
wus
be ‘brought, if the poison is
prepared; if of the family, he ran at full speed down the at the level of the sea, rise to the mountain- world - ever knew, Her late husba:
among
the
first
¥.
Baptist
ministers
in
this
not, let ak
prepare —— “Yes,” avenue to Elery, and was soon hidden, not tops and warm them up, just the same as county, and a brother of the lamented Rev,
Geo.
said Crito,” ‘‘the sun is still upon the hill- in the groves of the valley, but in some ob- the heated air in our rooms rises to the ceil- Lamb, of Brunswick, Me,
Mrs, L. has left four

———

turn

said,

turn your good wishes, and will do as

Cat.

We always knew that it would

looked at him and

ie

’

A Pious

9

Socrates
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MO
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RICHARDSON'S NEW METHOD
FOR THE PIANO FORTE.
This well'proved Method has been 12 years before
the public. Carefully
prepared, and highly recom‘mended at the outset, it
has steadily increased in
public favor, until, some years since, it fairly reached
THE HIGHEST position, and seems likely to retain
it for a long time.
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MISCELLANEOUS.
;
Thomas J. Durant has’ been appointed ad*'yocate before the Spanish claims commissiong.in
the place of Caleb Cushing, resigned.

sending to

M.

Catacazy

Alexander Ellis, colored, recovered $400 damages from Narragansett Steamship Company for
refusing him a seat at the table of the steamer
=
Providence.

C—O

to Russia immediately.

King William of Prussia will act us arbitrator |

between the United States and England in refer-

The Army of the Cumberland A proposes to
erect in Washington an equestrian statue of Gen-

republican majority in the terriforial legislature

loan bill for

public improvements.
The repoit of the legislative

committee of Wy-

on the condition of the treas-

urer’s accounts for the past twe years shows,
it is said, a worse state of affairs than has been
revealed in New York.
3

Early Tuesday morning Richard De Peyster
was discovered lying drunk on the sidewalk on
Broadway.

Eleven’

thousand

dollars

or, between 20 and 21 years of .age, ant
All persons are
feet 10 or 11 inches high.

in money

. were found on his person and $10,000in South
Carolina bonds scattered about him.
4
The City of New London, a freight steanier df
the ‘Norwich line which runs between New Lon-

don, Con#., and New York,was totally destroyed

the

of the

labor convention,

from several of the more

country.

have

been

promiment

Senator Wilson

tells

places travel was interrupted.
The New York Mail says that it is quite likely
to terminate

the mission to England and accept the position
of law officer in the Northern Pacific Railroad,
which it is understood has been kept open for.
some time.

.

California weather is extremely hot and dry.
Forty-five colored persons passed through St.
Louis on Thursday,

county, Kansas.

on

the

way

They are the

to

Lawrence

advance

guard

of about five thousand who will soon follow.
Several

persons

from Newport,

N.

about to emigrate to Nebraska.
nit is proposed to hold a national

are

in Cincinnati
for the purpose of securing
the rec-

ognition of the Deity in the Constitution of the
United States.
General Schofield issued a stringent order concerning military operations against
the Apache
to compel

them

which will be

te go -on their

rvation

and

remain there, where they may be protected and
fed, or take the alterpative of extermination.
The labor-refarm gonvention called to meet
in Washington in December has been abandonéd, and a convention
0., on Wednesday,

will be held in Columbus,
February
21. This change

. has been made in erderto secure harmony with
the national labor convention to be held there
at that time.

The New Railroad Jridge at Manchester,
H., for the North

"been

-built

Dutton

Weare

under the

Railroad,

which

N.
has

superintendence of Mr.

Woods, of that city, was opened

el last Monday morning.

for trav-

It is a very substan-

tial structure.
RichardB. Connelly, late conti
of New
York city, was arrested on Saturday on a charge
of fraud similar to that preferred against Tweed.

His bail was

fixed at $1,000,000;

but as yet he

has not found friends to represent that sum.

objects to going

to jail, and is now

He

at the New

York Hotel in the keeping of two sheriffs.

The Grand Duke Alexis has accepted the,invitation to visit Boston on Thursday of next
week. Saturday he spent in an excursion in
New York harbor.

Mare troops for Cuba will leaye Cadiz
30th instant.
Strikes have been begum by the
in various parts of Spain:

on the.

working-men

The Prussian Beichstag has sanctioned the extension to Bavaria of the North Gefman law,
making military service cémpulsory on all
males.

The Palestine Central Railroad ig about
to befor it..

and

an American

is to bigme

.

‘Turkeyis troubled

men engaged in digging a well near Leesburg,
Virginia. It is about eight feet deep, and- flows
from south to north, but no traces of its source
or mouth have been discovered.
Pinkerton, the celebrated Chicago d
ive,
had in his office before the fire some invaluable
records which, having been destroyed, can never
be replaced. He claims that for the mere clerical work upon them, extending over a period of

with complaints

of disor

ganization
in the public departments, the cabivet |
is not harmonious and a crisis is expected.

The Bussian government

is engaged in Rus-

clare the Busdian

only official language to

be sed in public deerees, courts
es.

At a mass
Wednesday

meeting in
evening,

and in church-

Bristol;

the speakers

Eng.,
were

on
unre-

strained in their denunciation of monarchy in
Great Britain.
:
* Reports from all parts of Cuba state that the
growing sugar cane is in excellent ‘condition and

In experiments upon the flight of insects, the
attempt has been made to ascertain the number

of vibrations of the wings per second by means
of the sound produced by the insect when flying. Thusif the buzzing is due to a vibratory
motion of the wings, the pitch of the sound may
be ascertained, and from that the number of vi-

brations to which it corresponds can be‘easily obtained.

To make comparisons

of the

pitch,

an

ordinary
tuning-fork can be used, The main objection to tI method is, that a number of sounds
are made by insects which can not be

attributed

to the movement of their wings;

hence, in

and

applying it, great cite
must be observed in ast
certaining to what source the sound heard is actually due.
A correspondent of a New York paper relates
the following touching anecdote: ‘I found a
cockroach struggling in a bowl of water.
I took

half a peanut shell for a boat.
and gave him two

and left him.

wooden

I put him

toothpicks

into it
for oars,

The next morning I visited him,

and he had put a piece of white cotton thread on
one of the toothpicks, and set. the. toothpick up
on end as a signal of distress.
He had a hair on

the other toothpick,

and

there

sat a fishing, fast asleep

from

sight meltéd me to tears.

that cockroach
exhaustion.

The

I took that cockroach

now my house is chuck-full of cockroaches,”

Telegraphic signals
consisting of a single

from a galvanie-battery,
ordingry

percussion

cap,

filled with acidulated water, into which a little

bit of zinc

was in

, have been transmitted

over the Atlantic cable, from Ireland to Newfoundland. The distance is 2,160 miles.
Ancient North America contained only two
great voleanie regions. One of these extended:
along the Apalachian chain of mountains

in the

east, and included the valleys of the lower St.
Lawrence, Lake Champlain, and the Hudson
and Connecticut rivers. The other comprised
the basin of Lake Superior.

is probably more accurate than the knowledge of
the best geographers as to the physical; features
of the earth on which we live.
Alluding to the reported immigration of thirty

Celestialsto study at Yale an exchange says:
“The Chinese freshmen flying his leisure Kite
upon the college-grounds, instead of carrying off
midnight gates and nailing up obnoxious tutors;
the Chinese sophomore feeding upon frugal rat

ing, instead of making the fortunes

of designing’

: tailors; and “the Chinese senior preferringto
trawslaw Conficius into English rather than to
The Prince of Wales is sick.” His symptoms
flirt with the traditional

The ebolera in Constantinople is. increasing
again,
The trial of the eommunjsts engaged in the
destruction

~

of the

resid

‘ended, - All of them
were

sentenced

years.

to

of M.

were

Thiers

has

and

two

convicted

haprisonment

for

twenty

.

Republicanism is gaining

ground in England.

In a recent speech, Sir Charles Dilke, a member
of Parliament, said: “If you can show me a
oe
thata Republie here will be free

ical’

the

Ly, po

the nd
come"

faption thi Titi

whout

Honraly ~~and/1 believe

closes by cn

will, say

let it

ABH to!(prosédiite eldrgymen fox the abuse of

the i

ot

fe

office was offered in the
~Phursday. This 1s. said

toibe the Vo stuning bf amovement. against the
tsiof the choreh upon the Tibarties
encr
§

of the

SERGIT

people,

AE

Sain 18 greatly excited abot pONitical events.
n

members
of the Cortes have is-

© fipupporters ik

A

is rapidly

increasing,
and

the

nd for meat will continue to increase from

There are

belle

of New

Haven,

will utterly. confound the traditions of Yale and

provoke undergradate ostiliey to Chinese cheap
study.”

Europe,

in

even

millions of people,

who seldpm taste fresh meat. An Irishman eats
double the meat and does double the work here
that he did at home. Even the Chinese in this
country eat meat as soon'as they can earn money

enough to buy it.
this:

We

The

have

point I want to get at is

a large country.

Land is com-

paratively cheap, and labor comparatively high.
Crops are greatin exfént but small in yield, and
many of our farms are
Jess productive. - Now

getting more weedy and
what we must aim at is

to make them cleaner and
vote

less

land

to the

richer.

We must de-

production

of wheat and

other grain that is sold, énd more to the production of such crops as are fed out to animals on
the

farm.

raise

We

all

300 bushels

know

that it is far

of wheat

to get
money

for the crop in one case than the other, but the
profits are quadrupled. The market is not glutted with grain, and there will be more meat and
wool to sell, and more manure to use.

this about, we

must

summer-fallow

To bring

when

nec-.

essary; sow clover more
frequently, and not
sell. a pound; let our land lie longer in grass;
and when it is _broken up and planted to corn,

cultivate it very thoroughly, and not over-crop
it before it is seeded down again. In some cases

it will pay to summer-fallow,
the land
We

and "then seed

down to grass without

must aim to save

a grain crop.

labor, enrich our

land, re-

duce the area under tillage, and when it is plowed, cultivate

thoroughly

to kill

the

weeds

‘and

develop the latent plant-food in the soil. Plantfood is the farmer’s capital. It is present in large

Meteorological Indications.

made himsel®ithome and a favorite. In Persia,
Cabul and Afghanistan he

years.

spent

nearly

twenty

He rose to highieomanad in the army of

the sonjquaping Dost Mohammed, and introduced
modern military tactics among the Orientals.
At

grown

at all, in which

reasonably

rain

presents

banks or layers of clouds resting one above
the other.
Motionless clouds, lythg in
i the quarter whence,
the ‘wind blows, bring only a continuance of

that wind, but if they appear in the opposite
quarters they announce its termination,

in the

simultaneously, yet

morning,

bad

fine

Dwarf

several

impell-

For

weather;

weather,

ora

Howell, Iemish Beauty,

opt the Seckle which

is on pear stock); fhe Fost are on quince, but by
deeper planting~'have, with the exception of
first light of dawn kl
Duchesse, all rooted on the pear, making firm
wind may be looked ory
and thrifty standard: trees, The’ circumference
weather,
tof quince Toots isevery small, and not suflicientto
aunounGe fine weather ood 10 lois ate ‘breczes 3i hold tlie tree in its place after growing a few
A
years, But for early growth, they tdke 3 quick
thick, clouds with well marked edges, wind,
hold of. the ground, and throw the tree into aldeep, dark blue sky of gomber tinge indicates
A clear and brilliant blue sky indicates most immediate bearing, satisfying those who
winds
are unabl@ to wait the natural period of growth
The
lighter the clouds look, the
fine, weather.
§
less voason i8_ there to anticipate wind. The and fruiting of standard trees.

great deal of wind;
If the
fine weather.
a bed of clouds,
over
If on Ihe Joti) Hue

gray

sly in’ the

morning

last, returning homeward through Egypt, Turkey. Germany aud .Great Britain, he resumed
the quiet of his youth in Phil: wdelphia. At the
rising. of the rebellion—~though in his seventh
decade ~he promptly offered his services to the more dense, the more rolled together. ; twisted
ae wind
He was commissioned as a colonel and tattered they” gre, the ori
governinent.
and Ted down to the Army of the Potomac the will be. A brilliant yellow sky at sunset anlargest regiment of cavalry embraced in it, which Routes wind; a pale yellow. one, rain, Ace
lie commanded tmtil severe sic <ness obliged him | ¢dpdtife to the ‘predominance of red, yellow, or
to Withdraw,
it ish tints, we can foretell ‘the condition of |
i

For private grounds, wh therefore unhesitatingly re Commend the planting of the pear on

quince ; apd: eyen for permanent orcharding for
market, the! y should be alternated wilh others.
In planting, of course, ‘the point of union between pear and quince should be covered a cou

il
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each other often bring rain.

when the sky

a shovel

“A Christmas ldyl,”
¢ Christmas Pictures’, Prospectus for 1872, &e., &e.

is eminently wise, This is a deficiency easily
remedied. “While corn is dur national crop, less
almost

Four

¢¢ Christmas

come a thing of the past from the same cause.
The incidental benefits of sheep-raising to gen—
En
In a long schednle of weather signs which eral agriculture are such as to insure the continuance of that branch of live stock husbandry,
appeared a long time ago in public journals,
and, as soils are more and more heavily taxed in
we find these that may be worthy of being cut
the production of annual crops, the demand for
out and preserved for reference :
| sheep will be more and more imperative.
The
If the sun be clear and brilliant, it foretells a
varieties to be grown may be safely left to local
fine day; but when the sun is at its rising preconditions, and the individual preference of each
ceded by redness, and this redness passes off
shepherd or farmer.—
National Live-Stock Jourthe moment it does appear, the sign is of rain.
nal.
&

Hindustan, and traveled inland through the Britthose

*

giving a small amount of more highly concentrated nutriment in connection with corn-fodders

the older states will thus be rendered unprofitable, than that the sheep husbandry of Germany,
France or England will be superseded, and be-

foretell rain.
A rosy “sky at sunset -indicates

"entific traveleriand among
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the suggestion found in the practice of some, of
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the ignorance of the cultivator!
If itis found
to contain too little nutriment for its bulk,or too
small an amount of the flesh-forming element,

of the atmosphere.

an approaching
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of any well-regulated dairy. 1It
half that is fed 1s either impiopor in a state of growth not prohighest results. If this should be
stupid to condemn the niaize for

elsewhere; and at the same time there is mo
more reason to suppose that sheep hushandry in

murkable Iife.

a sei-

big the cows
able that
3 cultivated
ductive of the
the case, how

than fresh quantities are developed from the
soil by the decomposing and disintegrating action

Two.winds

COTTON.

Nationa Sulyy Schuler gh

immature, colorless, and watery, is unfit to place

of the United States, in open competition with
the production of South America, Australia or

Clouds coming up

ernments of Agia, which he penetrated as

That from thick sowing,

we can render available and keep in active circulation without allowing it to diminish faster

ed by different winds, announce an’ early storm.
Clouds accumulating on the sides of mountains

native gov-

soundness of the corn.

by

American....
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It is evident from all that is conflicting in the

proportion to the amount of this plant-food that

in most of our soils, bat a-great
of it lies idle. . Our profits will be in

General Joseph Harlan of Philadelphia, who
died in San Francisco a few days ago, led a re-

About the year 1820 he landed in,

to be very

certain conditions
of soil, climate, and accessibility to market, prove more profitable than
others.
It seems highly probable that both mutton and
wool can be grown on the great central plains

quantities’
proportion
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are mainly. due to the degree of maturity or
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oak, and in fact all the trees of the forest in

and should be decided by a series of thorough

The Demand for Meat.

"COFFEE.
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The forests are dying out in certain parts of

of its production, has not been determined fully,

The Waverly (Iowa) Republican has a nut
lead to an
year to year. The causes which
It says thatd.C.
for the geologists to crack.
over-supply for a few months are only temporaJangs, on the farm of William Janes, in LafayThe demand is increasing, and he is a wise
hip, while digging a well, found at a ry.
ette
farmer who looks ahead and quietly and persedepth of 18 feet, a stratum of rock, and: a china
veringly improves his farm and stock. He is
toy, the figure of a horse.
Several wells have
mutton, beef,
Wool;
certain of his reward.
been dug on the place the past summer, and not
pork, cheese, butter, milk, poultry, and all otha sign of rock was discovered except in this inler animal products will be wanted more and
stance.
more as the condition of the world improves.

society are charg-

sianizing the provinces ou the shords of the Baltic. The latest
movement
to this ewd is to de-

and fed just before
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Virginia. The chestnut trees have already submitted to some deleterious agency, and their
growth is nearly exhausted, and this year the
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valuable.
4. Its value, compared with lucerne, millet,
the best grasses, and other "plants, containing
a larger; percentage of ndtriment,
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consideration the quantity produced and the cost
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tain sections, are dying. No explanation of this
grasses, and cut between tasselling pnd earing,
disastrous visitation has yet been given.
when the elements elaborated for p.
|. To cover a crop of 3,000,000 bales of cotton
the ear are stored in readiness for
20,000,000 yards of bagging are required, worth
use.
They are raising flax at the West to
3. It is probable, both from
the Tetionvle of $5,000,000.
:
the case and from facts presented -above, that in make this bagging of.
the more northern latitudes a mistake has often

9

twenty years, he had paid $50,000. Pinkerton
also possessed complete records of the secret
service of the Army of the Potomac, Which were

It is not generally known that the knowledge
which learned men possess in regard to the sur«ed with causing the recent fire in Geneva, and
face of the moon—its mountaing, valleys, plains,
an investigation has been ordered.
. ‘1 lava seas, and the distances from point ta point,
Agents of the International

development,

CANDLES,

Moulds. seeesss 12 @. 14}

out white spots,

in summer, We present below the
deduced from the testimony given:
corn-foder is neither worthless nor
of all soiling material.

2. It is the best when

to remove trees of any sort,—either deciduous,
evergreens, or vines,—is in the former part of
the growing season, unless they are taken up
with frozen earth. Trees may live and grow
satisfactorily, after having been transplanted in
late autumn; yet, the same trees would have
succeeded still better, if they bad been removed
in the spring before the buds had expanded.—

N.

coals,

der asa suppleméntary feed or soiling crop for

ed to stand only a few weeks without a vital
hold in the soil. The better period, therefore,

out, gave him a spoonful of gruel and left. The
animal never forgot that act of kindness, and

FOREIGN.

come a keality,

A stream of pure cold water was found recently at a depth of over seventy feet by some work-

A warming, pan full of

a statement presenting a long line of testimony
from various sources on the value of corn-fod-

not so thickly as to prevent normal

BosToN WHOLESALE Prac.
* For the week ending, Nov. 22, 1871.

Sal-volatile will restore colors taken out
by acid. It may be-dropped upon any garment
without doing harm.
New iron should be gradually heated at first.
After it has become inured to the heat, it is not
so likely to erack.
+ Clean a brass kettle before using it for cooking, with salt and vinegar.
The .oftener carpets afe shaken the better; the
dirt that collects under them grinde out the
threads.
:

tl

milch cows
conclusions
1. Green
the poorest

root SpE. we Practiont

Toot Hints.

The Department of Agriculture has just issued

could be supplied by the frozen roots.
By transplapting trees and vines at the former
part of the growing season, they will be requir-

withdrew from the field.

vated , annually with
armor.
:

from

proportion to the extent of the mutilation, If
the ground where trees are standingbe frozen
solid and deep fora long period, the trees will
| often be Seriously injured by the evaporation of
more moisture from the bark and buds than

destroyed also.

H.,

convention

Indians of Arizona, the effect of

but

the toll-man kept his revolver bearing on his
man until he and his companion had backed off
some distance. The robbers had no idea of taking any even chances for money, and quietly

mitted suicide on Saturday.
Heavy snow -storms prevailed lastf week to
the west and merthwest of Chicago, and ih many

decided

on

drawn
spoken,

‘Not a word was

raise his weapon.

Samuel F. Cary will join in it.
Surgeon Christian,at Fort Hayes, Kansas, com-

has

The, man

situation, did not

the

seeing

the robber, who,

carefully in-

late aitumn, sufficiently deep to cut off all the
sap-wood, and all above the girdle will dry and
wither before spring, while other branches, not
girdled, will remain greeggand full of sap. Mutilating the ‘roots operates like girdling, just in

in the road,

out

walked

robbers

would-be

this time had his pistol up and a bead

men of the

them that he

owes his first allegianceto the republican party,

Schenck

Extraordinary tints and densé clouds, with hard

months, let a large branch of a tree be girdled in

who advanced held his pistol down by his side
the toll-man to stop. The latter by
and orderéd,

to be

received

which he helped to make; Senator Spencer
sympathizes with the movement, and the Hon.

that General

- Soft, light, delicate tints, with clouds of decided shade, indicate or accompany fine weather."

waste, more or less moisture must be taken up
by the roots and conveyed to the branches, even
To prove that thereis more or
in the winter,
less circulation of the sap during the winter

a toll-gate

how

relates

paper

while the other stood at thé roadside.

In response to circulars issued by the executive committee

er and soon form dense and somber masses.

In case every

evaporating

constantly

are

moisture

and

With us the ground is not in grass, but culti-| =

the sun, the moon,

oppositg to that pur-

of wind.
After fine weather, the first signs of a change
are ordinarily high, white clouds in belts, or in
light, dappled tufts or ‘locks, which grow larg-

the buds, twigs and branches, even after the
growing season is ended. Hence, to supply such

cau-

ple of inches, to allow the pear gp rooty and to

tg.

circumvent the borer on the quince,

High clouds passing before

;

without injury and be transplanted

keeper and another man were stopped one night
recently on the highway by two men. One of

The origin of the fire is unknown.

held in Washington, replies

eSatioh

accuracy.

little root and rootlet of a tree could be taken up

tioned notto harbor said boy, under penalty of
the law. Wilson & Patterson, corner St. John
and Common streets.” That boy was the late
Lieutenant Governor of Louisiana. He died

last week.
| A California

by fire inthe Thames River Wednesday morning. All on board were forced to jump into the
water or perish in the fire, and" two passengers
and eleven officers and deck-hands were drowned.
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outlines, indicate rain, and probably a gale of
to a congenial seed-bed, the plant would suffer ‘wind,
Clouds that form on hills and other elevated
no perceptible injury in consequence of the removal. The chief iden in taking up and trans- places, and cling there, augment, or descend,
planting trees, vines, or flowering plants, is to indicate rain, If they, however, ascend and | displace the roots in their new bed, as nearly’ as perse, they portend good weather.
When birds that usually flyin flocks,—swal«
may be practicable, in the same position as they
lows,
for instance,~keep near to their nests, flygrew.
of the growing season, isa ing from one side fo the other, and: skimming the
part
former.
The
but none killed.
far better time to transplant anything, than in ground, the sign is of rain or wind. When domestic animals seek sheltered places, when
_| late autumn, for the following reasons :
Paragraphs.
chimneys
smoke, or when in calm weather the
winter
of
rigors
the
endure
1. That a tree may
There grows in Nevada a species of wild peach| with the least injury, the roots must have a vital smoke does not ascend overhead, bad weather
which is exceedingly hardy, acd will live nearly
hold on the soil. When trees and vines are trans. may be expected.
‘When the sky is remarkably clear at the horianywhere that the sage brush can exist.
planted in the late autumn, the roots will have
zon,
and objects usually invisible are distinguishwinter.
the
Only thirty years ago the New Orleans Picay= no vital hold on the soil during
.able from each other, or appear higher up by
less
more
suffer
must
branches
reward
the
“95
:
t
‘Hence,
advertisemen
this
une published
refraction, there will beb e Yuin, and perhaps wind.
—run away from the subscribers,on thie 28d Nov. during cold weather, because Sis vital union
has been severed.
last, the ‘negro boy Oscar Dunn, an.
tice to the plastering trade. He is of g
9. Hvery tree and vine is a thing of life. Sap
Valus of Corn-Fodder.

The election in the District of Columbia was
held Wednesday. It resulted in obtaining a large

oming Territory

close

—

sued by the lower beds of clouds, or of the wind
felt at the surface of the soil, indicate a change

with a tree or bush.

all the a

de Fuda,
Seventy-five pilin from Algiers to Mecca
eral Thomas.
on Friduy. They
Mr. Murphy has rimed the collectorship of | were drowned in the Suez Canal
a steamboat which came in
the port of New York, and the President has were passengers on
collision with another vessel.
appointed Chester A. Arthur to succeed him.
«Two more colliery explosions have occurred
controller
of
office
the
resigned
has
Connolly
England, One was on Saturday, near Bromin
given
been
has
place
the
in New York city, and
The other was near
killing eight miners.
wish,
to his deputy, Andrew J. Green.
Haversford, by which twenty Then were injured

and the shccess of the four million

the weather wvith a very

The great difficulty to be encountered in transplanting trees, vines, or plants of any sort is,
‘that in most instances many of the réots are severed from the stem and are left where they origi
nally grew. Itisseldom practicable to remove

of San Ju-

the Strait

ence to the disputed line in

W
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his passports.

It is stated tat the Russian government has
ordered him to attend the Grand Duke during
his tour in the United States and then return

t

-

or the stars, in a direction

President is thereby relieved of the unpleasant
duty of

sii
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Rial an Touts.

out the country to keep quiet” and muiintain the
¢
public order,
The management of the Russian2 Jegailid has
heen transferred to General Gorloft, and the
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full directions how to obtain Patents free.

" A bound volume of 118 pages, containing the New
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of Mochanioal movemen's, Patent Laws and rules for
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